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Dear Countrymen
, whale er is left to us

Of ancient heritage—
Of manners, speech, of humours, polity,

The limited horizon of our stage—
Old love, hope, fear,

All this lfain wouldfix upon the page

;

That so the coming age,

Lost in the Empire's mass,

Yet haply longingfor theirfathers, here

May see, as in a glass,

IVhat they held dear—
May say,

'

‘Twas thus and thus

They lived'; and, as the time-food onward rolls,

Secure an anchorfor their souls.

T. B. BROWN
FoeVie Yinn (seeoed uri,»)
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PREFACE

Miss maud kabpfi.es knew Cecil Sharp’ intimately

for thirteen years; during twenty-two years I was
a slight acquaintance of his, a haphazard correspon-

dent, a familiar friend. 1 n the spring of 1931 we fell to

talking of him, and I found her to be oppressed with

the fear that she would never be able to get down on

paper the image of him that was in her mind. I pro-

posed that we should write his biography together. This

book is the result. Her collaboration has consisted in

giving most of the story of his life, the planning of the

book in detail, and two complete chapters. A per-

vasive sense of humour was included in it; pertinent

criticism and obstinate argument were not excluded.

Mr. A. P. Opp^, who collaborated with Sharp in

The Dance (1924), and Dr. Vaughan Williams, who
more than any one has in word and in deed made
Sharp’s cause his own, have both read a draft of this

book, and have taken trouble to tell us frankly, as few

will do, what was wrong, or even right, in it. A great

many of Sharp's friends have hunted out letters and

in other ways helped to make these pages a truthful

account.

A. H. FOX STRANGWAYS
IOKDOK,
Dee. 1933
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CHAPTER 1

1859-189!

BOYHOOD AND EARLY MANHOOD
I travelled aronr.g unknown men.

In land! beyond the sea;

Nor, England! did I know till then

'Vfcat love 1 here to lice.

u\ aotwiTMTH,

C ecil James sharp was bom on St. Cecilia’s Day,
November 22nd, 1859, at Denmark Hill, and died

on Midsummer Eve, June 23rd, 1924, at 4 Marcsficld

Gardens, Hampstead.*

His father, James, 1 was born in 1827, and died on
November 1 st, x 903. He was a slate-ir.crchanc in Tooley
Street, and retired from business before he was fifty;

%vhether because, as he said, slates had come to be replaced

by tiles, or because, as he probably thought, neither of

them quite supplied ail he expected of life, is not clear.

He had a taste for old furniture, glass, and coins; for

archaeology, especially when i: led him to visit famous

spots; for architecture, and, in particular, for cathedrals,

to which he often took Cecil, who kept up the practice,

after his father's death, with friends; and he loved the

oratorios of Handel and operas of Mozart, which his

wife played to him. Having entered business unexpectedly

on the death of an elder brother, he had had little regular

education; he gained from his business relations a quiet

tolerance and a sense of humour. Cecil loved and admired

him; he spoke of him in his later letters as 'the General’.

James Sharp married Jane Bioyd, the youngest daugh-

ter of Joseph Bioyd, a lead-merchant in the City. Joseph

1 Far bii age at different date! it ii convenient to remember that he wai
forty yean old at the turn of the century.

* A medallion of him is shown in Evelyn Slurp’s Unfiauk/dAditatsrt.

I



boyhood and Early Manhood 1859

Bloyd was a Welshman, and his wife, Elizabeth Angcll,

was of Italian extraction. Cecil's mother, tall, of fine

carriage, with Italian features and lovely hands as she

spread them on the keyboard, seemed to have the secret

of youth up till her death at ninety. She loved music,

was natural, since in her Wales and Italy met; and it was

the one taste she shared with her husband throughout a

happy married life. She was a graceful hostess and fond

of society. She died on February tath, 1915.

Cecil was the third child and eldest son; he had four

brothers and four sisters, and there were two boys who
died as babies. Llewellyn (l^wcn), the brother who came
next to him, was an architect in good practice. He built

some attractive houses in Brook Green, and the Apollo

Theatre, recently reconstructed. lie took pains with what
he did, and was pleasant company. He reviewed and re-

jected, in his capacity of Chairman of the Fire Brigade

Committee of the London County Council, a great number
of sound-producers, before he selected the bell now in use

on the London fire-engines. He died in October, 1914.

In this large family, the father’s pride, there was an

elder and a younger group, and between them Lewen was

a kind of liaison officer. To the elder group belonged

Mabel, who helped her mother with the younger ones, and

Ethel (Mrs. Malcolm McCall), who was often, with Cecil,

at the pianoforte; when they played at 'Church’, for in-

stance, Mabel said prayers, Ethel played 'the organ’, and

Cecil wrote and preached the sermon for the junior con-

gregation. Cecil could also be naughty; he refused boiled

mutton, one day, and sulked upstairs. When the mutton
followed him, he still refused, and declared that when he
grew up and had children, they should never be made to

cat what they did not like—a vow he kept.

His youngest sister, Evelyn (Mrs. H. W. Nevinson),

has made fame by her writing. She is the friend of the ugly
duckling. As she walks—in ‘Nicolette’.or'Whowas Jane',

:



,?6“ Dame School

or ‘Wymps’—through the tangle of life, she instinctively

turns up the stones to see how the wood-lice are getting

on, or stoops to put the caterpillar back on his cool leaf,

without missing the quarter of an hour of sunset that lights

up the hill. She knows her slums, and without any illu-

sions believes in them, in their promise, and their lack of

promise. She writes words which are deeds she has been
a part of. Her message is that of her brother Cecil : he was
only working in a different medium. 1c is, on the whole,

that there are a good many things ar.d people about us
every day that wc could understand if we would try.

Cecil went to school when he was ‘rising eight’ at Miss
Bennett’s, Lansdownc House, Brighton. Two letters of
his are printed here exactly as he wrote them.

My dear Mama October 4th «867

I felt rather lonely the first day but now I am very happy indeed.

I had a piece of my cake for my luncheon and 1 gave a piece to each

of the boys and they said they had never tasted such a nice one All

my things they like much better than theirs send my best love to

believe me your affectionate son

Cedi James Sharp

(Undated aivd unsigned; pnhably enclosed

with the preceding letter.)

My dear Ethel

I wish you many happy returns of the day. Tell Mamma I am
very happy A boy has just come for some string 1 must go am! give

him tame all tire hoys come and crowd round me for string and

they ay Sharp or new fellow give me some ofyour nice useful string

will you and I ay yes of course. I rrgocnised Goss directly I saw

him I do like him so and I like Authur Pitman I am so fond of

him I send you this little Mother of pearl knife. I thank you very

much for vour kind letter
Believe me

Thus to his mother 2nd sister at eight years old; and

thus to his son, at fifty-eight:

I am glad you are going to Brighton, which at this time of year

3



Boyhood and Early Manhood i860

(April] ought to be very jolly—though ordinarily I lute the place.

I have pleasant memories because my parents, being then in the

fashion, usually spent Oct.-Dee. there, and took me out 3 or 4

rinses a week from the dame’s school where I suffered an ignoble

existence for two yean— 108 Lansdowne Place, by the way, was

its beastly address Look it up, and throw a stone through tin-

window if it is still a school 1

He was a nervous boy. He had a constant fear of spill-

ing ink, because the penalty was to take a dirty rag out of

a dark cupboard to wipe it up. One day the penalty was

incurred and his terror was doubled by his finding a beetle

in the rag. And he was a sensitive boy. An early and

vivid recollection was the sound of a brass band in the

street when he was in bed; in his ecstasy he wept. He
had also, through life, a physical dread of noises : railway

whistles made him jump, loud voices left him irritable.

Cecil’s musical predilections, inherited from his mother,

fostered by his sister Ethel, and encouraged by his lather,

had probably already secured recognition; it is possible

also that he was regarded as not being very strong. At any

rate he was sent to Uppingham, which Edward Thring had

now made, from insignificance, into one of the healthiest

and best-equipped schools of England; and it was the

only school where music, under Paul David, was taken

seriously. He entered the lower school in 1869 and the

upper in 1872. He left, probably on account of weak
health, in 1874. Nothing is now known ofhis school career

beyond a dubious hint of his taking a solo at some concert.

A tablet in the Chapel commemorates 'the Writer and

Musician, Collector of English Folk Songs'.

The Heppel family, old friends of Cecil's father and

mother, lived in Tooley Street. Through them Mr. Sharp

came to know of a Mr. George Heppel, of Highfield,

Weston-super-Mare, who had a coaching establishment

for the Army and University. Cecil was sent there on

May 1 8th, 1 874; he passed the Cambridge local, and was

4



,8"9 Cambridge
then prepared for the University; Mr.Heppel thought well

of his mathematics. He became intimate with the family
during one holiday when he was laid up with a broken
coilar-bone, and this intimacy led to a good deal of con-
certed music-making and private theatricals. To themusic-
making came Constance Birch, the second daughter of a

neighbouring family, who becomes later on of importance
to this history. She was a tall and beautiful girl with
brown, wavy hair, and, behind some unfortunate glasses,

brown eyes: she could sketch successfully, sing, and play
the violin. In the theatricals Cecil acted Antonio (Merchant
of Venue), Nick Bottom, and Sarah Gamp; and in the

intervals distinguished himself as handy man. We hear
also of a bout of nav-fever, the precursor of the asthma that

plagued him to the end.

After a few years at Weston he was sent to the Rev.

J. T. Sanderson at Royston to be regularly coached for

Cambridge. He entered at Clare College in October 1879,
where he read mathematics. He was secretary of the
debating society; although he did not find speaking easy,

he used to propose annually ‘char the House of Lords be
abolished’, but got no support. He rowed in the second
and the first Clare boat; the record is given below. 1

I /joking back (14.4.34) on those days, he said:

Rowing was a great pleasure to me at Cambridge, though I did

not get funher than my first College eight, then eighth on the river.

Part of his enjoyment was expressed in limericks. He
wrote one on each member of the crew; to which T. R.

1 Dec. 1880. Stroked one of tbe College trial eights to victory. From
the Captain's book:—Sharp («Toke). Capital worker, and year min.
Rowed in Us; year's 2nd. About the bestm in trait: very keen.

Lent 1S81- and beat. Sharp (11 «. to) started at No. 5. raced at
No 7. They made a bump. Captain's comment:—Works hard, but
a tod seven

; loir at five or three ; better <m stTobe side.

May 1881. is: boat. Sharp No. 3. They were bumped twice. Cca-
mtnt:—No.

3
was useless after Grassy.

(N.B. It dees not mean, as two who have read it have thought, that there

was a falling off.)

5



Boyhood and Early Manhood i«79

Wardale, afterwards Tutor, replied on their behalf with

one quite as opprobrious, and honours were easy.

His life there is described in a communication from
Henry J. Ford, the painter.

We got to know each other at Clare as freshmen of the game

standing. Sharp at once became a leader of the musical men: I was

net musical, though I liked to listen well enough. We had three

good musicians in that year: Cecil, Fred T. MacDonnell—a really

fine dramatic baritone and musical(horrid word!) to the core, as any

one could see—and Fred Bagnali who po&c^d a very sweet high

tenor voice and sang with it like a bird. Slurp could ring a little, and

could play the pianoforte well enough to accompany adequately. I

don't think he was at all a rcai pianist, though very useful
: but his

enthusiasm .and high idealism and knowledge of music were, 1

fancy, unquestioned by these who knew. 1

He at once became an important figure in our college society.

His good humour was unfailing, also his high spirits and love of

good company. He seemed a bit older in mind than those of us who
were frerii from school. He had left Uppingham for :t year or so

before coming up,- and had had more opportunities of seeing life.

He was almost as enthusiastic about his mathematics as about
Wagner, the new and enormous star on the heavens ofmusic. M uch
did he discourse on these subjects, of which I lay in wondering and

somewhat contemptuous ignorance.

He worked harder at his music than at his mathematic*. He got

up concerts with MacDonnell, W. H. Wing, Bagiull, and Oliver

Puckridge—people's concerts, I think they were—and he gave,

among other things, a performance on the ocarina; and another on

a row of bits ofglass which you hit with a hammer (an instrument

which, as far as I am concerned, has no name, neither does it deserve

one). 1 He got tremendous encores for a spirited if barbaric per-

formance.

1 He hid roomi out ofCollege, in Tennis Court Read, so ts to be able

to make ns much music« he liked. s Five ycin.
J A few yean later he nude a xylophone himself, cutting the wood from

the trees m his father * garden. This instrument made its appearance after-

wards far the music of the ‘tongs and bones’ in Granville Barker ’a produc-
tion ofA MUiiMmirNizb0

* 1914). He ako aught himself the

banjo when convalescing from typhoid, and, later on, the pipe and tabor.

6



1 879 Cambridge

We differed somewhat in religion and politics: he, a Freethinker

in the early days and a Radical; I, a wavering Christian and uncer-

tain Conservative, much shaken up, I remember, by Alton Inke in

politics, and by Religion and Dogma when it came to religion. In

after years he returned to the bosom of the Church. Talking our

old talk over, I asked how it was that he had so changed, and he had

rinr effrontery to say that it was such Christians, professing ones, as

I that drove him into die hostile camp. Of course that was non-

sense and only an attempt to score off me. The thing that brought

him back to Christianity (though in fact he was, of couisc, always

the best of Christians in the bread and human seme) was, he told

me, seeing a young parson in Australia sitting on a fence telling

fairy stories to a lot of children.

The feet is, Sharp was a happy, emotional creature, and he was

never afraid of obeying the call of his emotions. He was excitable

and warm-hearted, and a strong, full-blooded man, full of kind

thoughts about others, and eager to enjoy, and help others to enjoy,

everything in lire that is enjoyable.

Sharp went all out for everything that interested him, was eager,

argumentative, a fighter, but always a jovial ;;ood fellow. He used

tn ring a comic song—The Emu*: words by Bret Hartc:

Where's that specimen pen

Which I gaily did win

In raffle, and gave unto you

—

Not a word said the guilty Emu.

to a tunc of his own.

He had, as you know, a hasidsomely Roman nose, somewhat

ruddy in tone, and it became a commonplace to speak of him

—

‘Punch’ was his nickname—as ‘mbcscing’, when he grew warm in

argument—which happened often. A very vital personality in our

little world ; a foretaste ofwhat he became afterwards in everybody's

big world.

But his views seemed to me to be founded not on the deeps, but

on the shallows—netted with sun and shade, and showing bright

fish darting about and lovely weeds and flashing dragon-flies—of

passion and human sympathies and antipathies. However I doubt

whether this is worth remarking, a* it is the same with u$ all, at

least all of us who are at all nice to be with.

7



Boyhood and Early Manhood 1881

After Henry Ford, one of his best friends was W. H.
Wing, the possessor of a baritone voice with a real ring

in it, knowledgeable about music, a coiner of the happy

phrase, and one who left a room merrier than he found it.

In after years he used to sing in an informal, open-hearted

way, which just suited Sharp’s views, in illustration of his

lectures. Another friend was Sir Owen Seaman of Punch.

Another was Edward D. Kendall, who conducted the

‘Concordia’ (men's voices) at Trinity, to which Stanford

lent his help: Sharp was among the first tenors. Kendall

was the composer of a setting oi ‘The Complcat Angler*

and other pleasing and sincere music; he had charge

of the music at Dulwich College and subsequently at

Charterhouse. There was also a deal Iriend for whose sake

Sharp learned finger-language, in which he conversed with

rapidity, and even devised improvements on the usual

form. Another friend at this period was Dr. James King-

ston Barton; Sharp, together with George Bernard Shaw,

Charles Hayden Coffin, and others, was a constant visitor

at his musical ‘At Homes’ in South Kensington.

When Sharp came down from Cambridge in 1882 his

father seems to have told him that he must seek his own
fortune, and that it would be best to try the colonies, prob-

ably Australia. Sharp’s own account is given by Henry
Ford:

He said he knrw nothing at the time of his departure about the

geography of Australia, so he took a map and saw the name of

Adelaide. That set him thinking of his adored Beethoven song,

‘Adelaide’, and this was ample reason to our ‘Punch’ to decide on

his future habitat. Such his merry, happy-go-lucky nature!

His father gave him his ticket and £10 or {/IQ, and he

sailed in October. He found chess useful as an escape

from the gambling, drink, and quarrelling on board, and

made a good many friends. He fell in with a wise man
who advised him when he got out to take any job that

came his way, and tell bis employer that he knew how to



'88* Adelaide

do it. So when he landed the firstjob he took was washing
hansom-cabs in a mews in Adelaide. He watched some
man washing the wheels and spinning them, and appar-
ently the important thing to do was to hiss loudly. There
was no difficulty about that, he thought, for an experienced
player of the ocarina, so he answered an advertisement
and took the post.

Sharp reached Adelaide in November 1882, and early
in 1883 he had found an occupation as a clerk in the
Commercial Bank of South Australia. The typewriter was
then new to banking circles, and this bank was the first to

use it in Adelaide; Sharp worked it, though imperfectly,

it is said. He also taught the violin. One of his colleagues
wanted to learn it, and Sharp, to whom a fee would have
been useful just then, after telling him to spread out his

hands on the desk, said: 'Look, boy, go out and buy a

small hammer and play or. an anvil; that's all the music
you have in you.'

From the bank he read with C. C. Kingston, and he
assimilated enough legal knowledge to become in April

1884 Associate to Sir Samuel James Way, Bart., Chief
Justice of South Australia (i876-i9i6)and Clerk of Ar-
raigns. This position of Associate otters a special oppor-
tunity to those who wish to rise at the Bar; they hear not

only the cases and decisions, but day to day comments
on the pleadings and criticism of the pleaders. There
was a brief period when Sharp thought of entering the

South Australian Bar. Sir Samuel was a brilliant lawyer and
a hard worker. He had an exceptionally large acquain-

tance among men and women. The social duties which
devolved upon Sharp, though congenial, were heavy, and
when he had in consequence to throw up his own per-

sonal engagements at short notice the situation became
difficult, ar.d he resigned in February 1889 and devoted
himself entirely to music.

Sharp had in his pocket when he landed an introduction

9
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to Arthur Boult, organist ofSt. Peter's Cathedral, Adelaide.

He set to work to practise and before long was installed as

assistant organist. He found congenial company among

the music-loving members of the German colony, and in

1 883 he was acting as Honorary Director of the Adelaide

String Quartet Club, to which he appointed Herr Im-

manuel Gottfried Rcimann as pianist. ! Ic early became

known to all the musical people in Adelaide, including the

Governors, first SirW. C. F. Robinson (>883-9), and after-

wards the Earl of Kintore. He conducted the Govern-

ment House Choral Society and the Cathedral Choral

Society, for whom he wrote some Nursery Rhymes that

people liked; later on he took charge of the Adelaide

Philharmonic Choir, who gave him a watch to keep time

and a stick to beat it with in memory of them when he lefe

finally in 1891.

He gained many private pupils for pianoforte, singing,

theory, and composition; ar.d in January 1889 he entered

into partnership with Herr Rcimann as joint Director of

the Adelaide College of Music, Rcimann contributing the

capital and Sharp the connexion. He is described as ’a

born leader in music’; within ten months of his joining the

College the attendance was doubled, and his lectures and

lessons are spoken ofenthusiastically. An old pupil writes

:

In a short time lie lad sixty pupils. We all adored him; we were

usually spoken of as ‘the sixty love-sick maidens*. ... I learned a

great deal more from him titan singing. . . . The change from a cer-

tain silly old German who made love to all his pupils was refreshing.

His stay in Australia was interrupted by cwo visits to

England. The first was in 1886 after a serious attack of

typhoid which left him paralysed in both legs. He found

his parents in their new home, an old manor-house at

Weston Turville. The doctors were not encouraging; but

Sharp forced himself to take a daily walk in the drive,

gradually increasing it in length, and cured himself. He
wanted to stay in England and educate himself seriously

10
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in music, but could find no employment, so he returned
with reluctance to Australia. And the second visit to

England was from January to March 1891. During that

short time, as before, he tried in vain to get his musical
compositions published.

Soon after his second return to Adelaide (March 1891)
the partnership between him and Herr Reimann was dis-

solved. 1 he leading members of the Staff, Herr Vollmar
and Herr Heinickc, threw in their lot with Herr Reimann,
under whose sole direction the College was continued,

becoming the Elder Conservatoire in 1898. Sharp was

urged to stay on in the city and continue his musical pro-

fession, and an address containing over three hundred
signatures, headed by that of the Bishop, expressed this

desire of his friends, but he decided to return to England.
He had no doubt that he could have made a career for

himself in Adelaide, but he had ‘not the heart to set to

work and begin all over again’.

The letter which follows preserves the memory of the

Adelaide days. The Duffields, Walter the father and
Geoffrey the son (who organized the Solar Observatory),

the Howards, and Guy Boothby were his great friends.

Others were E. B. Grundy, a lawyer with whom he at

one time shared rooms in Carrington Street, and Charles

Marson, a clergyman, of whom we shall hear more.

W. GcotTrcy Duffidd to the Rt Hon. IL A. L. Fisher, 17.8.25

(enclosing a donation to the Cecil Sharp House Fund)

Cecil Sharp was one of our oldest friends; wc fins knew him in

Adelaide when he was a gay, debonair Judge’s Associate—a role

which those who knew him in later life in Eng'and will rind it hard

to realise that he had ever played. With Guy Boothby he wrote

a comic opera 1 which as a boy I remember hearing. A few years

ago 1 played over one of the airs from it and asked him to name

the composer; he had forgotten his own child and ascribed it to

Schumann. ... He and 1 used to subscribe ourselves 'Brother

1 Tlih operetta, SjMa, was performed at the Theatre Royal, Adelaide.

1 )
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Musico’— I forget how it originated; I have never earned the

title, unless playing wrong notes on the double-low is a sufficient

qualification.

The picture is filled in for us by a letter ot’Chcirlcs Mstrson's

about 1890:

We had such a delightful evening at the Duffields: Slurp, Otto
Fischer, and the D's, and the talk was of the merriest and the music
of the best A fierce argument about Carlyle and ‘alwraction

1

carried us into metaphysic. Not a word of scandal all the evening.

Fischer sang Schumann's ‘Ich grollc nichi* a.-id Slurp played nue
of his sonatas admirably; but he would not play ‘anything great' as

the piano was not gcod enough, he told our hostess, with such
merry geniality that she could not be offended.

. . . Cecil Sharp
abhors Girton and N'ewnham and the 'mental loudness’ they pro-
duce in girls. ... He is a redly good and enthusiastic man who is

married to music and serves her with a knightly and unending
service.

12



CHAPTER II

1892-1896

MUSIC AS A PROFESSION

La guerre ne vient-elle pan d’nn manque d'ucici cntie 1m homines?
Et s tom !es homines apprenrienr Is musique, pc aeroit-cc pu Je

moycn dc taccordcx ensemble, ct dc voir dAO$ lc mondc h p*ii

aiuvcftcDe?

—

Houtni+ Burgeas GtniMmm.

I
n January 1892 Sharp was hack in England with no

resources to speak of but with a considerable experience.

For a few months he lived with his brorher Lewcn in Duke
Street, Adelphi; in April he took rooms at

5 Langham
Chambers (now Cavendish Mansions), Langham Street.

It was there that his biographer first sec eyes on him, in

a roomy ground-floor studio, seated at a grand pianoforte

Under the skylight, harmonizing a song. Music talk began

at once, and was incessant. One remembers chiefly a

penetrating eye, a humorous curl of the lip, and a suavely

modulated voice. 1

1 A recollection of Sharp'i pcrjorul apptarance «t a later cate it given by

Mr*. May Elliot Hohbe:

‘The firet time 1 aw Cecil Slurp—in 191 r—a* he amt into Mri.
Arthur Sidgwick’s drawing-room, he gave me an impw-.on which hi»

never changed—the piercing blue eye, falcon-like, the strong nose, the

firm set ofthe head on the shoulders, the superb cirriige, which he retained

even when mote lent with increasing age. There was a controlled supple-

ness in the whole body, loceely knit without being wobbly, and this it was
thar made hit dancing unique in its grace and ease. It might bs summed up

in two words—line and carriage.

‘Two other pictures come before me. An ently one of liiia netted at the

piano in my room, pipe alternately in hit month ot on the mnsie-iand,

playing and singing shantiea just collected in Somerset, the hards with the

slightly crooked little finger, kicking the miy.t unlikely "piano hands”, and
yet bringing cut the value ofevery note, jus: as he wanted it; and every now
and again he would tarn his head towards us, seated round and on the door,

with that characteristic one-sided pursing of the mouth and twinkle in his

eye which always heralded a joke.

'Another picture, much later, sitting rather crouched in his armchair by

the fire, a brown Shetland shawl round ha shoulders, the fine modelling of

»3
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To Ml*. Walter Howard Good Friday, 892.

I spent this morning choosing wall-papers for mv rooms. After

settling on one tlut best sailed my taste and mv pocket I took it to

my landlady, who after looking at it for a moment remarked, 'It's

wonderfully ugly, isn't it?’ A little abashed by this scathing criti-

cism, I said, ‘Well, it will look better with an apple-green frieze

This was too much for her, and I'm sure she thinks me mad. After-

wards she asked me to sign the agreement, and I was about to du

<o when I by chance discovered that she had node the rent £io less

than we had arranged. I pointed it out, but she did not sivm to

think much of it, because she said we both knew what it really

ought to be. After that I warmed to her and lorpivc her remarks

about the paper.

He was fond of society. In a letter about this time he

remarks:

My tea-patty went off very well. It was delightfully informal

and friendly. 1 always introduce everybody to everybody else, and

my muffins arc 10m <rprt.hr, which only lappcris in hachelnr

establishments.

He wanted this large room for his music lectures, in

which he preached Wagner opera with a$ much fervour

as most young musicians of his day, and with more know^
ledge than some of them; his voluble enthusiasm found

willing hearers.

On his visits to his parents at Weston Turvillc he spent

much time in playing the organ, and wrote anthems for

the Church service and onefor afriend’s wedding. He had
come home with the fixed intention of giving himself up
to musical composition. His letters in this year (i 892} arc

full of his hopes and fears.

The Musical went off very well on Saturday. Bisphom snug my
song h/aulifully and Shakespeare accompanied it . .

.

before a critical

company [including Fanny Davies and Leonard Berwick) . . .

the he*d moce apparent as the hones showed up in age—a real sculptor's
head, the eyes stiU as competing as ever, the whole frame becoming mare
and more lot a shell fer the Kill eager spirit, full of nervous energy. con-
centrated but ne'er restless.

’
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. . . Miss M'i criticism [ofa sonata] was ‘clever and beautiful, not
adapted to the taste of the British public'. But I think people are
wrong in thinking that the public are unable to appreciate anything
but gutter garbage

I.think I may fairly claim a great sicccss with Schott yesterday.

He commended the sonata very highly, saying it was scholarly and
yet full ofmelody.

Sharp wrote in all, as far as can be discovered, about a

score of songs and a score of instrumental pieces between
1885 and 1 900, "when composition stopped with the suite

ol morris dances for strings, hautboy, and horn : the greater
part of them were written after his return from Australia.

They are modelled on Schumann, but they do not show
that the gift of composing was his, or that he ever would
by that means have revealed the artist that was in him.
Some part-song arrangements of nurscry-rhymes, a hymn,
two pianoforte pieces, and two songs were published.’ His
technique improved greatly as scon as he had, in the

accompaniments of the folk-songs, a definite purpose in

front of him. He had intended to take lessons in com-
position, to make up for lost time in Australia, but need
forced him to give them instead in elementary harmony.
His friend, Mrs. Walter Howard, shepherded pupils to

him, beginning with herself and her sister-in-law.

To Mrs. Walter Howard.

17 March 1891.
I am still wandering round in search of work and building plans

ceaselessly, as I am more than ever disposed to remain in England
if I can nuke a living. I am sure that without doing so [i.e. living

in England] I shall never improve much or satisfy in any way my
ambition, but I am beginning to realise tlur it meansa hard struggle.

He played the pianoforte at musical 'At Homes' and small

concerts and often accompanied his friend, Duloup, a

Dutch violinist. He writes in January 1893:

I am greedy for employment. Private pupils are so uncertain

and they treat me *> unceremoniously that I am anxious to get as
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.

ifcjy

much lecturing, etc. in schools as I possibly can. This is the only

certain thing that I can see.

In addition to his lecturing he succeeded in getting the

conductorship of various small choral societies. He writes

(18.J.93) to Constance Birch:

I took my first practice of my Society at Bedford Park last night.

It was fairly successful, Kit I shall soon get tiivd of these small

Sxiedcs. I want something bigger. Everlasting glees become

tiresome—they arc so finicking.

And (26.1.93):

I am itching to get work which I know I am qualified to do,

but people are *o afraid of giving 111 unknown nun a trial, and I

am not a good hand at advertising myself.

Mr. C. J. Dale (father of Benjamin Dale, the composer),

Chairman of the Finsbury' Choral Association, was not

afraid, and after Sharp had taken several practices and

gone through protracted negotiations he was, in June

1893, appointed conductor. In his own words:

He (the Secretary] handed me a letter, an official announcement

of my appointment, but they only offer me twenty guinea* fur tive

season, whereas the Secretary before told me £25. However, I

expect they arc anxious about finance*—at any rate I *aid nothing.

In addirion, he was appointed at Mr. Dale’s invitation to

the Staff of the Metropolitan College, Holloway, where

he conducted the orchestra, lectured, and had private

pupils. It seems that he made his choir work, and that

they liked him for it. They did the standard Handel and

Mendelssohn, the Spectre's Bride, and the Damnation dc

Fausty and he would comment with some directness on the

several works. He showed a will of his own and no inclina-

tion to compromise; there was no uncertainty in his beat,

and his rhythm was a strong point. He writes to Constance

Birch (1 4.2.93):

They tell me I can be very caustic and that I don’t encourage by

flattery enough. I hate to be always smoothing people down to get

16



1893 A Rub on the Green

anything out of them, don't you ? If I had the right son under my
stick, they would not want it.

He held the appointment for four years and the incident

which led to his resignation in July 1897 is as follows.

Miss Muriel Foster wished to be released from her

engagement to sing for the Finsbury Choral Association

in the Redemption on March 25th, in order to accept one
at the Albert Hall, which was held to be of importance
to her career. Dr. (later Sir Hubert) Parry of the Royal
College of Music, to which she belonged, held Sharp re-

sponsible for the refusal of her request, and before hearing
the facts wrote him a violent letter. The Committee of the
Association had in the meantime accepted responsibility,

but Dr. Parry had not seen their letter. Their Chairman,
Mr. Dale, asked him to withdraw his letter, but he refused.

The Committee met, and, reflecting that Dr. Parry and
two of his friends were on their Council, asked Sharp to let

the matter drop. He thought it over and decided on May
22nd to resign instead. He published the letters, and the

Committee, to save face, wrote another, which added
nothing material. In a few years the Association broke up.

Any one who has read the voluminous Life of Parrj

by C. L. Graves knows that he was a man of generous

impulses who would always rather cut a knot than untie

it. Any one who knew Sharp knew a man of some stead-

fastness, to whom an engagement was sacrosanct, whether
his own or another’s. And any one who has served on a

committee knows that the reason why 'corporations never

die’ is partly that they never truly live; because though

they have, individually, sensitive feelings, they arc never

allowed to express them corporately. Meanwhile we may
join in the eulogies of Miss Foster’s behaviour under try-

ing circumstances, and rejoice that the incident probably

helped, rather than hindered, a distinguished career.

At the beginning of 1893 Sharp was appointed music-

master at Ludgrove, a preparatory school—mainly for
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Eton—and began with Mrs. Dunn (wife of Arthur Dunn,

the head master’) and four boys as pupils. Sharp held

the appointment until 1910. The number of pupils soon

increased, and during the greater part of the eighteen years

he taught cither three or four days a week at the school,

spending two or three nights away from home. Later on,

when he lived at Hampstead, he used to cycle to New
Barnet in all weathers, starting at 7 a.m., and it was a

matter of pride to him that throughout the eighteen years

he was never once late. Also he never lost his interest in

the work or his temper with the boys, who were devoted

tohim. One of his pupils, chatting one day with Mr. Sharp
on the cricket-field in his last term, said: 'You remember,

sir, telling me my first term that you were n hundred?

Well, 1 thought you were quite serious, and I believed it

all these years.' Then, looking at him attentively, he

added: ‘Now I don’t suppose for a moment you arc a day

older than seventy.’ The Masters' Common Room liked

him too: one says, 'Life together was such a jolly one’;

another speaks of ‘a breadth of outlook', which reminds

us of Marson's ‘not a word of scandal’ on an earlier page.

He liked to air his Radical views and 'pull the legs of the

Tories’, and his wild flights of rhetoric were (except once,

when he voiced pro-Boer doctrines) taken in good part.

Early in January 1893 Sharp became engaged to Con-
stance Dorothea Birch. The engagement brought him the

greatest happiness. Something of what it meant to him is

expressed in a letter to Constance in which he quotes his

adored Wagner:

‘The love of «he strong for the strong is Lwt, for it is the free

surrender to one who cannot compel us.' This expresses something
of my meaning when I tell you I want you and myself each to pre-

serve our individualities; for then it our love the true and voluntary

1 After Mr. Dunn’a death in rqca the school was taken over by Mr.
G. O. South in partnenhip with Mean. W.

J.
Oakley and A. N. Brown.

18



,893 His Engagement
surrender to each other without compulsion. Love which exacts

is no low worth the naming.

For a moment it looked as though Constance was unable
to breathe the air on these heights of idealism, and we find

Cecil holding out a hand to support her:

You are always ‘wanting a sign’, which is not a good thing
If you are continually cross-examining yourself. . . ar.d are sifting

and analysing your many feelings and thoughts . . . which of their

very nature must of necessity be variable, you will for a certainty

sooner or later muddle yourself to such an extent that one moment
you can say ‘Yes', and the next 'No', to your oft repeated questions.

Remember how by much thinking you can forget the face of your
dearest friend. It is just the same with feelings. Take their average;
don’t analyse every passing phase. . . . Life must be taken krwdly,

not minutely, lhc general trend of things is infinitely more im-
portant than their direction at any particular moment.

Then there was the question of religion. Of letters on
such a subject, intended for one eye alone, one hesitates

at printing more than a sentence or so. After words in the
strain of Faust’s

Wer darf ihn nennen ?

Und wet bekennen:

Teh glaub' ihn?

Wer emphnden
Und rich unterwinden

Zu »gm: ich glaub’ ihn niclit? 1

he goes on

:

It is only in the way you put it and in tire expressions you use

that I cannot quite agree. ... I cannot conceive it possible that G<xl

could have placed in me a mind and a conscience whose conclusions

—if honestly and industriously arrived at—it would be right of me
to ignore. This truth seem* to me such a self-evident one that if

I did not believe it I should simply flounder and lose all my trust,

faith, and beliefin this thing as in everything else. This is the main-

•pring of my conduct in life; with its corollary, which is to train

1 Who dare name Him? Who dare aver, 'I believe’; Who ihat lu»
feeling can presume to say, ‘I believe not’?
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m)self to allow infinite latitude of variance in others witliout per-

mitting myself to nr, ‘I am right and they are wrong/ All I will

ever say it I i/Jievt I am tight, and believe they are wrong.

This difficulty, as to how far their difference of view was

an obstacle to marriage, was laid, as many other problems

had been, before his friend Charles Marson, who at that

time had a London slum-parish. Marson promised to write

to Constance as a priest and not as Cecil’s friend. 1 Ie did

not disclose to Cecil what his priestly advice would be, nor

did Cecil inquire, but two days later he wrote to Constance:

I cannot write a note of music and f begin to fear that Marson

was quite right, and that it is sheer happiness which has nipped the

current of my thoughts.

On August 22nd, the marriage took place at Clevcdon

in Somerset, and is thus described by the Rev. C. I..

Marson in a letter to his wife:

The event came off to-day. I rote up at 6. 30 ,
better of my

diseases, and turned up at All Saints where the ‘furniture’ is very

gorgeous, and the altar very decently draped. The old curate

served, and after die Credo 1 whipped off the Gisula and went to

the steps, blessed the happy pair and exhorted them, and so finished

the mass and the signing. Then we drove all together to the

‘Wilderness’ and had a neat cold breakfast in the garden on a lawn

amphitheatre hewn out of the rocks. Above us waved holm oaks

and arbutuses, and round were beds of bright flowers, and pines,

and overhead sailing white clouds—an ideal party some twenty

strong. Then we chatted about, and pretty Evelyn told my fortune,

and the father Sharp talked architecture. Then the bride came in

neat grey and we drank their healths in champagne, and they drove
away, and we walked off.

Their prospects were not dazzling. Sharp was reason-

ably sure of earning £350 a year and was hopeful of in-

creasing this to £400 ,
whilst his wife had about ,£ico a

year of her own. Neither of them allowed finances to

worry them. In discussing ways and means before their

marriage, Cecil wrote:
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Do not trouble your dear old head about the idea that working

for money will injure my music. I am not likely to go money-
grubbing mad I think you would not like it any more than I

should. There is that great comfort that wc think and feel alike
on >11 important things. I don't scetn to have a shadow uf fiar that
wc shall ever quarrel over anything.

They never did quarrel, although they did not always
think and feci alike. Mrs. Sharp’s lot was not an easy one.
Poverty, the ill health of herself and her family, and the
depressions and enthusiasms of her husband—she bore
whatever came her way without complaint, and if at times
she was worried she did not let Cecil see it. Once when
showing a case of jewellery to a friend she pointed to

a gap where a bracelet had once lain, and s’aid, ‘That
was measles’. Perhaps the greatest disappointment of her
married life was thar Cecil should have given up composing
for the sake of folk-music. She was far from being unsym-
pathetic towards his work, but regretted that it should

be so all-engrossing: she accepted its value from Cecil’s

estimation rather than from her own conviction. She lived

until January 1928, surviving her husband by three and
a half years.

Their first child—Dorothea Margaret Iseult—was born
in September 1894 at Clevcdon, and shortly after her birth

they took a house in Manor Gardens, Holloway, where
they remained until 1896. Two years later came a son

—

Charles Tristan; and having thus paid his homage to

Wagner, he called two more daughters Joan Audrey 1 and
Susannah Angel Birch, respectively.

1 To Joan on her twenty-first birthday:

July jrst 1919.
I thought tb» rooming before I got up of this day twenty-one years ago.

I have very vivid recollections ofwhit you looked like when you aide your
appearance, which by the way was »o badly timed that it robbed me of

half sjj summer holiday. But in thoic days I was only collecting wild

flower*, not songs and dancer, so that rime was DOC to important. You were

a nice little thing from the beginning and went on steadily getting nicer as

you grew older, an*d 1 hope it will be long before the procc® ceases

!
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Before Dorotheas birth Sharp and his wile lived in

rooms in the neighbourhood of langham Place, and there

was a Box and Cox arrangement whereby his brother

Lancelot took possession of the 1 -nngham Chambers studio

at night-time and Cecil used it during the day for his

lessons and musical lectures. There were also meetings to

discuss philosophy, religion, politics or art. Kach form

of new thought he tasted thoroughly; it possessed him

while he was trying to understand it. For a year or two

Christian Science held him, and fora short time spiritual-

ism. He was a vegetarian for his health’s sake, and though

in words he chaffed other people with being ‘carnivorous’

as opposed to his own ‘pure living', in deeds he was careful

not to give trouble by his demands or discomfort by any

implied criticism. The Inst thing he wished to do was

to appear singular. He was at all times an ardent social

reformer and a strong opponent of capital punishment.

The following extracts written shortly before his marriage

give 9omc idea of his political views at that time:

To Constance Birch.
20.1.93.

The argument which never faib to rouse my ire is when people

try to exphin the seeming and indeed red injustice of present class

distinctions and tJjc mia?ry resulting by calmly squatting on their

haunches and muttering with a sham sigh, ‘It is Gild’s will’. When
you corner people, this is their one resource, and I am sorry to say

it is an argument that I have often heard from the lips of a sleek

country parson when he has been preaching to the poor and

miserable! We are utterly unlike all the lesser parts ofcreation in

that we have wills, consciences, and abilities to order things, so arc

directly responsible if our laws produce suffering and injustice as

they undoubtedly do. You may as well bhmc Providence for pro-

ducing an epidemic of typhoid when it is through our cardc**ncs$

that our drains are neglected.

5 - 393-

I don’t feel very strongly about the question of Home Rule. . .

.

I always read the speeches of the Irish because they arc orators, and
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their remarks breathe human sympathy as well as logic—moreover,
they are not puritanical and for ever protesting, which is the one
thing I hate in the English and Scotch character. It is perhaps fine,

but it is very ugly. The Irish have their faults, which, however, are

too^aniy discernible to do much injury, and on the other hand they
have art power, and arc generous in their sympathies.

Sharp was probably at no time a keen Party man,
although he supported the Liberals and afterwards the

Labour part)’. He has described himselfas a ‘Conservative

Socialist’, and that will perhaps serve as well as any other

label. Above all he disliked catchwords; he did his best
to realize his concepts. He did not sympathize with the

Women's Suffrage movement, but the definite opposition

which he at one time felt and expressed was probably not

so much to, the principle of female suffrage as to the

methods of the suffragettes. During the last years of his

life he enjoyed political discussions with his son, who has

formulated this general outline of his father’s opinions.

Tlve salient points of his political belief* were, as well as I can
remember: (j) that untrammelled private enterprise was leading us

nowhere, and that collectivism in some form or other was essential;

(2) that any form ofcollectivist government must alto be democratic

if it is to function properly;
(3) that it was grossly unfair that there

should he such a thing as a privileged claw, and that it was of very

doubtful utility in any case; (4) that the mob in the long run was
nearly always right.

It was as a profession of this faith that he joined the

Fabian Society in December 1900.

Sharp continued to read widely during his early married

life and he amassed a large general library in addition

to an extensive collection of music and books on music.

He became immersed in Schopenhauer, was enthusiastic

over Ibsen, and was a not uncritical admirer of Cardinal

Newman.

Cardinal Manning was a pigmy by the side of Newman whom
I reverence very much, despite his lack of balance between faith, or
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conscience—whichever you like to call it—and head, h is as hid,

perhapt worse, for the conscience to rule the intelligence as vice

vena.

In 1896 Sharp became Principal of the Hampstead Con-
servatoire, now turned into the Embassy Theatre. The
owner was Mr. Arthur Blackwood, whom Sharp had

met in Australia. He himself took no part in the teaching.

He appointed Sharp on a salary of^iooa year and a house,

for two and a half days’ work a week, which in 1899

was increased to /
1
50 and one-third profits. Sharp col-

lected a first-rate Staff, including Edward D’Kvry, Michael

Hambourg, Medora Henson, Madame Fischcr-Sobcll,

and Auguste Wilhclmj. He himself lectured, conducted,

and took classes in theory and harmony, in addition to a

tew private pupils.

By 1904 the Principal and the owner were clearly no
longer on good terms, the former complaining rhat his

salary had been, and was then, in arrears. The more they

investigated this matter the less they agreed. After a

correspondence lasting over a year, in which there seems
to have been some lack of generosity on one side and
expressions of grievance on the other, Sharp resigned in

July 190J. He received in December a letter of respect
and thanks signed by Mr. Francis E. Colcnso, the Chair-
man of a Committee representing those interested in the
Conservatoire. This expressed ‘a very prevailing sense
of the admirable manner in which you have served the
institution’, with a list of the names of pupils, parents,
professors, and other friends, and it was accompanied by
a 'little memorial of the personal esteem and regard in

which you arc held’.
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CHAPTER ///

1899-1906

ENTER FOLK-SONG
WhU ’s midnight doubt before the dij-ipring’a foithf

*. BKOWXltJC.

The close of the century ( f 899) was eventful, according
to Sharp, lor three things which had a great effect on

his life. They were, as he shortly described them, ‘asthma,
Mattie Kay, and Heading-ton'.

Asthma was a development of hay-fever, and he suffered
from it for the rest of his life. At first the attacks came
only at a certain period of the year, but gradually the
disease became chronic, and except for a short time in

America and in Switzerland he seldom knew what it was
to draw a clear breath. It would not have been surprising
if he had given up the fight and subsided into the life of
an invalid; but he struggled on, a martyr though no saint.

‘If I should be unfortunate enough to be ill for a long
time before I die,' he once remarked, 'please announce
my death as “after a long illness most impatiently b ornc'V
Asthma was not his only trouble. We hear shortly after

his marriage of severe attacks of fever with delirium,
commonly supposed to be influenza, though said by one
doctor to be ‘something of a malarial nature with a
tendency to congestion and pneumonia’. These attacks,

usually followed by extreme weakness and exhaustion,
recurred at frequent intervals over a period of a dozen
years. In addition he suffered from a form of gout in the

eyes, which caused irritation and great pain, and often

blindness. Those who saw him at his work would not

have suspected that he suffered so much, but one who
lived with the family at that time speaks of his 'uncertain

temper' caused by illness and says that ‘when he was not

in the mood there wxs but little talk at table'.



Enter Folk-Song 1899

When Sharp was .staying with some relations in Lan-

cashire he heard at a concert in Walton-le-Dalc an un-

trained contralto voice, and was sure of what he had

found. It belonged to Mattie Kay, now Mrs. Algernon

Undo. So sure was he, that he acted immediately. Mattie

Kay was living in surroundings in which a musical talent

could hardly develop, and he at once made arrangements,

with the help of friends, for her to come to Ixmdon. He
took her into his own home, among his children, and put

her under Medora Henson for singing; she was given

a scholarship at the Conservatoire. He had no ulterior

motive in doing this; he merely thought it was a great pity

that a voice of such quality, with such purity of diction

and such an inexorable sense of rhythm, should miss the

training which was its due. There is no sign of his having

as yet thought of folk-song, in which she eventually made
her name, and repaid him many times over by singing at

his lectures from 1903 onwards for over ten years. The
following letter, undated, but of that period, from the

Hon. Neville Lytton to Sharp shows the effect of her song

upon an audience; and this judgement stands by no means

alone.

Mis Mattie Kay is a wonderful singer. I don't think I have

ever heard a more perfect pronunciation. I suppose her coming

from the North accounts to a certain extent for the beauty of her

accent. But she pronounces some wolds in a way tliat I have never

heard any one else pronounce them, notably the word ‘milk* in

'It'* dabbling in the dew makes the milkmaids fair*. English is

nearly always sung abominably and said abominably by acton on
the stage, especially in poetry. Miss Kay’s English is very personal

and very beautiful, and such miming as site does is natural and

subtle and attractive.

Sharp and his family spent that Christmas (1899) with
his wife's mother, who was then living at Sandficld Cottage,

Headington, about a mile east of Oxford. On Boxing
Day, as he was looking out of the window, upon the snow-
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covered drive, a strange procession appeared: eight men
dressed in white, decorated with ribbons, with pads of

small lattcn-bells strapped to their shins, carrying coloured

sticks and white handkerchiefs; accompanying them was
a concertina-player and a man dressed as a ‘Fool’. Six of
the men formed up in front of the house in two lines of
three; the concertina-player struck up an invigorating

tune, the like of which Sharp had never heard before; the

men jumped high into the air, then danced with springs

and capers, waving and swinging the handkerchiefs which
they held, one in each hand, while the bells marked the

rhythm of the step. The dance was the now well-known

morris dance, 'Laudnum Bunches', a title which decidedly

belies its character. Then, dropping their handkerchiefs

and each taking a stick, they went through the ritual

of Bean Setting. This was followed by ‘Constant Billy'

(‘Cease your Funning’ of the Beggar's Opera), ‘Bluc-eycd

Stranger', and ‘Rigs o' Marlow'. Sharp watched and
listened spellbound. He felt that a new world of beauty'

had been revealed to him. He had not been well; his

eyes had been giving him pain, and he was still wearing a

shade over them, but all his ills were forgotten in his ex-

citement. He plied the men eagerly with questions. They
apologized for being outat Christmas; theyknewthat Whit-

sun was the proper time, but work was slack and they

thought there would be no harm in earning an honest penny.
The concertina-player was Mr. William Kimbcr,junior, a

young man of twenty-seven, whose fame as a dancer has

now spread all over England. Sharp noted the five tunes

from him next day, and later on many more.

In telling the story of the folk-music revival Sharp

always spoke of this Headington incident as the turning-

point of his life. The seed was there sown, but :t was to

take time to germinate. In point of fact he made no
immediate use of his discovery; beyond harmonizing and
orchestrating the tunes he did not see what to do with
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Enter Folk-Song ihm
diem. He had, indeed, been feeling for sonic time past

at Hampstead, and still more at Ludgrove, where the

question of what to give hoys to sing faced him every day,

that the ordinary musical education, based on music of

German origin, did not supply all that Linglish hoys

needed; but he had no inkling that he held in his hand

the solution of the difficulty.

In his need he turned to the folk-song collections made

by other people, to Chappell's Popular Music of the Olden

Time and other sources (lor he had as yet collected no
folk-songs himself;, and out of these compiled A Boot cf

British Song for Home ami School, which was published

in 1902, and dedicated to Arthur Tempest illakiston

Dunn, head master of Ludgrove. Out of his seventy-eight

songs (sixty-six F.nglish) there is a fair sprinkling of

genuine folk-songs, some of them modal; but he harmon-
izes them as in a kq’, with only a hint here and there that

he knows a better way. He calls them all 'traditional', as

his predecessors had called them, in the sense of vo/kstUm-

lich and populism-, but his claim that the songs ‘being

chiefly of folk-origin arc of assured humanity', and his

note that Chappell had ‘worked mainly among books and
had made no serious effort to gather together the in-

numerable song and dance tunes that arc still to be heard

in country places' mark the effect that the Headington
experience had had on him.

The book was useful. This was the first time that folk-

song had, so far as he knew, been used in a class-room,

and it clearly achieved its purpose there. But he realized,

as he worked at the songs, the difference between the

book form, as modified in the editing, and the unmodified

form as transcribed by recent collectors, such as Miss
Lucy Broadwood; and he determined to hear for himself

the actual singing of folk-song. How should he set about

chat? He bethought himself of Charles Marson in his

rectory at Hambridge in Somerset, to whom, since he took



Charles Marson
an important part with Sharp in the collection of the songs
and was in himself a very vital person, the reader must
now be introduced.

It was at Adelaide about 1889 that Sharp first met
Charles Latimer Marson, who was a year older than him-
self. Marson was curate of Glenelg, a watering-place five

miles to the south, and afterwards of St. Oswald, in the

capital. He was rather a thorn in the side of his colonial

bishop, to whom it was possibly a relief when in 1892 he

left Australia to take up a curacy in Soho. Sharp left

Adelaide that same year; when subsequently the bishop

had followed and was appointed to the See of Bath and
Wells, Sharp, who met him somewhere at dinner, rather

gleefully told him that Marson, who meanwhile had be-

come perpetual curate of Hambridge, three miles north

of Langporr, was in his diocese.

The kind of thorn he was may be gathered from an
incident or two. When the bishop came to Hambridge
on his diocesan visitation, Marson, after placing him (on

the warrant ofMark ii. 16, 17) next to the landlord of the

public-house, presented to him after luncheon his report,

in which he described his parish as ‘forward at the public-

house but backward at Mass'. The bishop said he had

nothing to object to in the report except, possibly, some
of the nomenclature. This ‘nomenclature’ puzzled the

parishioners, and Marson explained it to them; to the

caretakers of the church he said it meant the holes and
corners which were not properly swept; to the organist,

that the bishop had noticed that the choir was singing flat;

and so on. Again at a diocesan conference Dr. Warre of

Eton had been insisting with general approval on the

need for gentlemen as ordinands. This atmosphere was
rent asunder by Marson ‘s speech.

The playing-fields of Eton have a large place in our history. It

is there that mwt ofour battles have been lost. But what the Church

requires is bounders like Peter and PauL
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Major then got up and protested strongly against

these aspersions on H.M.'s forces, and hoped that his

lordship would effectually rebuke such remarks from one
of his minor clerics. The bishop with suitable gravity

replied that he did not think Mr. Marson 's remark likely

to damage the reputation either of H.M.’s forces or of his

old school; and Marson blandly added that such remarks

should rather tend to their reform.

On one of the rare occasions when Sharp discussed

religion, he said that he was converted from indifference

to Christianity by finding a parson on a gate telling fairy-

tales to children.' This can only have been Marson. His

first book, Faery Stories
,

published at Adelaide and evi-

dently written for Australian children, shows a fertile

imagination like Kingsley’s, but with a simpler and more
poetic style. He was a voluminous writer on Christian

Socialism. He wrote (1894) for Adrian Reid's /'ox C/a-

mantium (for which Tom Mann also wrote), showing how
the early Fathers one after another inculcated communism.
Charity Organization and Jesus Christ is a thorough-going

pica for unquestioning, unstinted giving, and a protest

against inquiry and discrimination. He proposes as a

motto for the Society, George Herbert's

Only a sweet and virtuous soul

Like seasoned timber

—

nrt.tr gives.

and says that ‘its theories become in the hands of meaner
men than Mr. I-och the gospel of the buttoned pocket'.

For the way he put these views in practice Marson was
beloved by his parishioners; and the love he felt for them,

and the knowledge he had of them, may be read in his

Village Silhouesus (1914). In it lie tells of John Moore,
the village musician; of how he played for singers and
dancers on his battered fiddle that had its back patched

up with two metal plates; and how from being in the

choir he was promoted in time to first fiddle, and rook

' P- 7-
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part now and then in a chorus of Handel. One day the

parson brought a dashing young tiddler to see him, and
this young man rattled off Cherubini' at him till old John
hid his face in his hands, and shook with contusion and
fear
—

‘Music of that sort . . he began, but could not
go on. Presently he suggested that they should play some
of his old music together—‘but your "fiddle is tuned too
high; could you lower it?’ The visitor protested that if

he did it would take three weeks to get over the dcadness
that would ensue. Old John, on rhe other hand, wouldn't
raise his from the pitch at which he had kept it 'for three
score years and ten without any variableness’. So, regard-
less of the suffering they inflicted on themselves and others,

they played the piece through a semitone out.

It was with this alert imagination, sincere conviction,

and Christian charity that Sharp was in contact for seven-
teen years off and on, and it is clear that the friendship
meant a great deal to him; for the motive force behind
his labours for song and dance was the rooted feeling that

in them, too, a musician might hope to blend imagination,
sincerity, and charity.

Sharp went to Hambridgc in September 1903. The
first songs he collected filled a volume of the foumriof the

Folk-Song Society (vol. ii, no. 6); they date from September
1903 to August 1904 and are, of course, without accom-
paniment. In that year, and the two following years

(1904-6), the first three volumes of Folk-Songsfrom Somer-
set, the joint work of Marson and Sharp, appeared with

accompaniment; from the remaining two volumes Marson s

name was omitted, for the seventeen years’ friendship

came to an end in November 1906. The joint authorship

of the book had proved trying to both in a number of
ways; they had not been able to meet much, and corrc-

1 Cherubini wrote very little foe she £ddleend noting tlut John Moore
wot ct all likely to ha*a seen, or that was la she hast suitable. Marson no
doubt knew thin be was seldom wrong about a fact.
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spondcnce had led to misunderstanding over orher matters

besides the book. The actual occasion ot the severance

was awell-intentioned hut indiscreet move on Sharp’s part.

The breach was irreparable. Sharp to Maron (o.i 1.06}:

‘There have, probably, been mistakes on both sides: our

tempos arc too individual and autocratic for us to run

smoothly in harness.' They decided to play the rest of the

piece—the remaining seven years ot Matson's life
—

'a

semitone out’. Sharp went to the funeral at Hambridge

early in 1914.



CHAPTER IF

1903

FOI.K-SONG COLLECTING
I have read books enough and observed and converted with enough
of eminent and splendidly cultivated minds, too, in my timej but I

**urt you, I hare beard higher sentiments from the lip* of poor un-
educated men and women, when ejecting the spirit ofsevere yet gentle
heroism under difficulties and afflictions, or speaking rheir simple
thoughts as to citcumiances in the lot offriends and neighbour), than
1 ever yet met with out of the pages ofthe Bible.—wax.tc« score.

I
t was natural that Sharp should first look to I Iambridge
as a possible hunting-ground for songs, Marson was

sceptical; however, as he afterwards confessed (in the

Preface of Folk-Sing]from Somtrset, ist series):

The folk-tong is like the duck-billed platypus in this particular,

you can live for years within a few yard* of it and never suspect its

existence. . . . Eight years of constant residence in the snail tillage

of Hambiidge in Somerset had left him [the writer] in Stygian

ignorance of the wealth of art which that village contained. . . .

Only one song, and that by chance, had fallen on hit untouched ears.

That song was ‘The Seeds of Love’, placed first in the

hook, and the singer was his gardener, John England.
And it was "The Seeds of Love’ that was Sharp’s intro-

duction to the live folk-song. He was sitting in the garden
talking to Mattie Kay, and John England was singing

quietly to himself as he mowed the lawn. Sharp whipped
out his note-book, took down the tunc, and afterwards

persuaded John to give him the words. He went off and
harmonized the song, and that same evening it was sung
at a choir supper by Mattie Kay, Sharp accompanying.

The audience was delighted; as one said, it was the first

time that the song had been pul into evening-dress. John
was proud, but doubtful about the ‘evening-dress’; there

had been no piano to his song.
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Marson and Sharp noted on that occasion forty songs

in and around Hainbridgc, over ha'f thar number coming

from the sisters, Louie Hooper and I.ucy White. These

two alone provided eventually over a hundred songs for

Sharp’s note-books.

The Christmas holidays (« 903-4) wore divided between

Hambridge and North Devon, where he stayed with the

Rev. Alex, dc Gcx; and in the Barter holidays he explored

the Mendips, going there on the invitation of Mr. William

Kettlewcll of I larptrcc Court. For the first three years

his researches were practically confined to Somerset, with

an occasional short excursion to Devon, and because of

the large number of songs that were Collected there it is

often supposed that Somerset muse have been a richer field

than other counties. There is not much 111 that; he would

probably have had equally good results in any other

county. He was drawn to Somerset by his connexion with

Marson and stuck to it because from its rural character it

seemed to promise well; but variants of the same songs

arc to be found elsewhere.

About his collecting experience he has written a good

deal; a few instances must suflice here. The scene would

be, perhaps, the village inn, midday, with a dozen men
and women resting drowsily. His request for milk and

biscuits would lead—or he would lead it—to a mild argu-

ment on the comparative merits of milk and cider. A
woman entered with a basket of fruit and eggs. Where
did the)- come from? Where was she going

?

Presently
—

‘I, too, am going to market, but to buy not

to sell: the fact is 1 have a great fancy for the old-fashioned

songs. Perhaps you can tell me of a singer I could get

one or two from.’ Silence! 'Or there may be some one in

this room. . . . You (to an old man) look like a singer.' I he

old man didn’t deny this, but said he hadn’t 'tuned a ZOng'

this many a long day, and he didn’t suppose he could ‘zay

a zong right through, even if I gave him a quart of zider’.
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I took the hint, ordered die eider, and returned to the attault.
|Did you ever hear sing “John Barleycorn"?* I asked. ‘I've a’eerrd
*un, but I never used to zing he,’ was the reply. I then turned
round to the rat of the company and suggested that one of them
could remember the song. They all knew the song, but no one
would venture to sing it. I explained that I only wanted one verse,
as 1 knew all the words. Then up spoke an old man, who until now
lud been silent. "If it** only the tune you do want, I can sing you
the first verse, and that, I Arcckon, will be enough.' And 'then,
without further pressing, he broke forth into song. He had an
extraordinarily beautiful voice, rich and resonant, and he held on to
the last note of the refrain with consummate art, swelling it to a
fortissimo, and then allowing it gradually tn die away into silence.

I saw at once tlut l had captured a fine tune. [ called upon the
landlord to fill up his mug, while I prevailed upon the old man to
sing the verse once again, in order that I might write it down in my
pocket-book. Having done this I sang die verse myself tint he
might see whether I had written it down correctly—much to the
amazement of the company, and their amusement, too, I expect.

Once again 1 made him repeat the verse, partly for my own pleasure
—it was glorious to Ibsen to him—and partly that I might revise
my manuscript He toid me that he was a coal-miner, thac he had
heard the song when he was a boy, fifty or sixty yean ago; that it

was sung by a tramp who was passing through his village; that it haJ
pleased his fancy, and that he had never forgotten it

.

... As a rule the singer* in country inns sing modem songs only,
or rather, the songs that were popular in mid-Victorian days, e.g.

•Woodman, spare that tree’, or 'The ’Oodpericer'. Indeed, as a
matter of fact, but a very small percentage of my collection has been
recovered from tavern singers. ... Ofcourse, in the out-of-the-way
districts—on the heights of Mendip, for example— I often talc

singers whom I have found in the fields into puttie-houses; for their

homes arc far off and there i* nowhere dse to go. But the majority
of the songs liave hern taken in cottages, in barns, by the roadside,

or in the open fields.

I once took down two excellent songs from a 'bird-starver’. It

was his business to guard a patch ofmangold seeds from being eaten
by birds, and ths he did by hammering a tea-tray. He was quite

prepared to sing, but his conscience would not allow him to neglect
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his duly. So we arranged that he should hammrr his tray between

each verse of his songs, and thus combine business with pleasure;

and we accomplished this to our mutual satisfaction and to the

amusement of panerc-by.

On another occasion I recovered a gmxl »mg from the proprietor

of a cocoa-nut pitch at Cheddar Clitf*, when husitiess was slack;

and I have many times sat bv the side of Monr-breakers on the

wayside arid taken down songs—at the risk, too, of my eyesight,

for the occupation and the song arc very often inseparable.

One singer in Langpwt could only sing a song when she was

ironing, while another woman in the »nw court sang Kst on

washing-day' I remember an amusing incident which happened

to me at the house of the latter. I was in her wash-house sitting on

an inverted tub, note-bonfc in hand, while my hostess otlicund at

the copper, singing the while. Several neighbour* eniigt(gated at

the door to watch the strange proceeding. In one of the intervals

between the songs one of the women remarked, 'You be going to

make a deal o’ money out o' this, sir?' My vmharnsment was

relieved by the singer at the wash-tub, who came to my assistance

and slid, ‘Oh! it’s only 'is ’oliby.’ ‘Ah! well,' commented the fmt
speaker, ‘we do all 'ave our vailinV

A woman who had a grear reputation as a singer lived

in a mean street, which was inhabited—so he was told

—

by ‘bad people’. She was out when he first called upon
her, but was said to be at the public-house round the

corner. As he approached the public-house he saw a group
of women standing outside and chatting. 'Is Mrs. Overd
here:’ he asked. ‘That’s my name,’ an elderly woman
replied, ‘and what do you want of me?' Sharp explained
that he was hunting for old songs and hoped that she
would sing him some; whereupon without ary warning
she flung her arms around his waist and danced him round
and round with the utmost vigour, shouting, ‘Lor, girls,

here’s my beau come at last.' 1 In the middle of this

terpsichorcan display Sharp heard a shocked exclamation,
1 A quotation from ‘Sweet Kitty’, one of her own loop;

He rede roaad her lix time*. but never did know,
Though .he imiled in his f»« and wid: There gee my Beau.’
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'Bui surely that is Mr. Sharp,' and looking round he saw
the vicar, with whom he was staying, and the vicar’s

daughter, both gazing with horror on the scene. When
asked what he did, Sharp said: ‘Oh, I shouted to them to

go away—and they went.’

More than once it happened that Sharp would be sitting

quietly with an old couple listening with enjoyment when
the peacelul atmosphere would be disturbed by the noisy

entrance of the grandchildren, who would be shocked to

find their grandparents singing their silly old songs to the
gentleman, and would endeavour to reinstate the family
reputation by turning on the gramophone with the latest

musical-hall records; songs of which one old man said:

‘Can’t make no idea to it, no more than that chair; ’tis

a gabble of noise with no meaning to it.’

Sometimes he suffered even worse than gramophone
records. Hear him, of an old gypsy woman of cighty-

thrcc:

I called on Lucy one day . . . and found her hale and hearty,

upright as a datr, and looking anything but her reputed age. This
of course, 1 told her-, whereat she looked pleased and replied, 'I be

old but of fair complexion,’ using the last word in its Elizabethan

and wider sense. A compliment is a good foundation to build upon,

and we were won chatting away in a most friendly fashion. ’And
thee be vond of the music, do ‘eer’ she said, and before 1 could step

her, she had impulsively jumped up and set a-going a small musical

box that was fixed in a clock that stood on the mantel shelf. ‘There
now!’ she said proudly as the instalment started on the first lap

of the only tunc it could play, ‘The Blue Bells of Scotland'. I

feigned admiration, but at the end of the twentieth repetition or

m mildly suggested that wc might stop the music and proceed with

the singing. My heart sank when she informed me, ‘You can't

stop he,’ and intimated that we should have to wait until it had

exhausted itself, and that that would take a full fifteen minutes!

But she said, Thee won’t hearken to it when I do zing,' and forth-

with sorted off singing at the top of her voice. The song was a

good one, but I couldn’t take it down* the Blue Bells in a different
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key broke in at every pause. It w»* dwracting. I caught up tln-

bax, wrapped it in a shawl, and deposited it in the next room. This

was o/no avail; the Scottish National Anthem pierced the woollen

shawl as though it were of gossamer, while the lath and plaster

partition, which separated the two rooms, seemed to give it added

resonance. I felt I should go mad. Even Lucy began to show signs

of weariness, for she presently suggested that we should take it

upstairs and muffle it in her bed. Upstairs, accordingly, we crept,

the old gypsy-woman leading the way up the ladder with the dock

still playing its nauseating Uine with unbroken energy. To bed it

went, sluwl and all, and pillow and bolster piled on the top. This

put the musical box thoroughly on its mettle; for when we got

downstair* the whole room was full of its music. Aixl there we
waited—there was nothing for it—until the fifteen minutes were

up; a mauvais quart d'hrurr, if ever there was one! Even Lucy
seemed depressed, for, with deep melancholy in her voice, she con-

fided to me that she Icid bought it only a few days ago off a pedlar;

adding wearily that if I cared to have it she would kt it go at a

reduction! . . . Then at last we set to work and I noted down
several interesting songs. . .

.

And then as I got up to go away the old gypsy offered to tell my
fortune; I produced the customary piece of silver and off she went.

I had crossed the water twice ... I had an enemy; he was short

and dark and cunning and was plotring to do me great liarm, etc.

etc. I eventually tore myselfaway, and as I shook hands at the door

of her cottage site put her face close to mine, looking me deep in

the eyes, and whispered, ‘When you are in trouble, you do think of

the old gypsy-woman; she can help you, for she's*tevmth daughter
!'

The Rev. W. Warren, at one time curate of Bridg-

water, used to give hospitality’ to Sharp and often accom-
pany him on his visits. He writes:

In his dealing with the old folk, Mr. Sharp exercised the most

extraordinary tact and patience. ... He had to try various tricks

in the first place to catch them out into an acknowledgment that

they knew anything about the songs. I have heard men who
turned out to have an endless store meet determinedly declare that

they had never sung such a thing or ever heard any one do *>.

Mr. Sharp's comtant practice with such men was to involve them
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in general conversation and then to ask them whether they lud e»er
heard certain words, which he would repeat, perhaps wrongly; if

they were any good this would he too much for them and they

would hasten to correct him according to their version. The cat
woulJ then be out of the bag, and the)' would have to acknowledge
tiiat they had at least heard one song. Soon their suspicion would be
carried away by their interne love of the song and his genuine
sympathy with that love. I can remember a nun in the Bridgwater
workhouse, who was reported to be a singer, receiving us with the

utmost coldnea, but ending by placing a fatherly hand upon Mr.
Slurp’s thigh as he taught his pupil at his knee and addressing him
as ‘my dear’. And when we ruse to take leave, he clung to Mr.
Sliatp’s hand and shed tears, so great had been his pleasure in finding

one who would listen to the songs he loved, and actually take

them down on paper.

Often he would overcome suspicion with the humour and ready
wit of which he had a great store, and when, after many a joke and
much laughter, he had convinced them that he was a jolly good
fellow, they would open out their hearts to him.

During these days, he suffered terribly from gout in the eyes, and
I have known him roll on the floor in pain, but he never let this

stand in the way of his pursuit, and perlups he owed his sympathetic

manner to a large extent to this fact that he suffered so much
himself.

Another incident has remained in the memory of one
who heard Sharp tell it in a lecture over twenty years ago.

Cecil Sharp had heard that a song which he had not hitherto

reconled was known in an out-of-the-way comer of England.

Accordingly he rushed off to secure it On arriving at the place he

was told there was only one person who knew it and this was an

aged woman. On aniving at her cottage he found she had gone out
to work in the fields. After much difficulty he discovered her,

engaged in gathering stones off the land. The day was bleak and

there was a cutting wind; when the old woman heard Cecil

Sharp's enquiry, she replied that she knew the song. ‘Shall 1 sing

it to you?’, she said; and raising her old weather-worn face to his,

taking the lapels of his coat in her hinds, and closing her eyes, she

sang 'The Lark in the Mom’ in her quavering yet beautiful voice.
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while he rapidly mode note*. When the tong was finished, she

fpicd into his c)<s in a sort of ecstasy, and, in perfect detachment

from herself, exclaimed, ‘Isn’t it lovelyV

And in a letter to Sharp dictated by a Somerset singer

we read

:

I sometimes get an old line or refrain come into tny head, and

I think that’s one of Granny's old songs, I wonder il Mr. Sharp

has that; but it goes so quickly, and I have no one now to jot it

down, I forget them again. I often feel thankful that you were led,

Sir, to save some of the dear old ditties.

‘Forty years agonc,' said one, 'I'd a-zung *un out o’

sight.’ But the songs had for the most part to be dug out

of the recesses of their memories. ‘When you come to me
all to once I can’t come at it,’ said another, and the only

way was to leave him 'to bide and stud'.

Sharp has often said that the peasant mind is as good

as any one else’s, but it moves more slowly, and he knew

well how to adapt his pace to theirs. Though naturally of

quick action ami of conversational disposition, he would

be content to sit in silence for long stretches of time

puffing at his pipe and waiting for the clearing of the

throat which indicates that the song is about to begin.

He gives instances of wonderful memories. There were

the two sisters, Mrs. Louie Hooper and Mrs. Lucy

White, from whom he noted over a hundred songs, and

who would have given him three times as many had he

wished to include composed songs. And an old man of

eighty-two, who was appealed to for a Robin l lood ballad,

was able to recall the rune and the complete ten verses of

the song, which he had learned as a child of ten, although

he had not sung it for over forty years.

The persistence, the accuracy, and the care wirh which

Sharp noted the songs are shown by the two following

letters. The first (21.7.07) is to his wife, from Mine-

head Vicarage, where he was staying with his friend, the
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Rev. F. M. Ethcrington, 'as delightful a companion as man
could have, witty and serious and most sympathetic'.

Yesterday after taking down many songs from old Parish, we
wont on to Simontbath where I wrote to you. We lud decided to

make our way over the moor to Withypool and were just wheeling

our cycles up the hill when Ethcrington gave a penny to a very

dirty hut picturesque little child who took it and ran to a small

cart that was under a tiee down a little lane, and gave it to his

father—evidently a gypsy. So I went up to him and chatted, and
broached the question of songs. No! ht didn't sing tut his wife did,

but site was in a house close by trying to sell some crockery. We
waited, gave him baccy and played with a second child, a baby tied

up in the cart. It was a peaceful little scene, and he showed us

hi9 stove and die connivances for nuking a tent in which they

camped out every night—only using his van during the winter.

Presently out came the wife, Betsy Holland, aged 26, a bright, dark-

eyed woman. The baby cooed with delight directly she appeared.

W’e attacked her about the songs which she had learned from her

grandmother. A little persuasion and she sat down on a stone,

gave her buby the breast, and then began a murder song' that was

just fascinating. Talk of folk-singing' I; was the finest and most

characteristic bit of singing I lad ever heard. Fiendishly difficult

to take down, both words and music, hut we eventually managed
it

I I cannot give you any idea what it was all like, but it was one
of the most wonderful adventures I have ever had. I photo'cd the

baby and her, and she is mad to have the picture and tokl me they

were making their way down to Cornwall via Rideford and Barn-

staple. They will be at Bidcford on Saturday, and ! shall, I know,

find it hard to keep away!

lie evidently found it impossible, for four days later

he wrote from Meshaw Rectory to Mr. Ethcrington as

follows:

Well ! I got to Barnstaple yesterday at four and then hiked slowlv

on to Bideford keeping my eyes open, but seeing nothing of our

draggle-toggles Then I searched the waste places round Bidcford

till dusk, but could find them nec, nor could 1 hear news of them

‘ James McDonald frm Sennet, 4th strict).
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from police, or other people, nor from the pcwc-oflicc where I

enquired. To bed, therefore, rather despondent in an expensive

and uncomfortable hostelry Then I nude a plan of campaign

and put it into execution this morning. I searched from 9 dll noon,

by which time I had got nearly five miles from Bideford. 1 then

decided to give up cliase, examined the map ami took the road to

Barnstaple, thinking perhaps they were sdll on the road Directly

I started, I found that the waste lands I had been examining

extended along the road I was taking—a fact which I had nut

realized before. So I continued the search and there I found

tbemllll

Tent up, three children (there was one asleep in the can when
we met them) rolling about in the gr**, Betsy Superintending the

cooking over a large kettle, Henry eating a large dumpling with

a pocket-knife. They received me quite quietly, both siying they

were quite sure I would turn upl I stayed nearly an hour with them

and they were perfectly delightful. She sang me three other *>ngs

which I noted down, Ixit none comparable with the Simonstach

song. That she sang again to me, and I found I had noted it

accurately, os I think it tun be done in ordinary notation. I added

a few lines in the words which she had left out when dictating to you.

They stid that ‘They went off in a Scilly gold* meant, ‘They went

off in disguise*.

I enjoyed my visit to them immensely. . . . They were very

keen I should go and see her grandmother, aged go, who still sings

like a lark. They gave me a vague address in the neighbourhood

of Honiton, ‘Stafford Cottages’. Her name is Rebecca Holland.

Rebecca may give me a different cadence to that tune: I Imve an

idea it might end on A, not C, in which case it would be more
regular* but I am not certain.

Rebecca was run to earth six weeks later, and although

she had nearly forgotten the song she wa 3 able to sing

enough to satisfy Sharp that it was cast in the Lydian
mode—the only example of that mode he had found in

English folk-song. 1

1 Th» tong (F.S.fiS. No. 103) needs a note. Mr. Ethennitan says that

in the Scilly Isles in annual mumming ceremony takes pUce ai which one
of the main features is the Jii&ubig of the porbdpints by mcnni of the
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Another adventure with gypsies occurred one Christ-

mas morning. He was noting songs by phonograph from

a woman in a caravan, when suddenly she stopped singing

and, turning deathly white, announced that she heard her

husband approaching, and as he was of a jealous dis-

position she was afraid he would kill Mr. Sharp. Sharp

did not want to be killed, and there was nothing for it but

to present a bold face. Opening the caravan door, he
shouted to the man : ‘A happy Christmas to yo.u. Stop a

moment and listen. I've got your wife's voice in a box.'

The man listened to the record of his wife's song and was
so amazed and delighted that he forgot to kill him, and,

instead, they became great friends.

In December 1922, Sharp wrote to a friend:

It hat been a great rush this Christmas and I have croaked and

wheeled in the streets buying Christmas presents for a!! and sundry.

There are so many folk-singers and -dancers I should like to send

presents to, but I can only pick out one or two, which is rather sad.

Of course, I don't mb them as I should if I bought their old tables

and chairs—but still I fed under a great obligation to them.

His obligations were fully paid, not only through the

pleasure that he gave by his appreciation of the songs, but

by his genuine friendship for the singers. The Rev. Dr.

Alien Brockington, who was a great friend of Sharp’s,

writes {Louden Mercury
,
April 1928):

interchange of men’s and women’s clothing, and that (his is called The
Goose Dance'. Is ‘goose’ connected with (a) ‘disguise’, or (£) with ‘gaiser’.

a name used elsewhere in England for mummers’ plays and for sword-

dances? And (r) is ‘gold’ some corruption of this, 01 some independent

Romany word !

As this is the only song yet recorded which is quite definitely in the

Lydian mode, it is worth mention that the melody a almost certainly not

English. With a tonic C and an F S i: emphasizes strongly the cotes E and
A. and so corresponds eiactly with the well-known Indian Lydian,

‘Hamlr-Kaiiln’. Sharp also records that it was ‘fiendishly difficult to talc

down’, a thing he his not uid of any other aoeg; and it aeons likely that

this was due to slides and graces that were almost certainly put into it.

It lias often been reuurked tliat Hungarian gypsy music bear* the same

sort ofrelation to Indiin that Romany dees to Hindustani.
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Ccdl Sharp believed in die beauty of human life, and lie sought

lor and found the Ixat qualities of our nature in the luimblc*t

pcismts. One mar, perhaps »jr that he was truly great in th«

power of rtcvptiti&i) and, though he approached men ajul women
of what we conveniently Call the lower order* hccatt** he might

collect from them diamctcritfic he wa* intent ly alive to the

glory of their hunun relationship* arid improv'd and even awed by

their high qualities. I rememh r when we wen* collecting folk-

shanties from Mr. John Short of Watchct he a>kcd Mr. Slum

about his wife. The sailor led us to a bedroom, wlvere lay a *wcet-

faced smiling old hdy, crippled and twisted by rheumatism. Cecil

questioned her, and she told him that J»dm did iwryrhing for her,

cleaning the house, cooking the food, carrying her from her bed

to the parlour—tint he was her sole attendant. Civil said to Mr.

Short, when we were once more out of the fody s presence and

preparing to resume singing, 'Mr. Short, you are a very line singer,

but your greatest achievement is in the next room/

Sharp was equally quirk to recognize the qualities of the

artist. To Mrs. Stanton of Armscotc, who gave him much
assistance in collecting, he comments thus on the death

of a singer who was, as he described himself, *.\s good a

whistler as ever cocked a lip’:

I was glad to have ynur Setter despite its sad news. Poor old

Tom. I was afraid his days were numbered, but I hoped lie would

fast through the winter. He left quite a mark in my mind; there was

something about him which raises! him from his fellow* and singled

him out. A pathetic figure of one who wzz himself hi* only enemy.

His very recklessness endeared him to me. Well, I fancy Ik* gut a

great deal out of life, more perhaps than many of us who live in

a very different environment. He had the waywardness of the

musician and a patience which enabled him to Ixar unruffled a

querulous and slatternly wife—no mean performance. I Jiavc been

harmonising Ts’clson's Praise* 1 quite lately, so I have poor '1 dm in

mind. What a gorgeous tunc it is, and I can always hear hi* voice

in it.

There are many evidences, too, of the affection the

1
JTKittsh Fdk-Scxgj, SeltiuJ E/itkw, vol. ii, r.o. 38.
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singers bore him. The first of the two letters quoted
below (dated Hambridge, 12. 10.31) is addressed to the
present writer:

Sir— I was Itxiking down the paper when I seen Cecil Sharp’s
name. And you wanted to know ifany one knew him. Now I must
*ay 1 Louie Hooper and my sister Lucy White loth of this place

knew him quite well and spent many a happy hour singing to him
at the Vicarage Hambridge with Father Marson hi* friend. He
took our photin and put them in the first look of Somerset Folk
Songs'. ... He gave me a nice concertina. I would play it. And
Mrs. Sharp gave me and my sister a new blouse each. 1 went to

JIminstcr Fair with him to hear the old peoplesing, and I remember
quite well there was an eclipse of the sun the same day and he
smoked a piece of glass for me to look and see it through. And he
had a nice concert at Langport and gave us a nice tea 1 and my
sister used to go to the Viearagc and he used to pay us very wc'.L

And we used to have our supper together. Mrs. Sharp was there

sometimes. The last time I loen him was when Father Marson
was buried. That was in March the same year as the War broke
out. 1 am 72 years of age. ... He came to my house one Christmas

time and took the photo of my dinner Christmas Day, and when
1 went to Langport to a lantern lecture that he gave 1 seen my
Christmas dinner come through on the slide. ... He gave me a book

of songs after he had mine and lie said exchange was no robbery.

And he wrote it in the tout I liked him very much, he was a

very kind gentleman. ... He also gave the old men tobacco that

used to sing to him. I often think of the dap. Jt was a happy

time. I often say I should like for some one to have the concertina

in memory of him. He used to like to heat me play ir. Now I hope

you will be able to understand this letter that I have sent.

From Yours faithfully

Louisa Hooper.

The reference to the eclipse of the sun fixes the date of

Ilminster Fair as August 30th, 1905.

The second letter was written to Sharp himself by the

son of an old morris-dancer. It runs:

I now take the pleasure in writing a few fines to you in answer

1 Unfortunately, not 10; but one of them » here on a later page.
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to your kind and welcome letter and father thanks you so much for

the tobacco you sent him. He was so pleased with it. Dear Sir,

father ii very ill and has been for a long time. I Ic has been under the

doctor's hands. He has been in bed for a long time but he is ju>t

getting a little better. He tclb me again to thank you for the tobacco

and pipes. Father would hare wrote before only he has been waiting

to get you a little present. Then he had his downfall of being ill and

he could not get it, but he s»ys he will get you something as soon

as he is able to get to work again. We all wish you a merry Christ-

mas and a happy New Year when it contra.

It says much for the courtesy of the people that never

once throughout his visits to their cottage doors was he

asked what his business was. And their kindliness and
generosity is exemplified by an old lady who was rather

deaf and had not understood Sharp's preliminary inquiry

about a certain song, but had only heard his final appeal

for help. Her response was, ‘Well, we're poor folk, but

if a penny will he any good to you, you arc welcome.'



CHAPTER y

1903-1906

PROPAGANDA
Be not like the emp:r>; in: which merely collects nor like the cobweb*

weaving theorists who do bat spin webs from their own intestines;

but inutile the bees which bath collect and fhshico.

Hiadingtojj, Sharp’s first introduction to folk-music,

/

1

Bock 0} British Song, his first attempt to embody it

in his practical work, and Hambridge, his first actual con-

tact with the living song, mark three principal moments of

his entry upon his life’s work. On November 26th, 1903,

at Hampstead, he gave the first of his many lectures. His
illustrations were songs from Somerset, beginning, of

course, with 'The Seeds of Love', and his suite of morris

dance tunes, beginning with ‘
i -auditum Bunches' played

by the Hampstead Conservatoire orchestra; Mattie Kay,

Helene dc Serene, Walter Ford, and Leonhard Sickert

sang; 1 Edward d’Evry and himself accompanied. Thisgot

into the papers, especially the Morning Post, where he had

a friend in T. Lennox Gilmour,* who was second leader-

writer. 'The Fates', says Mr. Gilmour, 'who presided over

my birth, unkindly denied me the gift of music, but they

gave me some sense of historic values and a certain capa-

city to respond to contagious enthusiasm. And was there

ever a more attractive enthusiast than Cecil Sharp! His

sincerity was crystal dear; his egotism was not for himself

but for the cause.'

The two had a talk early next year (1904) about this

cause and what could be done for it. Mr. Gilmour invited

Sharp next day to come and see him, and when he arrived

' Another linger, of whom Sharp thoaght highly. i"d of whose help

he war gild 10 maie me, wai Campbell Mclones. who could do for the*

song* whit only an artist can.

* Lord Rorclery's private secretary and all the time a practiangburins.
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made him sit down and listen. He read him his 'interview'

of the day before, while Sharp bubbled with laughter as he

recognized in the formal statement his own arguments

and asides. In allusion, no doubt, to this moment Sharp

wrote (22.4.06) that a statue ought to be erected ‘To one

who himself unable to distinguish between "Cod Save the

King" and "Pop goes the Weasel" yet gave his life to the

advancement of Music’.

The gist of the interview was that the county councils

might ultimately be approached, but as this would take

time, and the collecting of the songs was urgent, there

should be some ad hoc organization to appeal for funds,

unless, perhaps, some philanthropist would provide them.

I-ctters followed. An adhoc organization ! wrote Mr. T. I ..

Southgate; but haven't we got the Musical Association,

to which belong professors, heads of music schools, promi-

nent musicians, and notable amateurs, &c. ? Then there

is the Folk-Song Society, only its publications do not

appear to have met with any distinct measure of success.

But, rejoins Sharp, 'these professors, &C.' are just the

people who know little and care less about the subject. In

the titles of the papers read before the Musical Association

since 1874 there is not a single allusion to English folk-

music. As for the Folk-Song Society, it has published 109

folk-songs in six years, its Honorary Secretary is ill, and

there have been no meetings for two years. It is moribund.

The Folk-Song Society protested next day that it was

alive, but impecunious; and the persistent Mr. Southgate

pressed upon Sharp his suggestion about a sub-committee

of the Musical Association. Others turned it over in ima-

gination to the Folk-Lore Society; others, again, said that

the songs were r.ot worth collecting.

When they had all said their say Sharp presented his

ultimatum on February' 2nd, 1904:

All your correspondents agree that if the old songs which are

still being sung by die peasantry of England arc to be preserved for
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the benefit of future generations, they must be collected without

delay. This general admission inspires the hope that at last some
determined effort will really be nude to complete a collection of

English folk-song. If die members of the Musical Association or

the Folk-Lore Society wish to join the movement by all means let

them do so. There is an immense amount of work to be done, far

more indeed than most people imagine.

Mr. Perceval Graves, Mr. Frank Kidson, and the committee of

die Folk-Song Society have, naturally enough, done their best to

present the past achievements of the Society in the me*t favourable

light, but they cannot blink the fact that, except for the printing

ar.d private circulation of a hundred xwgs or so, the Society has

done absolutely nothing to further the object for which it was
founded more than five years ago.

So far as I am aware no attempt has been made to systematise

the private efforts of individual collectors; no appeal for public sup-

port has been issued, nor has any effort been made to popularise

the movement. Unless, therefore, the Society is disposed to put

its house in order, reorganise its forces, and become an effective

instrument, its continued existence is a menace rather than an aid

to the cause it nominally espouses. In saying this I realize that the

Society numbers among* its members many ofthe best known and
n**t distinguished collectors of folk song, and that it would be

difficult to suggest a stronger committee so far as the names of its

members arc concerned.

Nevertheless, great names on a committee are not always an

advantage, for they arc often attached to dvc«e who lead busy lives,

and can give but little rime to honorary work. However, whatever

may the cause of its shortcomings and of its past satry record, the

Folk-Song Society should surely see that it must now either wake

up, clean its slate, and start again on new and efficient lines, or else

retire from the scene altogether, so that the field may be occupied

by a more effective organization. I feel that I can speak more freely

as I am myself a member of the Society. In proof of the interest

that :? being aroused by the action taken by your journal will you

allow me in conclusion to quote from a letter I have just received

from the Rev. S. Baring-Gould, the well-known collector and

editor of Cornish and Devonshire songs: ‘I am so grateful that at

Lit the public is being roused to the fact that we have a body of
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fine traditional music. It is full late now to collect! all my oid men

are dead, but one.’

Qn February 8th, ‘An Outsider’ (possibly the lender-

writer mentioned just now) suggested a meeting of the

Folk-Song Society to which others, not members, should

be admitted, and the Society be reconstructed on a broader

basis. The Society’s answer to this broad hint was to put

Sharp on the Committee and to appoint Miss Lucy Brond-

wcod as Honorary Secretary.

The first volume of Folk-Songs from Somerset was, as

has been mentioned, published in December 190.1. This

was followed by four more volumes, rhe last published in

1 909. These fivevolumes contain 1
1 7 folk-songs (of which

7 have a second version), 4 carols, and 2 shanties; total

1 30. Sharp was entirely responsible for the music, includ-

ing the settings for pianoforte, of the whole book; Marson
for the preface and texts of the first three volumes only. In

the preface to the fir9t volume the editors explain that

the collection is presented as nearly as possible ns it was taken down
from the lips of the singers-, in the tunes with exact fidelity. Wc
have not pied to reproduce by spelling the Somerset dialect, because

such attempts are useless to those who know, and merely misleading

to the ignorant. Anything like a peculiar use, archaisms, and rare

words, we have carefully kept. In a few instances the sentiment nf

the song has been softened, because the conventions of our lest

delicate and more dishonest time demand such treatment, but indica-

tion has been given, and we plead compulsion and not desire in

th«e alterations. We have corrected obvious slips of grammar, and

reluctantly changed the weak perfects into strong ones.

It is unfortunate that the words of the folk-sor.gs which
have come down to us are not, generally speaking, on the

same artistic level as rhe tunes, although there are notable

exceptions, for example, ‘O Waly, Waly', ‘Searching for

Lambs’, and 'Scarborough Fair'. 1

1 SogBsi FeH-Smgi, BrittleJ EJirim, vol. i, nos. 13 and 32, and
vol. ii, 00. 22.
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'} airly years ago the charge was made that the musical
editor of Folk-Songs from Somerses invented the tunes. He
repelled it with the remark that to be able to do that would
put a man at the head of all the melodists of the world.
Another charge was, and is, that the editors bowdlerized
i he words. The words and tunes in Sharp’s autograph are
in the Library of Clare College, Cambridge. When this
is compared with the printed copy it will be seen that
some alteration was inevitable. There arc two cases: (t)
the sense is often obscure, or completely unintelligible,

and (2)
the sentiment is sometimes outspoken, or actu-

ally obscene. When the sentiment was of that nature, it

was Sharp’s opinion that the song was of individual, not
communal, origin, and that this individual was often the
ballad-maker' who hawked the songs about round the
country. This view gains a little support from the fact

that in the Appalachians where the broadsides did not
exist, sentiment of that kind is not known in the songs.
The obscurity hardly needs explanation; as the editors

say: ’People remember short tunes more faithfully than
long sets of words.’ And it may be added that sometimes,
not being themselves singers, they 'tell the poetry’, caring
only for the story and oblivious of rhyme or diction. Also,
the folk have no sense of history—there would be nothing

improbable. to them in St. George meeting Bonaparte in

the same ballad; and a known place is readily substituted

for one unknown—1

'He sailed East, he sailed West, Until

he came unto Torquay’ (Turkey).

Sharp's principle was not to ‘improve
1

;
he restricted

himself to slight verbal alterations when words and tunes

did not fit, to the correction of grammatical errors, and to

the collation of different versions of the same text when the

single text was incomplete and unintelligible. 1 1c recorded

in his published notes the changes that he bad made.

' He wu 10 be seen with his lceg printtxl sheets, and to be beard crocet-

ing ratbei than tinging, in Bereiondicy. thirty years ago.
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Marson set out with the same conscientious purpose of

keeping as close as possible to the original ora! texts, but

occasionally his poetic mind was too much for him. I Icrc

ar.d there his literary lines arc as incongruous as hnt-house

orchids in a bunch of wild primroses, c.g. 'Dabbling in

the Dew', which was not re-written, but written, and ex-

pressions such as ‘hapless grave' in ‘ The Drowned I .over'.

In later editions. Sharp in most eases either reverted to the

original words or made a closer adaptation.

The first volume of Folk-Songs from Somerset is 'dedi-

cated by permission to Her Royal Highness the Princess

of Wales'—now Her Majesty Queen Mary.

During the years 1904-7 Sharp had the honour of

giving musical instruction to the royal children at Marl-

borough House. He was asked to discover what musical

talents they possessed, and to develop them in respiration,

good carriage, diction, and discipline. The class consisted

of Their Royal Highnesses The Prince of Wales, Prince

Albert, Princess Mary, and nine other children, and later,

Prince Henry. It was held twice a week during the sum-

mer, and the lesson lasted for three-quarters of an hour.

This covered notation (on the blackboard), rhythm by

clapping, pitch (scale solfeggi}, instruction in breathing

and enunciation, and the singing of rounds, national

songs, and folk-songs. In his annual report for 1905
Sharp writes

that both Prince Edward and Prince Albert have keen can fur a

tune will be apparent if reference is made to the appended list

of fifty songs' which they arc now able to dug. The spied with

which they will fasten upon and leant a new tune has connDually
surprised me and I consider that Prince Edward and Prince Albert

are both possessed of a musical instinct and ability far above the

average.

1 The lilt include! some twenty folk-songs, and the re« are national
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The following letters reached him, thanking him for

the gift of folk-songs:

York Couage,

1 2th November 1905
Dear Mr. Sharp,

Thank you very much for the book of songs you were kind
enough to send me. I shall be glad to learn some of them when we

hack to London. I can play the first page of the book you got
for me. 1 like it very much.

With kind remembrances I remain

your little friend

Mary

York Cottage,

February and 1907
Dear Mr. Sharp,

Thank you so much for the nice singing books you sent us. ft

is very kind ofyou. We learnt two new carofc at Christmas David
hid. learnt them at Osborne. Wc shall have to learn some of the

songs out of it. We are coming up at the beginning of Match.
Plcatc give my respects to Mrs, Sharp.

We remain

your* very sincerely

Albert

Henry
In July 1905 Sharp having resigned his position as

Director of Studies at the Hampstead Conservatoire—

a

post which he had held for nine years—moved to 183
Adelaide Road, where he remained until 1911. His only

certain source of income was now derived from his teach-

ing at Ludgrovc; but although less was coming in, he had
more time to give to the absorbing work of folk-song, and
his activities in that direction increased.

In 1905 he collaborated with the Rev. S. Baring-Gould

and undertook the musical editorship of the fifth volume
of Songs of the IVest (Methuen), a volume of 121 songs

collected in Devon and Cornwall by the Rev. S. Baring-

Gould, the Rev. H. Fleetwood Sheppard, who died in

S3
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1901, and the Rev. t . IV. Bussell. Sharp is responsible

for about two-thirds of the accompaniments.

Sabine Baring-Gould, born 1834 of an old Devonshire

family, became rector of Lew Trcnchard in North Devon
in 1 88 r . The Songs of ike Weu represent only one corner

of an alert mind; his books have an exceptionally wide

range of subject. A friend of the family writes:

In his song-collecting I think he used to get the tunes along with

the words, but said he was much hampered by not being more of

a musician. Mr. Sharp said that after he had altered or added to

the original words, as often happened, because they were ‘outway
rude' or fragmentary, he was apt to forget that his alterations were

not pur? of the real song.

It was a funny household at Lew. They were an amusing

familyr I only knew Daisy, Veronica, Barbara, Cicely, Diana,

Joan, Fclicitas, John and Julian; but there were lots more than

that—twenty altogether, they staid. ‘All regular English girls,’ mid

Mr. Sharp, ‘and each one prettier ilun the other.' He wots wrapt
up in his books, and sometimes furgo: the names of his children;

they were wrapt up in ‘Papa* and did not always trouble to leam
the names of his books. If the girb could not get to a meet in any
Other way, they would ride die cart-boras; and it was said in the

county that nothing kills a Baring-Gould. A horse that kicked

thdr dogcart to pieces was objected to by them only because they

said they could not take Papa out with it again. The lake at Lew,
with precipitous, rocky sides, was the place where the elder children

Uied to amuse themselves setting the younger ones adrift in tin laths.

None nf them could swim. 'And Papa used to sit in his study and
sav he knew we should all be drowned.’ Another game was to run
about on the roof and jump acrcra‘spaces from otic roof Co another.

I think lie was a very kind squire. I have stayed there for one
of his village dance evenings, and he walked about and talked to

them all, and aw to it that they all had cider afterwards. There
is a plaster ceiling in the ball-room at I^w, made by one of hi*
villagers: he was ill and depressed, and Mr. Baring-Gould started

him on this work to give him an interest and cheer him up, which
he succeeded in dcn'ng: the man was an excellent workman and soon
got keen on his job.
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He did not care only for old thing*: in his church he had a good

new carving as well ns old. He set an artistic daughter to paint the

panel* ofthe crccnwith Saints of whom no one bur himself had ever

heard. The Sen-ice was perfectly plain; no muse except a hymn,

and as a contrast a son of plain-song Creed which he sang himself.

The following year (1906) the collaboration between

Sharp and Baring-Gould resulted in the publication of
English Folk-Songs for Schools (J. Curwen & Sons). The
songs are drawn trom Sharp's and Baring-Gould’s collec-

tions, and the Introduction explains that 'this collection

has been made to meet the requirements of the Board of

Education, and is composed of melodies strictly pertaining

to the people, to which words have been set as closely

adhering to the original as was possible considering the

purpose of the book’. Sharp was not very happy about the

texts in this volume, although he had given his approval

to them. He felt, rightly or wrongly, that the all-impor-

tant thing was to get the songs with their beautiful melodies

introduced into the schools, and ifa slight bowdlerization

of the words would assist chat object, then the end justified

the means.

In 1908, when the general educational value of folk-

songs was not quite such a new idea, he published with

Messrs. Novcllo & Co. the first book of folk-songs in

their 'School Series’. Ultimately eleven volumes, com-
prising 1 14 songs collected and arranged by Sharp, were

published in this series, and here he presented the words

in a form which approximated very much more closely

to the originals, though not without some opposition. The
publisher took exception to such phrases as ‘to my oor,

bag bcor’ in 'Midsummer Fair'; and in ‘Green Broom’,

to 'He’d marry this lady in bloom * and ‘he swore he’d set

fire to his room’. The education authorities, he said, 'will

prefer the "poetical" moral lyric and its “made” tunc'.

Sharp, after yielding on one or two points, replied:

Your criticisms strike at the very root of the whole question of
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the suitability or otherwise of the folk-song for school uses. Ir is

not a question of theory or argument so much as one of feeling and

temperament . . . Hence, it is peculiarly difficult to explain this

view and therefore aho to reply to your objections. I cannot, for

i
usance, rebut ir. so many words your dislike to Tin seventeen*

with its ‘rue dum day', etc. except by asking you to watch the ex-

pression of school children when they sing it, and by referring you

to school teachers who have taught it, and to experts like Mr.

Edward Burrows, who have recommended it

And the publisher having said his say gracefully bowed

to Sharp's decision.

In concentrating, as for the moment we have to, on

Sharp’s collecting and publishing of folk-songs we must

remember, as he always'did, that he was not the first in the

field, and we may add that he was not the last; the men

who give their names 10 a movement seldom arc either. It

will be convenient, therefore, to pause here and review

other labours.

The texts of traditional songs and ballad, are to be

found in broadside collections of as early a date as the

second half of the seventeenth century (e.g. those of

Wood, Rawlinson, Douce, and Pepys), and a few got into

early eighteenth-century printed collections of songs. But

the first comprehensive collection was that of Percy’s

Reliquts (1765), which, though it has been severely criti-

cized on account of its literary embellishments, yet served

its purpose in arousing enthusiasm for popular ballads.

Bishop Percy's collection was followed by many others

during the next fifty years, c.g. those of Ritson in England,

and Herd, Scott, and Jamieson in Scotland. In these

collections interest centred solely in the texts, and the

tunes which should have accompanied them were ignored.

A few traditional tunes are recorded in early eighteenth-

century musical collections, but Johnson’s Scon Musical

Mustum (1787-1803) is the first publication to contain

any considerable number of traditional tunes, though
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which of these are taken from traditional sources is un-

certain. In the third decade of the nineteenth century a

number of collections appeared—mostly Scottish—and

those of Kinloch and Motherwell (both 1827) contain

several airs said to have been recovered irom tradition.

However, the first publication which is devoted exclusively

to songs, with tunes, noted direct from the lips of the

peasants is that entitled Sussex Songs, by the Rev. John

Broadwood (uncle of Miss Lucy Broadwood), privately

printed in 1843. 1 This has sixteen tunes. Some dozen

publications of a similar nature appeared between the

years 1877 and 1 90+ (see Appendix of English Folk-Song:

Some Conclusions), accounting for, in all, between eight and

nine hundred tunes. There were also the two great store-

houses: of tunes, William Chappell’s Popular Music of the

Olden Time (1855- 9); and of texts (with only 55 tunes),

Francis J. Child's English and Scottish Popular Ballad

(1 882-98). But in both cases the material is from printed

sources.

> This wat reprinted in 1899 with additional wnp collected by Mm
Lucy BrcadwooJ.
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CHAPTER PI

1906-1907

DEFINITIONS
To such a snood 1 had come, by what charm I know noe

where on (halt upland path I was pacing alone;

end yet wat nothing tew to DC, only all wu vivid

and significant that had been dormant or dead;

as if in a museum the fossils cm their shelves

should come to life suddeoly, or a winter rcse-bed

burst into crowded holiday ofscent and bloom.

robert rbiooii, Tenement ejBeettf,

I
T was all very well to collect, arrange, publish, and

lecture upon these songs, but what Sharp wanted now
was to get them into the schools. He kncwr quite well

that a song is very little, and a folk-song nothing at all,

until you sing it yourself, and sing ir as a bubbling over

of the spirit that is in you. He had no fear that it would

not stand wear, or that it would repel by its difficulty, and
it was therefore the very thing for those who were begin-

ning cither music or life. Accordingly when the Board of
Education issued early in 1906 their Suggestion /or ike

Consideration 5/ Teacher

1

recommending ‘National or Folk-

Songs’ as being ‘the expression in the idiom of the people

of theirjoys and sorrows, their unaffected patriotism', &c.,

he was at once on the alert. He complained in the Morning
Pott of April 1 9th and the Daily Chronicle of May 22nd
(1906) that the list of songs they proposed did not give

‘logical’ expression to these views. Of the fifty songs

seventeen arc ordinary art-songs, like ‘Tom Bowling';

twenty-six are founded on folk-tunes of bygone days, like

‘The Vicar of Bray’; and seven are true folk-songs. He
feared that the confusion between ‘national’ and folk-songs

would have disastrous results.

School(rasters, in the belief that they are teaching folk-songs, will

give the children the sung), suggested in the Blue-book. The results
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which folk-vong enthusiast* have confidently predicted will not, of

course, follow. The experiment will be voted a failure, and folk-

songs, without a trial, will be branded as unfit for school use and

excluded for ever from the schoolroom.

Sir Charles Stanford answered in the Daily Chroxirft

(23.5.06), hotly defending the action of the Board:

Archaeologists who have personally dug up an antique are apt

to glorify it at the expense of those which have been dug up by their

predecessors. This is the key to Mr. Cecil Sharp's reckless and

unjustifiable attack upon the list of songs issued by the Board of

Education. It isiuol a list of songs which are folk-songs, are songs

of the people, and arc songs of and for the nation, but which in his

eyes have the disadvantage of having stood the test of a long life

in the public cars and if he wished his more recent discoveries of

songs to reach the schools also, there is no better way than to begin

with a list of those which have long been acknowledged as the back-

bone of national music.

Sir Charles was in fact advocating just such a book as

Sharp had written four years before in A Book 0} British

Song. That had included authenticated and dated songs

(Savile's 'Here’s a Health unto his Majesty’, 1667, Leve-

ridge’s 'Roast Beef of Old England’, 1 790, Davy’s 'Bay of

Biscay', 1805, See.) with many anonymous and undated,

all described as 'traditional'. To Sharp, the distinction

between the two senses of 'tradition' had now become

definite. He replied the next day:

Sir Charles has mistaken my contention. I agree, of course,

that 'Tom Bowling’ n none the lew ‘a people’s song, because we
know Dibdin to have written it'. But I deny, not that it is a people's

song, but that it is a folk-songi that is, a song made by the people,

as well as sung by them. The distinction is not academic
\
nor is it

archaeological. It is intrinsic, for it distinguishes between two kinds

of music that are fundamentally different from one another. And

to this even Sir Charles Stanford must agree, unless he is prepared

to place 'Torn Bowling' and ‘Heart of Oak’ in the same category

as The Golden Vanity’ and ‘The Seeds of Love', or to couple

•Sir Patrick Spens’ with Tennyson's 'Revenge'.

?9
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Trie mere knowledge of the name of the composer has nothing

vrliatever to do with the matter. I should never mistake 'Tom
Bowling* for a folk-song even if the name of its author were un-

known. Its every phrase proclaim* liter individual composer and

the period in which it was written; it lacks all the distinctive

characteristics of the folk-song.

I am sorry that Sir Charles Stanford should credit me with

believing that ‘folk-songs grew like trees in the field?, and national

songs came out of human brains’. ‘Brains created both’, no doubt;

but while the national song is the product of the individual, the folk-

song has been evolved by the brains of counties generations of folk-

singers and ownposers. The one is individual, the other Communal
and racial. They differ not only in the manner uf their birth, but

in the finished product.

Among the correspondence which ensued was a letter

from Dr. Vaughan Williams, who supported Sharp’s views,

and, ‘as a collector in a smail way', was delighted ‘to see

the distinction between the genuine folk-tune and the

"composed song” so clearly stated’.

A month later Sharp wrote again in the same paper,

explaining folk-song to be folk-made song (the view’, in

fact, that he puts forward in Folk-Song: Some Conclusions,

see p. 107). He adds (28.6.06) as his underlying motive:

One reason why we have in England no national school of music

is because we have so unaccountably neglected our folk-music. . .

.

Little or no effort to repair thh deficiency is made ... at the musical

colleges.
. . . Our younger musicians arc now studying English

folk-music, and . . . their competitions already reflect the new and

intpiring influence; but how much better it would have been if . .

.

they had absorbed it in their young days.

Suggestionsfor She Consideration of Teachers was followed

up later in the year by another Memorandum entitled

Music in Secondary Schools
,
with which Sharp dealt just as

firmly, giving instances of the way in which the misuse
of the term ‘folk’ led to the confusion and deception which
he anticipates. He continued:
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The writer, in the attempt to dear up this contusion, has set

us some more terminological puzzles. He has discarded the use of

the word ‘folk-long’ altogether, and he now describe* hr* list of

songs under the heading of ‘traditional songs’. And this is how he
defines that expression: 'Traditional song it a trrm uttd hot ta

nvtr the whale range of national, folk-tang, tarolt, and fo/fadt,

whether made by pehianti and crystallised by mutieiant, or made by

muikiant and cijitaf/iud by ptatmU, or wholly peaianti work, or

wholly mutieiant' work, anonymous or otherwise; all those which have

obtained wide national atteptanee, and which have Hood the teit of

/uniting three or more generation/.’ I presume this is not a joke,

hut I confess I find it difficult to take it seriously. Hew can a

musician “crystallise' a folk-song, or a peasant ‘crystallise’ the work
of a musician ? And why should ‘The Bay of Biscay’ or "Where
the Bcc Sucks’ be dubbed traditional, simply because they lure

’obtained wide national acceptance, etc.’? To wretch the meaning

of words in this way is to defeat the purpose of language. If ’tradi-

tional’ means anything at all, it means that which has been handed

down from generation to generation by word of mouth and noc

by primed or written document. But under this amazing definition

Schuberts ‘ErlkOnig’ must be accounted a ’traditional’ song, and

’Paradise Lost’ ‘traditional’ poetry. (Morning Pott, Jl.i2.o6.)

Most of those who had collected, or made a serious

study offolk-song, were in general agreement with Sharp's

views, hut few were willing to support him in his un-

compromising condemnation of the Board’s action. The
Folk-Song Society actually blessed the Suggestions. Their

Annual Report said:

The Board of Education has for the find time recorded the

importance of our National and Folk Songs in the musical training

of children, and urges earnestly tint such songs shall be taught

throughout the country. This scheme, if consistently carried out,

must become a powerful means towards cultivating a healthy musi-

cal taste, and certainly claims the suppott of all who believe in

the enormous influence exercised by folk-music upon compilers

ofall nations.

Sharp was not present at the meeting that passed this.

When he saw the report, he protested to Miss Broad-
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wood. Honorary Secretary of the Society, that he was

hereby committed to an opinion upon a subject of great

importance with which he was unable to agree. Miss

Broadwood replied that in her opinion Mr. Sharp was not

compromised, tor they were all united as to the general

scheme and nothing had been said ahput the offending

'List'. Sharp maintained, however, that if the paragraph

were allowed to remain in its present form it would be

cited against him in the public contest which he was

waging, and the incident would be regarded merely as a

squabble about something upon which the experts dis-

agreed. At this point Miss Broadwood reminded Mr.

Sharp that when individual members of the Society had

expressed their disapproval of the lack of moderation in

his attacks on the Board—and in this connexion we maj
mention that he had received a severe rebuke from the

President of the Society himself—he had affirmed that he

was carrying on the controversy as an independent indi-

vidual and that the Society was not in any way involved.

The logic of it was against him, but he did not allow

himself to be persuaded. He forwarded an amendment

to the General Meeting of the Society proposing certain

alterations in the paragraph. This amendment was later

withdrawn in favour of another, moved by Dr. Vaughan
Williams, proposing that the reference to the action of the

Education Department be referred back to the committee

for reconsideration. This was not carried.

The whole thing reads to us, perhaps, like a tilting at

windmills. He may seem to some now, as to many then,

to have been fighting fora mere verbal definition, which he
had himself ignored four years earlier. But the full extent

of what he was fighting for was only now dawning on
him. He was convinced, now, that such a song as ‘Barbara

Allen’—in a mode, multiform, anonymous—was different

in quality from 'Tom Bowling'—in a key, uniform, of

definite authorship; and he believed that on the strength
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of this quality the former would, and the latter would not,

win its way permanently to the heart of a singer. It was

for the recognition of this that he was lighting. The Folk-

Song Society and other collectors were aware of this

difference of quality, but, since the promulgation of folk-

songs did not lie within their scope, there was no need for

them to take action upon it. And now, when one man
proclaimed that action was necessary, he seemed to be

opposing their view, when he was really carrying it out to

its logical conclusion; also, since he was only one collector

among many, and a particularly successful collector, he

seemed to be aiming merely at self-advertisement. It is

significant that in later years when folk-song and folk-

dance had become generally accepted as normal activities,

Sharp rarely took part in any press controversy. 'Once you

have gained your point it does more harm than good to

keep on rubbing it in,' was his advice to others and to

himself.

On the strength of the fifteen hundred songs' he had

' Between September 1903 and Seniernb-r 1907 Sharp collected 1,500

tune* in about 330 days {an avenge ol tliirty tunes a week), hit only avail-

able time being in hit school holidays. The detnilt are at follows:

DM Dayi

1903 Sept. . . . 9!
Dcc.-Jan. . . 14

1904 April ... 10

July-Sq*. . . 49
Dec. . . . 21

1905 April ... 6

Ang-Scpt. . . 45
Dec.-Jar.. . . 32

* 906 April . . .21
May-Jane . . 4
Aug-Sepc. . . 41

1907 Jan. ... 14

March-April . . 23

Jnly-ScptI . . _45

3J4

Tt*/(

4*
81

90
221

57
21

!2m
•5

'*5

113
1 1485

t6 (by correspondence)
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collected, and as a result of this controversy with the Folk-

Song Society, a book about the length of what is in your

hand, called English Folk-Song: Some Conclusions, appeared

in October 1907. ‘I felt*, he said, ‘the book muss be

written, and I went straight home from the meeting and

wore out three fountain pens,' Failing to find a publisher

lie published it himself, with Barnicott & Pearce of

Taunton as printers. It was written in ill-health—some

of it had to be dictated owing to blindness caused by gout

in the eyes; but it expressed his considered opinion.

Its eleven chapters are thus apportioned: four to defini-

tions, origins, and general characteristics; three to modes,

scales, and rhythms; one to folk-poetry; one to the singers

and their songs; and two to the antiquity, decline, and future

of folk-song.

Analysis. All forms of mental activity proceed from the

development by education of qualities that arc natural

and inborn. We shall, therefore, best gauge the musical

potentialities of a nation by the utterances of those who
arc least affected by extraneous influences. Folk-music is

created by the common people, art-music is composed

by the educated. ‘Common’ means ‘unlettered’ (not ‘illi-

terate’), and the common people were once more numerous

and more homogeneous than they arc now. Was it the

man or the community that invented the vsorJs of a song?

Sir Walter Scott said, the man; the brothers Grimm said,

the community; B6hme (Alidcussck.es Licdcrbuch, 1877, PP*
xxii, xxiii) said, ‘one (nameless) man sings a song (words

and tunc) and others sing it alter him changing vshat shey

do rot like.' It is these italicized words that constitute the

difference between communal and individual authorship.

The individual composer, a namable man, invents and
criticizes, and his last draft may be very unlike his first.

Communal invention is analogous: a nameless author and
a succession of nameless singers, who criticize by the way
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they perform the song, correspond to the composer’s suc-

cessive drafts, and the final roult may be very different

from the original.

This joint authorship, or communal creation, is made
possible by two things. It is open to any one to sing a

melody, but not every one can play a sonata and no one
man can play a symphony; and, sor.aca and symphony arc

fixed by notation, but the song is not. But if the song can

thus be altered, may it not be spoilt as often as improved?
It may. But the poor song dies out, nobody wants to sing

it; the successes remain. The song is, in fact, evolved.

Evolution has the three stages of persistence, variation,

and selection. T he lolk-singcr's well-known and remark-

able memory makes for persistence, his fancy for variation,

and the community selects. The process may be com-

pared to the behaviour of a tlight of starlings. The flock

’persists’ in its unanimous course, individuals dart out

from that and 'vary' it, and the flock ‘selects' which, if any,

individual it will follow. The flock of starlings is looking

for a suitable place to roost in; the singing community is

looking for a song which shall satisfy its understanding

and its sense of beauty.

The chapter on the Modes is written to show two things:

(*) that a melody which is in a mode need not be, and is not

in folk-song, old in spirit (like the Church tones), though

it may happen to be old in time; and (£) that if harmoni-

zation is employed, it ought to confine itself to the mode
of the song. That on English Folk-scales sums up a large

practical experience, and contains the pith of the book; it

is concerned chiefly with the identification of the tonic, a

knotty point, and with the sense in which modal melodics

modulate. That on Rhythms and melodic figures gives a

probable explanation of some apparent irregularities.

The singer and his song are dying our, and what is to

happen now? It is not too late; some thousands of songs

are on record, and we might sing them and know them.
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When ever)- English child docs so as a matter of course,

then, from whatever class the musician of the future may
spring, he will speak in the national musical idiom. He
will not write English music by going to English folk-

song for his themes, though that would be all in the right

direction. We must wait till the younger generation has

absorbed folk-song. The publication by Bishop Percy in

1765 of forty-five ballads killed at a blow the cold formal-

ism of the preceding age, as Wordsworth and Sir Walter

Scott bore witness. Is it unreasonable to suppose that the

present collecting and publishing of English fo'k-song

will lead to a similar revival in music?

'What is the national musical idiom ?' asked Mr. Ernest

Newman five years later (see the English Review for May,

July, and August, 191 2). The answer is given in Sharp's

book (p. 130): ‘No school of mosic has yet arisen and

flourished in Europe that has not primarily been con-

cerned with the expression of national aspirations.’ And
Dr. Dyson (see Appendix A) echoes this, when he points

out that cosmopolitan music is at all times the coming into

vogue of the music of one or other nation.

‘It is not much of a book,’ Sharp wrote to Miss Gilchrist

with his fourth fountain-pen, ‘but it contains something

that should be said; and although I realise that I have said

it all very clumsily, yet on the whole 1 chink it should be

said so rather than not at all.' Two satisfactory tributes

reached him. Professor F. B. Gummere, whose Popular

Ballad was published at about the same time as Sharp’s

Some Conclusions, wrote

:

It is the sort of work that you have done which really counts. It

is an unspeakable comfort to have a man who knows folk-song at

first hand write such words about it as you have written.

And Gavin Grcig (author of Eolk-Songs of the North-East

of Scotland and, posthumously with Alexander Keith, of
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Last Leaves of Traditional Ballads collected in Aberdeen-

shire, Buchan Club, £ 9- 5 )
addressed Sharp as

the greater* dynamic in the folk-song u-nrld. You have been doing

a magnificent work. Some of the older school would theorise with-

out first-hand material and the discipline that comes from collecting

it, while some of your younger enthusiasts do nothing hut collect

and cannot see the wood for the trees. What we chiefly want b
workers who both collect and can generalize.

With these two letters in his pocket from fellow-workers

in the same field it did not much matter to him that some
of the press—for instance The Times Literary Supplement

of January 23rd, 1908—twitted him with being a ‘late-

comer’ in the field ol folk-song, asked what he could know
of England when he had examined only Somerset (sup-

pressing the fact that he had found more there than any

one anywhere), accused him of confusing modes and rones

(when he had carefully distinguished them), and cavilled

at his examples instead of refuting his argument. The
book is not perfect—the pages on harmonization were

written when he had not long begun to think about the

matter—but it was considerably in advance of anything

that had appeared at that date.
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CHAPTER Vll

1905-1909

THE MORRIS DANCE
Sicker this morrow*, ne leng^ a*oc,

I taw a stale of sliepchtardc* oargoc,

With tinging, *nd iSouting &nd wily chcre:

Before them yodc a luny Tabrcre

That to the many 1 Home pype pUyd,
Whereto they dtuncca ccta one with his meyd.

Tow thcoc folkei nuke wch ioasoncc,

Made my heart after the pype :o daunce.

to. trixits, $&e?ford's Calendar.

Those I Icadington dances—we have to keep on revert-

ing to them—made an immediate appeal to Sharp. In

his College days he had been what would be called a

‘dancing man* and he had enjoyed the Alhambra ballet, hut

all this was no more than pleasurable entertainment. He
admired Ruth St. Denis and the early Russian ballet, when
they came, as much as any one, but that was later. The
Hcadington Morris was his first intimation that dancing

was an art comparable with music. These dances aston-

ished and moved him, but they were outside a musician's

province. The songs were in his own line and he attacked

them with vigour, as we have seer.. I Jc no doubt realised

that the dances were saying the same thing only in other

words, but he did not know* what to do with them and for

the moment he was completely absorbed in the songs. His
friend, Mr. Warren, had drawn his attention once to the

country dance, but Sharp had put it aside, thinking of it

perhaps as a debased form of the quadrille of his youth,

but more probably because he grudged to the dance the

time which might have been spent on the song; he was
never good at dividing his attention.

Now, in September 1905, a request came to him for

songs suitable for a club of working-girls, mostly scam-
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stresses. This was the Espcrancc Club in Cumberland

Market, St. Pancras. It was under the care of Miss Mary
Neal, with Mr. Herbert MacIKvainc 1 as choir-master; the

girls' amusements were singing and dancing. Miss Neal

describes her visit to Sharp in a pamphlet, Set lo Music:

We had performed year after year some school cantata which our

friends had been kind enough to say they enjoyed, and which had

kept the girls happy during the Jong winter evenings. But a dunce
article in the Morning Post ... on English folk-tong; w on

a new track*. I went to see Mr. Cecil Sharp to ask hi* advice as

to whether these songs would be suitable for a Working Girl**

Club. In ten minutes we were deep in the subject of Folk Song,

and I was told that I should be surprised at the way in whidt

English boys and girls would understand and appreciate their own
Folk music ‘They will learn tV, said Mr. Slurp, ‘by a sort of

>piritual sixth sense/ ... I went away haying made up my iniixi

to the experiment, although I confess that the music looked to my
inexperience very difficulr. in a fortnight I wrote to Mr. Slurp

telling him rhac I could only express the result of the first few

lessons by saying chat the Club had gone mad, that they were per-

fectly intoxicated with the music.

The Esperance Club (first under that name, then as

the ‘Association for the Revival and Practice of Folk-

Music’, and later as the *Gui!d of Morris Dancers') will

occupy us now for a chapter or two. Miss Neal was a

philanthropist in the best sense; she planned quickly and

worked with energy, and she had the Irishwoman’s warm
heart. She was not a musician, and did not herself dance;

but she had a gift for organization. She sympathized with

the Women's Suffrage movement, but took no active part

in it; she is now a Sussex magistrate and exerts herself to

uphold the cause of Labour. Having found the songs,

' Herbert C. Macllwiine, »oo of Canon Maclhtainc of Bel (til Cathe-

dral, niter some jean on nr. Australian c*ltlc-«Ufion, wrote Fare tit

fiddler, Tie Underling, and other newels- He wm muiiral director of the

Espcrancc Club (1901-8), where he was followed by Mr- Clive Care/.

He died in middle age, October tit, 1916.
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Mists Neal’s next object was to find dances that would go
with them. Sharp told her of the morris dances and of

William Kimber, and in a short time she had gone down

to Oxford to interview Mr. Kimber, and had arranged for

him and another dancer to come and teach her girls. In

two evenings they had learned enough to be able to give

a performance at their Christmas party of dances, songs,

and singing-games, the latter collected by Mrs. (now
Lady) Gommc; and, at Laurence Housman’s suggestion,

the public heard and saw them at the Small Queen’s Hall

in the following April, when Sharp lectured.

In July 1907 Sharp published, in collaboration with

Herbert Macllwaine, The Morris Book, Part 1, and the

accompanying music for the dance was issued in two sets

with pianoforte arrangements by Cecil Sharp. The Morris

Book' is dedicated to ‘our friends and pupils, the members
of the Espcrancc Girls' Club’, and the reason of its publica-

tion is given in the Introduction, of which the literary

style seems to be that of Macllwaine rather than of Sharp.

It is not, we arc told,

priaurily for the information of the atciiarolognt ami scholar, but

to help those who may be Jhp.Mil to restore a vigorous and native

custom to its lapsed pre-eminence.

The authors give credit to Miss Mary Neal, who ‘not only

made the venture possible in the beginning, but with her

powers of organization gave it a reach and strength that

neither of us could have given'. Again, in 1910, Sharp

wrote in the Morning Poll:

Without the help of the Esperance Club these tunes would
probably still be hidden away in my note-books* » that I owe ix»

small debt to the Club, an obligation which I am glad once again

to acknowledge.

The historical account of the dances, supporting faint-

1 It should be recorded that Min Lucy Breedwood advised Sharp not
to publish until he had collected more; the book contains eleven dances,
atvd lifers to two dozen ofwhich he had as jet only the nines.
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heartedly the theory that the morris is Moorish in origin

and was brought to England in the reign of Edward III,

does not show signs of deep research, and it was revised

and rc-written by Sharp in a second edition published in

1912. In this later edition extensive alterations were also

made in the technical description of the dances in view of

the w ider experience gained, 1 and three dances from Bid-

ford, now thought to rest on insecure authority, were

discarded, though full credit was given to Mr. d’Arcy de

Ferrars for his revival of them in 1886. The remaining

eight dances in the first edition were noted from Mr.

William Kimber, Junior, who had played the concertina

at Ilcadington when Sharp first saw the morris in

December 1899. The Headington ‘side’ had been dis-

banded in 1887, and revived again in 1 899 at the instiga-

tion of Percy Manning, whose scholarly researches have

contributed much valuable information on the subject.

The 'revived' side included four dancers from the old

team. Mr. William Kimber had not danced with the old

team, but his father, who had danced as far back as 1847,

had been foreman of the ‘side’, and with his fiddle and

concertina had often understudied the regular fiddler.

It was from his father that Kimber had learned the

tunes and most of the dance movements, and it was no

doubt from him that he got the love of the thing. The

following account of a visit to his father is raken from a

letter which William Kimber wrote to Sharp in February

1915, sending him at the same time an old drinking-cup:

He was in the best humour I have ever seen him. We had talked

10me time about one thing and another, ar.d all at once (1 wish you

had been there) he says, "I think I have got something you can

have that you can turn into a bob or two.' Of course I wondered

what it was going to be. He went to the same old place where he

1 In the fittt edition the oolitic® wa» bc.cd partly on the dancing of the

EsperaiKC Club girb. Thu proceit wai nunilestly uniathfactory, and in

the second edition the dance-, were noerd directly from William Kimber

and other traditional dancers.
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hid taken out the old peeling-horn and brought out this cup. This

i* his version:

‘You kc this! Well this is one of the oldest relies of Headington

Morrii and Wheatley. This cup belonged to old Mr. Hall of Nokc,
him that used to play the whittle and dub for us to dance. It was
made from the horns of tome animal out of Holton Park. When
old Hall finished, this cup was left at the pub at Wheatley, and the

old Benefit Club took care of it till it was broken up. Then one
of the Wheatley men knowing that I should prize it brought it to

me. I remember drinking out of it before I knew your mother

—

that's over fifty years ago. Old Tom Carter wanted it, so did Joe
Trafford, but I kept it. But you can have it now, we shall never see

such times again.'

I w»h you had been there to have seen him holding this cup and
talking to it

j
list as if it were human and very dear indeed to him.

I told him where I was going to send it, and he said, ‘Perhaps I may
tell him that cup’s history some day when we meet.' I asked him
its age and as near as he can say, according to old Mr. Hall's version,

it is 1 10 to
1 50 years. I think you are entitled to ail this old stuff,

but if it is no good let me have it lock.

Kimber has been described as ‘a bricklayer by trade and
a dancer by profession’, but above all he is an artist, and
that no doubt made the bond of friendship between him
and Sharp—a friendship which continued unsullied for

twenty years.

Shortly before The Morris Book was published Kimber
wrote to Sharp as follows:

Last week I heard a piano playingopposite where we arc working,
and 1 listened, and to my astonishment it was playing 'Country
Gardens'. I could not work. I had to lay my trowel down and listen.

My mates said, 'What’s up, Merry’ (my nickname) f OfCourse they
did not know the tune. I mid, ‘Wonder where they got that from/
One man said, 'It was "Vicar ofBray"’, but, as I told him, there

was a lot of difference in ’Country Gardens’ and ’Vicar of Bray’—as much as chalk and cheese. . .

.

Well the young lady kept on playing for ten minutes, so I just
gave them a turn on the planks, up dose to the chimney, for we
werejust preparing to build the chimney-stack.

. .

.
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I had a goad mind to ask her where the got it from but another

thought struck me. I wondered if the book was out, so I thought

that by writing I should know for certain.

His frequent letters to Sharp always drew sympathy
and often opened a helping hand.

I was delighted to hear from you and to hear of your splendid

luck in the matter of pigs. May they thrive and grow up handsome

and profitable pigs,

Sharp writes at or.c time; and at another, when the luck

had not been so good,

1 am indeed sorry to hear that you are in the wars again. Things

do seem to have gone awry with you of late. Never mind, cheer up

and perhaps some day the clouds will roll by. I am quite sure that

if a man sticks co his job through hod as well as fair weather

romchow or other things come right. But he 's got to stick to it. Let

him grumble if it lets off steam. I often do this! In the meanwhile

I send you a small present in die hope that it will help things a little.

At another time (17.1.1c) Sharp writes:

The next Parliament will be interesting but T hope the Irish

will help us to polish off the Lords 01 else we arc done. The election

has been bud, but it might have been won.-. You must grt hold of

the rustics in the small villages about you and knock some sense into

their noddles!

The correspondence, which is a big one, is, however,

mainly concerned with their mutual interest in the danc-

ing. The philosophy of folk-dancing has perhaps never

beer, better expressed than by Kimber, when in a letter to

Sharp dated April tst, 192 1, he inquires how the dancing

is progressing and adds,

I was reading the other day how they arc going to modify classic

dancing. I thought to myself, ‘Ours doesn't want any modifying

at all—they are now what they were and always will be.’

And that same year he writes bemoaning the fact that he

is spending such a quiet Christmas time:

Not a single step or any sort. I was only thinking the other

morning as I posed Sandfield Cottage and looked at that room
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where you and l had our first tunc, it doesn’t scon all that time

ago. Yet it’s too true, a great many things have happened since

then. And the old saying ofbricklayers crossed my mind, ‘And you,

old hoy, have at last wound up your line’—which makes n fellow

jus: a bit down. As 1 always aid, when 1 could not have a dance,

I hope it would soon be ail over; for if ever one loved a certain

thing in this world, the one thing I loved was the Morris.

After their success at the Small Queen's Hall in April

1906 the members of the Esperancc Club continued to

give performances of the morris dances both in London
and the provinces, and Sharp, although he had no official

connexion with the Club, often co-operated by lecturing

at the performances. In order to satisfy the demand lor

instruction in the dances the Club girls were sent out as

teachers, and by 1908 two girls were teaching whole-time,

one part-time, and eight others were doing evening-work.

The chief teacher was Miss Florric Warren, an exuberant

and vital dancer
;
and the authors of The Morris Book acknow-

ledge the help that she gave them in noting the dar.ccs.

On November i+th, 1907, Miss Neal called an informal

Conference at the Goupil Gallery ‘to talk over plans for

putting at the service of all who wish for it, this great

possession of English folk-music in which it has been
our good fortune to be the means of reviving active

interest*, and in her preliminary leaflet she states that

the practice of folk-music, which began just two years ago in the

taperanee Club, has already from such small beginnings, spread all

over England. ... ft has goi»e far beyond the Club in which it

began, and it is quite beyond the handful of people who inaugurated

it to meet the demand now made upon them, for information and
for help, from villages and towns all over the country.

At the meeting, which had received the blessing of
Punch (13.1 1.07), Mr. Neville I.ytton took the Chair.'

1 Proem: Lady Cccitarcc Lytton. lady Gomme. Mu. Pethick
Lawrence, Mr. E. Burrows {H.M. Inspector of Schools for Sumo). Mm
Neil, Mi. Shirp, and others.
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Sharp, who had his doubts about the Society which it was

proposed to form, urged that collecting (a matter for

experts) should not be one of its objects. It was resolved

that a Society be formed for the development and practice

of folk-music, and that a provisional committee, which

included him, be appointed to draw up rules. In this com-

mittee Sharp moved that the Society should be thoroughly

representative of all those who knew anything about the

subject, and that the rules should provide for the periodic

retirement of the Executive in rotation, a proposal which

aroused opposition. The Committee did not report to

another meeting; but a Society, with which Sharp was not

associated, was afterwards formed under the title of the

‘Association for the Revival and Practice of Folk Music’

under the presidency ofthe Earl of.Lytton with Mr. Neville

Lytton as Chairman, and Miss Neal and Mr. Macllwaine

(and later Miss Neal alone) as Honorary Secretaries.

There appears to have been some misconception in the

minds of the public concerning the scope and purpose o!

the Association, for Miss Neal found it necessary to write

in the Saturday Review of April 1 ith, 1908, in reply to

a letter from Mr. John F. Runcinuin:

We do not propose in any way to do the work of Collecting folk

muse, which, as he [Mr. Runcimtn] points out, r» Icing dune 40

admirably by experts such as Mr. Cecil Sharp. What we propose

to do is to facilitate the use and practice of folk music bv the younger

generation, and it is because wc hik e already done this mi successfully

in connection with the Esperance Working Girls' Club, which lus

carried these dtttccs all over England, that wc have found it neces-

sary to form an asaxiation for carrying on the work. . . . The
dances which wc are already teaching . . . were collected by Mr.

Cecil Sharp, who in collaboration with Mr. Macllwaine had

already published two volumes of the dance tunes, also a handbook

of instructions, and they arc both at present engaged in bringing

out another volume.

The volume referred to was The Morris Book, Parr 2,

published the following year (July 1909), together with
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two sets of music. It contained five more set dances and

four solo jigs from Hcadington, and two processional

dances from Derbyshire. This book, like the first, was

re-written; the second edition was published three years

after the death of Mr. MacIIwaine.

For some time past Sharp had been dissatisfied with

rhe standard of the dancing and teaching of the Esperanto

Club girls, and this no doubt is the reason of the warning

note which is sounded in the last paragraph of the Intro-

duction to the 1909 edition:

In our Morris Bo>k, Pan 1, we said in describing the Morris

that it was \ . . essentially a manifestation of vigour rather than of

grace'. This, and other similar remarks of ours in the description

of the dance, while they are strictly correct, have in some instances

been given a somewhat too liberal interpretation. Here and there

we hare noticed a tendency to be over-strenuous, to adopt, upon

occasion, even a hoydentth manner ofexecution. These are utterly

alien to the :tuc spirit of the dance; for although it h characterized

by forcefulnra, strength, and even a certain abandonment, it is

at the same time and always an exposition of high spirits under

perfect control.

or, in the concise words of a morris dancer, ‘Plenty of

brisk but no excitement*.

During 1908, although there had been a certain amount
of iriction due to difference in outlook, Miss Neal and

Sharp co-operated on several occasions, the most impor-

tant of which was an entertainment at Stationers’ Hall,

organized by the Worshipfal Company of Musicians, at

which Cecil Sharp lectured, Mattie Kay sang, and the

Esperance girls danced. But at the beginning of 1909
Sharp is in a state of irritation, for he feels that the revival

of the dances is getting artistically on to wrong lines.

He writes in January to Mr. Neville Lytton,

I am terry to find myself in antagonism with your A<&>ciation

to which, as you know, 1 have hitherto wished nothing but succor

However, two months later Sharp writes to Miss Neal:
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I shall always be glad to come down and hear your Club members
sing any new song that they are adding to their repertoire, and give

you any hints about traditional tempi and ft) foith. My great desire

is that at the outset these songs and dances shall be introduced

to the present generation in the purest form possible—the next

generation will have to take care of itself. When tradition plays such

a great part as it does in folk-music the printed note and word may
often be misunderstood, and the prevention ofthat is one ofmy chief

interests. I hope therefore that you will not hesitate to call upon

me ifyou arc in any difficult)’.

And after Cecil Sharp and Mr. Burrows had judged

folk-song and dance competitions at Stratford-on-Avon,

Miss Neal wrote to Sharp (May 5th, 1909) Celling him

that during his talk to the children she was vividly re-

minded of the early days in which they worked together,

and that she regretted the misunderstandings which had

arisen. I.ater in that month, too, she suggested that he

might like to use local teams which had been taught by the

Espcrancc girls to illustrate his lectures, and soon after-

wards she asked him to attend a rehearsal at the Club and
run through a few of the things they were performing

at Oxford.

Both desired, and the friends of both, Mr. Lytton and
Mr. Burrows, desired that there should be co-operation.

But Sharp felt that Miss Neal approached rhe dances from

a philanthropic rather than an artistic point of view, and
that her interest lay in her Club rather than in the move-
ment in the broad sense in which he conceived it. Mean-
time the need for a body of teachers was pressing, since

the Board of Education in its revised syllabus of Physical

Education (1909) officially recognized the morris dances.

This was an important step which Sharp had used all his

influence to bring about. Mr. E. A. G. Holmes was then

Chief Inspector to the Board. One who is in a position

to know describes him as ‘an educationist ofthe first order,

a poet, and a man ol broad sympathies’. Mr. Burrows
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arranged a meeting between him and Sharp, and Sharp

made the most ot” his opportunity. Mr. Holmes was
described as being favourably impressed by his view

and outlook.

It had not originally been Sharp’s intention to play an

active part in the teaching of the dances, but he had under-

rated the difficulties and dangers of popularization. l ie

now realized that satisfactory results would not be obtained

unless first-hand instruction were given by himself and

he had direct control over his teachers. In the Physical

Training Department of the South-Western Polytechnic

(now the Chelsea Physical Training College) he found an

organization which met his requirements, and in September

1909 a School of Morris Dancing was established in con-

nexion with the College, with Sharp as Director. Its

object was:

(<i) to form classes in morris dancing;

(£) to train, examine, and grant certificates to teachers

of morris dancing;

(f) to keep a register of certificated teachers, lecturers,

&c., and to give advice and disseminate information

respecting folk-dances, folk-songs, children’s sing-

ing-games, &c.
And a leaflet explained that the authoritative pronounce-

ment made by the Board of Education 'has made im-

perative the establishment of a Training School for folk-

dancing’ to prevent ‘the dances being practised in ways
r.ot sanctioned by tradition’. This leaflet emphasized
the insufficiency of book-knowledge:

No notation can tell die student how to hit thejust mean between

freedom and reserve, forcefulne® and grace, abandonment and

dignity.

The school was ‘to conserve the Morris in its purity and
to leach it accurately’.

The Head Mistress of the College was Miss Dorette

Wilkie, a woman of imagination and broad outlook. She
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at once perceived the practical value of Sharp’s gospel.

Not only did her readiness to co-opcratc with him make

the School possible, hut throughout their association her

encouragement and sympathy were of real help.

Miss Wilkie gave Sharp a free hand, and before the

School opened he gave personal instruction, assisted by

occasional visits from Kimber, to the College students and

members of the staff, so that he was already provided with

a competent body of teachers. He was also able to draw

upon the students to illustrate his lectures, and ol those

who then danced and taught for him Miss M. W. Sinclair

and Miss Kennedy (Mrs. Kennedy North) arc still actively

concerned in the progress of the folk-dance movement.

It should be admitted that Sharp’s first venture into the

dance was open to the criticism, which was in fact made,

that the dancing was wooden and without grace. It may
be added that that criticism is frequently made in other

matters when the teaching has not yet had time to be

absorbed, and that it was made repeatedly by Sharp himself

in alter years of his pupi’s.
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The year ig 10 was spent in assiduous collecting, teach-

ing, adjudicating, and lecturing (with demonstrations

by the Chelsea Physical Training College students). Ow-
ing to pressure of work Sharp was persuaded by his wife

to resign his post at I.udgrove (which he had held for

cichteen years) at the end of the summer term. It says

much for his faith in the movement and for Mrs. Sharp’s

self-sacrificing devotion to her husband that this step was

taken when the I.udgrove teaching was his only regular

source of income. Apart from that he had only royalties

and lecture fees to depend on, and many lectures were

given gratis; 1 these in 1910 brought in an income of £536

(£373 in royalties and /161 in lecture fees)—not a vast

sum on which to bring up four children. It may be men-

tioned here that throughout his life Sharp never sought

a change of work. As he wrote later to his daughter Joan

:

On principle I do not believe in change. In this matter 1 have

always allowed events to dictate to me rather than attempt to con-

trol them myself. I can chink of but few cases in my own life when

1 have deliberately forced a change—perhaps it might have been

belter if I had. But ... it teems to me that normally change waits

on development; I mean that as one gains experience in one’s work

1 You want a pipe made? Well then, try my pirn:

Don’t hand it over to another man
To nuke; make it yccnelf. You’d find you can.

1 Mrs- l.indo wishes it to be sated that her foe was always paid after

these lectures, even if it left nothing, or less than that, for him.
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extension ofopportunity is natural—and pretty sure to offer itself—

and then being natural the change is of the best kind.

Miss Neal was equally busy at this time. 1 ler Esper-

txnce Morris Rook came out in April, and she gave a success-

ful exhibition of the morris at Kensington (May jth).

These activities and the inclusion of the morris dance
by the Board of Education (see p. 77) in its syllabus of

Physical Training kept the whole question, and the differ-

ences of view, in the public eye. A snowstorm of letters in

the Morning Post about this time added a little public

acrimony to a dispute which, as long as it could be

private, both principals had to their credit kept within

bounds.

The Association for the Revival and Practice of Folk
Music was superseded by the Esperance Morris Guild;

and this emphasized what had always been in fact the

close connexion between the Club and the general dance

propaganda. Sharp, to prevent misunderstanding, wrote

to the Morning Pass (April 1st, 1910) disclaiming any
connexion with the Guild:

Any Society which really succeeds in reviving English traditional

dancing ought to have the support of all those interested in the sub-

ject. It is, however, obvious tlut ifour folk-dances arc to be revived

amongst the lettered classes it is of supreme importance that they

should be accurately taught by accredited instructors and that only

these dances should be disseminated which are the survivals of

genuine and unbroken tradition. And these, ofcourse, arc questions

tor the expert.

Miss Neal, on the other hand, maintained that

it behoves those of us to whom has been entrusted the guidance and

the helping of this movement for the renews! of beauty in life to

tread reverently, and to see to it that the blighting touch of the

pedant and the expert a not laid upon it As the folk-music and

dance and drama are communal in their origin and the work of no

one individual, and hare come from the heart of the unlettered

folk, so the handing on of them and the development should also
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be left in the hand* of the simple-minded and of those musically

unlettered and ignorant of all technique (Vanity Fair, 14.4. 10.)

And in an interview in the Morning Post of May 5th, 1 9 ro,

she said:

This i* not a personal matter between Mr. Sharp and myself,

1vsx of any difference between the Morris Guild, for which 1 am
responsible, and any institution in which Mr. Sharp is interested.

It is merely an example of a deeply rooted, age-long controversy

which is always going on. It may be described as the difference

between the form and the life, the bookman and the workman,

between the pedant and those in touch with actual life itself. I am
not characterising Mr. Sharp as a pedant or anything else, but only

speaking of the principle. In the first instance Mr. Sharp worked

very amicably with the Espcrance Club, but I have always expected

what has happened. Where we join issue is in our definition of the

word 'expert*. I recognise no expert in morris dancing tut those

who have been directly taught by the traditional dancer. In this

sense, therefore, the teacher* #rnt out by the Espcrancc Club are

expert teachers. I gather that Mr. Sharp defines an expert in a

totally different sense, the chief qualifications in his view being a

thorough knowledge of the technique of music and dancing. Cer-

tainly it is necessary to be pr/aeued of technique and experience

in collecting folk-songs, but, in my opinion, any average person of

intelligence can collect a morris dance, and, having seen a traditional

dancer, is quite able to say whether the dance has been handed on

in a correct form. To me it seem as unreasonable to talk about an

expert in morris dance* as to talk about an expert in nuking people

happy.

Sharp’s reply was to criticize the exposition of morris

dances as given by the Espcrance Club and to point out

the difficulties by which the collector is beset and the need

for expert knowledge, in order to 'appraise the traditional

value of the revived dance, to detect the faked dance, or

to exercise a wise discrimination with regard to corrupt

dances’.

As activities increased so did the causes of offence

on either side. The public, while distressed in a general
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way that people should have to quarrel about a pastime

which was intended to give pleasure, were inclined to take

Miss Neal’s view, especially as they saw her delivering the

goods; and a sentence by the music critic of Parity Fair

expressed this:

1 do not care two straws whether the steps are traditional or

not; if we ran save the soul of rite morris dance, the body is of little

account;

a sentence which blandly ignored the fact that both parties

relied on tradition. Some of them, who were aware that

there was a point at i*sue, but were not sure what it was,

pinned their faith to dogmas about the ‘straight’ and ‘bent’

knee, and made parry cries of these.

In 1910 the Summer School of the Morris Guild was

an attractive incident in the Stratford-on-Avon Shake-

speare Festival. Mr. (now Sir Archibald) Flower was the

Chairman of the Board of Governors, and Mr. (now Sir

Frank) Benson, when he was not busy with the theatre,

considered with him this question of folk-dance. Both

were struck by the organization of the Guild and its

effective result. At the same time they were aware that the

inaccuracy with which it had been charged might sully

the reputation of their festival. The}’ tried the com-
promise of having a definition of the morris step drawn

up and signed both hy Miss Neal and by Sharp; but this,

of course, fell through.

Miss Neal now decided to strengthen her position. Only

a few months earlier she had denied that there was any

expert in morris dancing but the traditional dancer him-

self. She went in October to Hcadington to see and talk

with other members of the morris side from which William

Kimber had come, and to get some tunes (which were

afterwards harmonized by Mr. G. Toye); she was accom-

panied by Mr. Clive Carey, Mr. F. Toye, and a cypist.

The inquiry was directed to finding out (t) whether it

ought to be straight or bent leg—on this the evidence was
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conflicting; (2) whether Kimber was a ‘traditional’ dancer

—and her information seemed to show 1 that he was not

the leader, but a member of a traditional team (which was

disbanded soon after he entered it), that he had been

taught by traditional men, and that his father was a dancer;

and (3) small details about various dances. The object of

the expedition, as it was explained to Sharp when the

typewritten notes were handed to him, was to show that

since Kimber’s'tradition’could he questioned, Mr. Sharp’s

knowledge of the morris, as obtained from him, was not

the knowledge of an expert. Sharps comment was:

Taking your notes as they stand, there is nothing in them whicli

in my opinion throws any doubt upon Kimber s authenticity, or

(except a few points which I believe to be not strictly accurate)

which conflicts in any way with what I have written or said in

public.

and Kimber’s,

Please keep up your spirits. I will stick to you like a leech, and

would like to stand in any hall in London and face the biggest

audience so as to explain the truth.

The notes were then sent to the Governors at Stratford.

Nothing happened in consequence.

With Mr. Flower, as Chairman of the Governors, lay

the decision as to whether Miss Neal should be invited to

bring her dancing to Stratford, or Sharp his. He found

himself between Mr. Lee Mathews, who was strongly in

favour of Sharp, and Mr. Benson, who almost as strongly

supported Miss Neal. He thought the best way would be
to invite Sharp to meet them both. We have only Sharp's

account of the meeting.

They were all very friendly to me and I enjoyed myself very

much, although I knew the ordeal was of viral importance and had

not closed my eyes for two nights. I talked incessantly—they made
me and wanted me to; and 1 am <|uite sure, whether they agreed or

1 The actual lacti arc given on p. 7 1

.
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not, that I really interested them, simply becui.sc they had never

before realized in the least what the folk-movement means.

As the result of this meeting, Flower asked for a short

statement of Sharp’s views. Ic was:

The question is this: Is the morris da/,tv to be transferred to the

classes in its traditional form, or is it to be arbitrarily changed to

suit the caprice of Mia Neal ur of any other responsible or irre-

sponsible person r On this point, there can, as far as I am concerned,

be no compromise.

At the beginning of 191 1 Sharp talked of throwing up
everything and emigrating to Australia. He was in poor

health, for his asthma was getting steadily worse; his

eldest daughter, Dorothea, was seriously ill; the family

was in straitened circumstances; and, worst of all, he felt

that his work of reviving the dances was severely han-

dicapped by the misconceptions and misunderstandings

which had arisen concerning them. Prospects gradually

brightened. In May the family moved to Uxbridge on

Dorothea's account, where she slowly recovered her health.

Sharp had a fine, large room for his study and enjoyed

digging in the garden when he was at home, but he found

the constant journeys to and from town an effort.

In July he was told he had been awarded a Civil List

Pension ol ^100 a year in consideration of his services in

the collection and preservation of English folk-songs. This

was a welcome addition to the family income, which was

then £500 a year, including his wife’s patrimony, and the

recognition heartened him. A friend who was instrumental

in getting the pension wrote to Sharp:

1 wish you could have seen the document we wait to the Prime

Minister— it was the moi! remarkable Collection of distinguished

names I have ever seen—about 30 in all—and t am certain mote

would have signed if they had been asked, only we were advised

that with such a list we need go no further. . . . You hare admirers

in all sorts of unexpected quarters.
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This was all the more gratifying seeing that the protessed

musicians as a body ignored him; and, even in the article

on Folk-Song in the 1910 edition, Grove’s Dictionary of

Music had no mention of his name. 1

Meanwhile Sharp wenton with his propaganda and con-

tinued to give, all over the country, lectures illustrated by

the students of the Chelsea Physical Training College. In

June, at the Festival of Empire held at Crystal Palace, he

gave a series of lectures, and organized demonstrations of

dances and singing games. In these the Physical Training

College students took part, as well as children from the

Orator)' School, brought by Father Kerr. Miss Neal con-

ceived the idea that Sharp had exceeded his rights in

making use of the Chelsea students for his own private

advantage, and threatened to have a question asked about

it in Parliament. This was not asked; if it had been, not

much would have come of it, as he had not received money

for the lecture*.

Miss Neal spent the early part ol' 1911 lecturing in

America. She found on her return to England that she r.o

longer had the whole-hearted support of the Governors of

the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre; she therefore resigned

her position as Honorary Secretary of the Summer School,

pending a Conference which the Governors proposed to

call, to discuss the diverse views on folk-dancing. In J unc

' When in 1918 Sharp was asled if be would allow his biography to

appear in the American supplement, he replied:

•It is nice ofyou to wah to include my name, but I do not quite see what

1 hive to do with the American volume, seeing that ! am an English

musician and am merely temporarily a visitor here, If my name and wort

were worthy of mention in the Diiliitrarj, the proper pfacc would, of

course, have been in the English volumes. As, however, the editor thought

fit to omit my name I do not feel particularly inclined to allow it to appear

in the supplementary American volume. The only part of my work which

might, perhaps, be mentioned in yoor part of the publication is that which

I have deete in the way of folk-song collecting and publishing in America

and that, it seems to me, could be mentioned under the hading of folk-

song at folk-dance.’
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Sharp’s programme was substituted for Miss Neal's. He
describes the opportunity as ‘a grand one and I mean to

make the most of it’. In discussing with Mr. Flower the

appointment of a teaching Staff, which included Mattie

Kay, Miss Walsh (Mrs. Kctrlcwell), Mi$& Maud and Miss
Helen Karpeles (Mrs. Douglas Kennedy), and students

of the Chelsea Physical Training College, he writes:

[ believe that if we can get the teaching properly done and

organised the thing will succeed; otherwise it is foredoomed. . . .

The less talk in the papers the better. There are scores of people

who want the substance and not the shadow and who are ready to

go to plenty of trouble to get it.

The School was held in August. Apart from the weekly
demonstration of dances in the Theatre Gardens, activities

took place in the seclusion of the Council Schools or in

the 'Parish Parlour’. For about five hours each day sixty

or seventy people met for folk-songs, 1 dancc-classcs, and

lectures; and to stress the social side, a country-dance

party was held at the end of each week. The School was

repeated for one week during the Christmas holidays.

Among the students was George Butterworth, who said

of it that it was one of the few occasions when he felt he

had lived in a really musical atmosphere.

About this time some members of the Chelsea Poly-

technic classes, Miss Maud and Miss Helen Karpeles,

1 li wai ofRich a gathering that W. D. Howell* wrote in his Tie Strt

aid Unites a! S/rnlferJ*s-ittan (Harper, New York, 1914):
’.

. . One of the ballads wai 10 modern as to he in celebration of she

Siena'

1

victory- over the Ciemf/aie in the War of t8ta. when the

American ship went cat from Boston to fight tbc British, and somehow
got beaten. It had a derisive refrain of “Yankee Doodle Dandy O”, and
whether or not the lecturer divined our presence- and inuginod our pain

from this gibe, it is certain that the neat time he gave the ballad to be tung,

he adventurously excused ic on the ground that it foadUy celebrated the

only British victory of the w ar. Nothing could have been handsomer than

that, and it was the true Shakespearian spirit of Stratford where fourteen

thousand Americana come every year to claim our half of Shakespeare’s

glory.’
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Miss Maggie Mailer, and Miss Peggy Walsh, began

to get up folk-dancc meetings with friends, whom they

taught, and eventually, as the Folk-Dance Club, they gave

a performance for a charity in the Portman Rooms,

Baker Street, at which Sharp lectured and Mattie Kay

sang. The advantage of their being an organization inde-

pendent of the Chelsea Polytechnic was obvious, and now

that it had come about in a natural way Sharp threw his

aegis over it, and the Club became the nucleus of the

English Folk Dance Society.

At a meeting on December 6eh, 191 1, at St. Andrew’s

Hall, Newman Street (Mr. T. Ixnnox Gilmour in the

Chair), Cecil Sharp moved

that a Society, to be called The English Folk Dance Society, be

established, having its headquarter* in London, with the object of

preserving and promoting the practice of English folk-danccs in

their tme traditional form.

I Ic emphasized the artistic character of the movement and

the importance of a high standard of execution, and

summarized its objects thus:

The instruction of members and others in folk-dancing; the

training of teacher*, and the granting of certificates of proficiency,

the holding of dance meeting* for members at which dancing shall

be general, and of meeting* at which papers shall be read 2nd dis-

cussed; the publication of literature dealing with folk-dancing and

kindred subjects; the foundatk»i,organi&tion,and artisticcontrol of

local branches in London, the Provinces and elsewhere; the supply-

ing of teachers and providing of lectures and display to schools,

colleges and other institutions; the technical and artistic supervision

of the Vacation Schools of Folk-Song and Dance at Stratford-on-

Avon, organised by the Governor* of the Shakespeare Memorial

Theatre.

A committee 1 was appointed. A guarantee of £l 13 was
1 Lady G Offline, Mn. Arthur Sidgwkk, Milt Miud Karptkt, Mr.

A. D. Flower, Mr. Hercy Denman, Dr. R. Vaughan Williams Mr. Ccdl
Sharp, Mr. Perceval Lucas Mr. G.

J.
Wilkinson, and Mht Helen

Karpeie* (Hcu. Scerctuy). Subsequently the name* of Mr. George
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promised, bur was not called upon. Mr. Wilfred Mark
Webb (of the Sclborne Society) offered the Society tem-

porary accommodation at his offices in Bloomsbury Square,

and this was accepted for a period of six months.

The Stratford-on-Avon Summer School of 1912, again

directed by Sharp, was held under the auspices of the

English Eolk Dance Society, and on August 13th a Con-

ference was convened by the Governors of the Shakespeare

Memorial Theatre. The issue to be debated was what it

had always been, whether the dance, especially morris,

should be taught to a standard of accuracy affording

artistic delight, or should be*cultivated mainly for enjoy-

ment with such accuracy as would then be obtainable.

With Mr. Flower in the Chair, the speakers included

Dr. (Sir Arthur) Somervell, Mr. Selby Biggc (Secretary

to the Board of Education), Mr. Frank Benson, Dr.

Vaughan Williams, Mrs. Maty Davis, Lady Margesson,

Miss Neal, and Mr. Sharp. The Chairman opened the

meeting by saying that he hoped the Conference would

assist the Governors to find points of agreement on the

three following questions: (1) Was it wise to establish the

School of folk-dancing? (2) If so, what standards should

be set? (3) Had Stratford special opportunities for en-

couraging such a School ? He added that it might be said

that the proper way to learn the dances was to go straight

to the ‘folk’ who danced them, but that was not practi-

cable; and the only plan wras to secure instruction from

experts who had collected and studied the dances and to

bring students and experts together in one centre. He
asked whether it was possible to establish a standard that

would be generally acceptable, for the Governors were

anxious that their foundations should be secure.

Sharp said that the subject attracted ethnologists, edu-

cationists, and philanthropists; that the most important

Butterwortb and Min Wilkie were added; Captain Kettlewcl) wu* ap-

pointed Honorary Trraiurer, and Min Walsh (Mr*- KcftleweU) Secretary.
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aspect was the artistic, and that they had to understand

that they were first collectors and then disseminators, and

that they were in the position of trustees in a task requiring

at every stage the help of all those who were imbued with

the idea that the things that were being passed on were

arts. Once folk-song and -dance were established as arts

and were practised by the whole nation and not by a part

of the community, the main difficulties would be overcome.

Mr. Benson, in pointing out the danger that existed of

over-emphasizing the art side at the expense of the uncon-

scious joy side, voiced the opinions of many of Sharp’s

critics. Their way, according to him, lay 'between the

Scylla of academic perfection and the Charybdis of the

untutored joy of the savage'. Miss Neal had been working

in wildernesses of bricks and mortar and had brought joy

and gladness to many hearts. He hoped that the Con-

ference might result in drawing the two leaders more
closely together.

The Rev. Francis Hodgson proposed that a National

Board of Folk-Song and Dance should be formed with

Mr. Sharp and Miss Neal on the directorate, and Miss
Neal replied that she was prepared to assist in putting

some such scheme in action. Dr. Vaughan Williams held

the view, shortly, that ‘every art, however simple, if it is

to be of value, must be founded on something natural in

the human being; therefore if we keep the traditional side

pure, we may be quite sure that we are not departing from
anything natural in the human being . . . and we are teach-

ing something which is spontaneous and which is sincere.’

All the cards were now on the table and the issue was

clear. It was too late to talk picturesquely of the Symple-
gades: the choice was between a definite Morris Guild

and an equally definite Folk-Dance Society. The Morris
Guild was, indeed, not aiming at 'the untutored joy of
the savage’; but who knew that it would not run through

the country like a prairie fire, and in a few years there
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would be nothing left of the dance? The English Folk

Dance Society offered no unconscious joy, only conscious

work, and thatjoy which would infallibly come from it. Its

friends called this offer 'accuracy', its enemies ‘pedantry*.

But those were words-, the thing was simple:—Is this dance

—the morris, for the moment, but with the country and

the sword looming behind that—now rehabilitated by a

scholar and accepted at last by all who take part in it as

their birthright, worth the effort to establish it firmly; or

is it a plaything to be discarded when we arc tired ot it?

The Conference cleared the air to some extent by

accepting the Chairman’s summing up in favour of accu-

racy, but apart from this nothing came of it, and Miss

Neal and Mr. Sharp continued to work independently

through their own organizations. The Espcrancc Club

continued its activities until >914, but during the War

these lapsed and were not afterwards revived.

As to 'pedantry', there is some evidence as to how

Sharp felt about it. He writes to a fellow-collector:

I think it is very easy to hr too touchy about the vulgarisation of

tilings like folk-songs which one loves. A lover of Rerthoven’s

music must feel the same ifever he thought of the way his favourite

composer’s music is bring rendered in Crouch End, Hornsey, etc.

If anything pood is to be made popular, many things will happen

which will shock the sensitive feelings of the elect. This is inevit-

able and must be accepted. I accept it in this case because I believe

so sincerely in the innate beauty and purity of folk-music that I am

sure it cannot really be contaminated, hut that it must and will

always do good wherever it finds a resting-place.

And when, later on, alter the dance was established, an

enthusiastic dancer asked him in horrified tones whether

he realized how much bad teaching of it existed in the

shire schools, he was sympathetic but unmoved. He
merely asked her if she was aware how much bad teaching

of Shakespeare and of arithmetic there was in these same

schools. But to his own staff he showed the other side of
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the picture. He pointed out to them that the scraping and

scratching of a street-fiddler could do no harm to music,

because no one, however unmusical, would be likely to

mistake that for the sort of thing that was to be heard

in the Queen’s Hall; but in the absence ot a generally

accepted standard of folk-dancing any shortcomings on

the part of his Staff would be attributed not to themselves

but to the art which they were presenting. It was never in

Sharp's mind to discard all but the best. The important

thing to him was the establishment and recognition of a

standard, not the uniform conformity to that standard.

The temptations to get side-tracked were many. Some
thought toik-dancc an opportunity for dress-reform; some
for obtaining or maintaining health; some thought it an

antidote to communism, as keeping the proletariat con-

tent, others a step towards communism as bringing them
together in a common purpose. Against all these Sharp

was on his guard, but perhaps most of all he feared the

philanthropist. Early in 1910 he wrote to a friend:

Enthu&sm that it uninformed teems to me to be capable of

working more harm in the world than anything eke. The feet is,

philanthropy and ait lure nothing in common, and to unite them

pells disaster.

Sharp’s aim was 'to transmit two elaborate forms of
artistic expression [the song and the dance] from one class

of the nation to the rest of the community*—nothing less

would satisfy him; and this aim rested on the faith that

these arts, 'although surviving amongst only a small

section ol the community, belong to and express the ideals

and aspirations of the entire nation’.

It you want a thing done, do it yourself. The net result

of this seven years’ war was that he had to learn to do his

own organizing. When he turned to this he was not found
wanting, as we shall sec. His wife was not always in

sympathy with this preoccupation with folk-music; she

thought he ought to have been, and could have been,
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a composer, or failing that, would have made a great

prime minister. We shall honour her faith and still more
the works with which she supported it; but incidcntally

her remark pays tribute to what she felt to be his powers

of organization. Seven years of opposition taught him
what government should be. To the arguments for the

cause in which lie believed, which had been based on

knowledge and feeling, he was to add the stronger argu-

ment of work done.

1 Rule will show the man.
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CHAPTER IX

1910-1914

FOLK-DANCE COLLECTING
Diuncing (bright Lady) then bejjn to be,

When (be first -redei whereof (be world did spring,

The Fire, Ayre, Earth, and Water did agree.

By Loue* penwasiofl. Natans mighty King.

To lwae (heir first diiordred comKiting;

And in a dauncc such measure to ebterue,

As all the world their motion iheuld prescrue.

Since when they still are cartied in 1 nxmi,

And changing ecene one in mothers place;

Yet doc they neither mingle nor cceifound,

Bat enery one doth k«pe the bounded space

Wherein the Dmnee doth bid it turne or trace:

This wondrous myraclc did Loco dcuisc,

For Daunting is Loucs proper otrciie.

HR fOlltr DAVIES (1569-1626).

Wt must now look a little more closely info the three

dances—morris, country, and sword. The folk-

dance revival started with the Headirigton morris, Morris

dances from other villages were soon added; by 1907

there were country dances, and three years later sword

dances. For collecting Sharp had no cut-and-dried plan;

he went to any place where he had news of a dancer, or

thought he was likely to find one, but since this news came
usually from a neighbouring village he tended to have

centres, just as for folk-song he had Somerset and Devon,

leaving Wiltshire and Cornwall to any other man of

abounding energy with short holidays and short purse,

with a fund of patience and a sense of humour. Thus he

found morris from Stow-on-the-Wold, where he happened
to spend the summer holidays of 1908, and from there

spread his net gradually over Warwick, Gloucester, and

Oxford, where the morris chiefly persisted—such places as

Bampton, Eynsham, Lcaficld, Sherborne, Longborough,
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Tlmington, and Addcrbury, also Blecington and Buckncll,

where George Buttcrworlh continued his work, and Badby
(Northants), which Butterworth found for himself. The
sword belongs, of course, to the north, and he found

the long-sword in Yorkshire (Kirkby Malzeard, Haxby,
Escrick, Handsworth, &c.), and the rapper (short-sword)

in Northumberland and Durham (Earsdon, Winlaton,

Bcadnell, and others). The country dance, like the folk-

song. is not peculiar to any one locality, and he collected

examples of this from a few scattered places where it

had survived.

To Bampton he bicycled (10 miles) daily from Stow.

It is the only village in England where there has been

no break in the morris tradition, and the annual Whit-

Monday is an institution, though the dance of the present

day differs in important particulars from the dance of the

older men which Sharp noted. It is there that William

Wells, from whom he got the times and most of the dances,

still fiddles (with the middle six inches of his bow), though
now almost blind.

Bampton, Headingcon, and Eynsham were the only

villages in which Sharp saw a complete team; elsewhere

the dances had to be obtained from single individuals,

many of them long past their prime, who could do no
more than indicate the movements. His best chance of

getting the dances was to find the man, if he was still

alive, who had acted as toreman, i.c. had danced as No. t.

Sharp would ask him to take his old place and he himself

would stand at his side as No. 2, and the rest of the team

had to be imagined. Then while he hummed the tune

they would together go through the movements of the

dance. Sharp watching and imitating as best he could while

he jotted down a few pencil notes. In all cases the first

thing was to note and learn the tune, so as to hum it over

to the dancer, for no morris man can reproduce the move-
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ments unless he has the tune in mind. Even then he will

be unable to analyse or explain what he is doing. He
cannot dissociate his movements from the tunc; and it is

a continual surprise to him that it docs not similarly con-

note the dance toothers. The playing, too, is an instinctive

business. Sharp once presented a bow to Charlie Benfield

of Bledington, an old fiddler whose own bow had been

broken some years previously, since when he had been

unable to play his fiddle. The old man tuned up and

played over a few tunes, but the result did not please him.

Thoughtfully he examined and fingered his new bow, and

said: *lt looks all right, and it seems a nice bow, but some-

how it won’t keep time with the other hand.'

The Morris Book, Part 3, was published in 1910, and

Part 4 in 1911. In the Preface of Part + Sharp regrets

that pressure of work has prevented Mr. Macllwainc trom

taking any part in the compilation of the new volume. He
would have left his name on the title-page, but to this

Mr. Maclhvaine would not agree, and Sharp was com-

pelled with reluctance to respect his wishes.

For The Morris Book, Part 5(1914). Sharp found another

collaborator in George Buttcrworth. Butterworth also took

his share ofarranging the tunes for pianoforte. He under-

took the task without serious apprehension, and arranged

the tunes to his own satisfaction as a musician, but then

discovered that his settings were entirely unsuitable as

dance-accompaniments, and that the only satisfactory-

solution was to scrap them and imitate Sharp's methods.

This he did with such success that Sharp himself could

not after a little while remember which were his own

arrangements and which were Butterworth’s.

In the year 1910 Sharp published in collaboration with

Lady Gommc the first of five series of children’s Singing

Games. His note-books show that all the games in this

publication arc versions collected by himself, so that there

would have been nothing to prevent him, had he wished,
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from publishing an independent collection. He did not

do so because J-ady Gomme was, as is well known, the

authority on English children’s games, and he did not

wish to trespass on her domain.

In the same year he published The Country Dante Book,

Fart i, which consists of eighteen traditional dances col-

lected in Derby, Devon, Somerset, Surrey, and Warwick.

They arc all 'longways for as many as will’, practically

the only type of country dance which has lingered on into

the twentieth century.

The moment has now come for the reader to take off his

hat to John Playford, averygreat man. Sharp wrote of him:

There arc many ways by which men may become great and win

the honour of posterity. Some achieve greatness through the poijra-

iion of unusual intellectual or inventive faculties; otlirrs, like John

Playford, without any special natural gifts, by patient work per-

forming a greatly needed service for their own generation and doing

it well and truly. This to plain people like oundvo i> iso small

comfort. 1

John Playford’s Dancing Master2 is the book at which

Sharp worked for months in the British Museum, decipher-

ing the dances. In 1911 he published a description of

thirty' of these (in The Country Dance Book, Part 2). The

Dancing Master, called in the first edition The English

Dancing Master, went through seventeen editions (1650-

1728), which have all become rare. During the three

parts ol a century covered by this book the dances appeared

in altered forms; some dropped out and others were con-

stantly added. Of the earlier editions John Playford was

not only publisher, but probably took a large share in the

editing of the dances. lie is not easy to decipher: the

1 From a lecture pwen at Aldeburgh Vacation School, August 1923.
2 Two other o: ha books were Ax Intnducthv ft tfo Skill cf Mbtic,

1654 (twenty editions, to 00c of which Purcell contributed), and Tfo

tricSe Beck cf Pialrsi, 1677 (twenty editiom), the ^rehouse of the old

Knglish hymn-tune.
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directions arc laconic (they are, of course, such as could

be ‘called’ quickly) and the misprints numerous. The

book is addressed to those who knew the dance already

and would not need explanation
;
Sharp could arrive at a

tentative definition of 'to side’, for instance, only after a

deal of correlation of texts.

Although Playford was the first to give us a technical

description, the dance was known at least a century earlier.

In Miugenui, e. 1560, two Playford dances, ‘Putney Ferry’

and ‘The Shaking of the Sheets’, arc mentioned. Unlike

the morris and sword the country dance is a social and

non-spectacular dance, and it docs not appear to have been

the exclusive possession of any one class of society. The
Earl of Worcester in 1602 writes to the Earl of Shrews-

bury: 'We all frolic here at Court; much dancing in the

Privy Chamber of country dar.ccs before the Queen's

Majesty, who is extremely pleased therewith’; and Pcpys

describes chc performance of a country dance at the Court

of King Charles in 1662, where it took its place amongst

the Branlcs, Corantos, and other French dances. 1 At the

beginning of the eighteenth century, and perhaps earlier,

the English country dance travelled abroad, was danced

at many European Courts, and enhanced our reputation

as ‘the dancing English’. 1 During the eighteenth century

the dance held its sway together with the Minuet, which

occupied the first part of the programme at the Assembly

Rooms.

1 A quotatica from Seven's Tail/ Tali, 1689, may aim be given:

'In our Court in Qaecn Elizabeth's time gravity and state were kept up.

In King James's time thing! wen: pretty well, but in King Charles'! time

there hai been nothing but TrentIimore and the Cutluca Dance, cranium

gatherum, tolly-poliy, hone, come toite.'

' In 1717 l*iy Mary Wonky Montagu writes from Vienna:

‘The Ball alwaya ccr.cludea with Engliih Country Dances to the number
of shirty or forty couplrs, and vt ill danced clui there is little p-kvture in

them. They know bot half-a-dozen and they have danced them over and
over shoe fifty years. I would fain hare taught them some new one?, but

I found it would be seme months' labour » make them compreheod them.’
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Many of rhc tunes in the Piayford collection arc not

pure folk-danccs, although they may be said to rest on a

traditional basis. Some of the tunes—particularly those in

the later editions—are popular composed tunes of the day,

which were pressed into the service of the dance, or may
even have been written expressly for it. The country

dance, as Sharp has pointed out, ordinarily consisted of

figures arbitrarily chosen to fit a given tune, and only in

certain instances did a particular combination of figures

become stereotyped and achieve universal acceptance. The
older dances in the collection had probably been danced
for many generations in the same way to the same tune,

but there is no doubt that others owe a great deal to the

creative efforts of John Piayford and his assistants. This
conscious manipulation of traditional material by those

who were immersed in the spirit of the dance brought

forth some beautiful results, but the creative development

was not sustained. During the eighteenth century, under

the influence of the dancing-master, whose opportunity

came with the rise of the middle class, 1 the dance became
formal and sophisticated. Its fashion moved towards the

‘longways’ form, 1 which lent itself more easily to decorous
treatment; the ‘rounds’, 'square eights’, and other forms
gradually disappeared. In the early nineteenth century

the ‘longways’ dance itself wa9 displaced from popular

favour by the waltz and quadrille, since when ic has

survived only in a few English villages and in certain rural

districts of America.

In his choice of dances—he published 158 in four

1 ‘Even the wives end daughters of low tradesmen, who like shove-
nM*d sharks prey upc* tbe blubber of:hc« uncouth whales of fortune, aw
infected with the nine rage ofdisplaying their importance and the slightest
indisposition serve them for a pretext to insist upon being conveyed to
Hath where the)- may hobble Country Dances and Cotillions among lord-
lings,squire*,counsellors and clergy.’—Smollett's Humphry Clitktr (r 77 1).

! Out of top dances in the first edition ,S arc lcogwivs; whilst in the
hut edition there are 914 oat of91 8.
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volumes'—Sharp was guided by aesthetic considerations

and by the practical problem of accurate deciphering, but

he gave preference to the earlier versions of the dance in

which the traditional element was strongest. The question

is sometimes asked why he should have paid so much

attention to the ‘Playford’ dances, seeing that they were not

of pure folk-origin. It seems all the more surprising when

we reflect that he gave such a firm ruling about ‘traditional’

song. But he was an artist and not an antiquarian; the

dances were the direct outcome of an unbroken tradition,

and they were beautiful. ‘That was ample reason tor

our Punch.’

In July 1910 Sharp saw his first sword dance, that is,

the team dance of northern England in which five, six, or

eight men take part, not the Scottish solo dance. The

dance is one of great complexity, demanding strength,

skill, and, above all, fine team-work. A false movement

on the part of any one performer will throw the whole

into confusion, for the dancers are linked together in a

ring by their swords, each holding the hiit of his own

sword in one hand and the point of his neighbour’s in the

other. Without breaking this link they perform the most

elaborate evolutions, twisting under the swords, jumping

over them, turning the ring inside out, breaking it up into

smaller rings, and so on. The climax of the dance is in-

variably brought about by the plaiting of the swords into

a star of five, six, or eight points, according to the number

of dancers. The plaited swords are then held aloft by the

leader, and afterwards placed, as a rule, round the neck

of one of the dancers or of an extra character. At a word

from the leader each dar.cer releases his sword by drawing

it towards him; whereupon the victim suiters a mimic

1 Tie Cailry Dsxir Bask, Port 2 (1911)1 Part 3 (1914) and Par; 4K botfc in coiliboncon with George Buttemoe-th; and Part 6
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The Sword Dance

cecapitatson and, tailing down, feigns death, from which
he is afterwards miraculously brought to life. The dance

is known in various forms throughout Europe and is held

to be the survival of a pagan fertility rite, possibly the

dramatic representation of the cyclic death of the old year

and the re-birth of the new.

The sword dancers of Kirkby Malzeard, Yorks., had in

1 866 performed at the Ripon Millenary Pageant, and it was
from Mr. d’Arcy de Ferrara, the Master of the Pageant,

that Sharp had heard of the dancers. When he first inter-

viewed them they said that they had not performed the

dance for some time, and that they were doubtful whether
they could put it together again. Sharp asked them to think

about it, and to practise, and said he would come back in

a week’s time, which he did. The men told him that they

had at first despaired of remembering it, hut at their last

practice it had all suddenly come right. Sharp noted the

dance, and at a later visit verified it. Those who have seen

a sword dance will realize thedifficultics that were involved.

Sharp said:

When lint I saw the dance performed it looked to be one con-

tinuous movement. It was not until I had seen it repeated that I

realised it to be really compounded ofa series of distinct and separate

figures, like beads on a string.

On Tuesday evenings Sharp used to hold what he
called an 'experimental class’ at the Chelsea Polytechnic,

where he tested any dance that he had just collected, or

had deciphered from ‘Playford’. The Kirkby Malzeard
Sword Dance was, however, collected during the holidays,

and so the experimenting had to be done within the family

circle. It was only on the days when the charwoman
came that a complete team could be got together; and
when finally the dance was performed in public there was
no more appreciative or critical member of the audience
than that charwoman. This dance, together with the
Grenosidc (Yorks.) and too forms of the rapper, were
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published in 1911 in Sword Dames of Northern England,

Part 1.

During the next two years Sharp gave much time to the
collection of the sword dances of Yorkshire, Northumber-
land, and Durham; and as a preliminary he sent a reply

pcst-card to the incumbent of every parish in these

counties. Sword Dames of Northern England, Part 2, was
published in 1912, and Part 3 in 1913. In all fourteen

dances were published.

The third volume contains, as does the first, an intro-

duction dealing with the origin and significance of the

sword dance, and also the text of a version of the folk-play

which was formerly associated with the dance. This used
to be performed at Amplcforth, a village about eighteen

miles north of York, but had been discontinued about
twenty years previously. A visit to Amplcforth brought

to light only one man who knew the play, and he could

remember only a few lines; but Sharp was told of an older

man who had left the village and would probably remem-
ber more, since he used to dance, and at times play the

part ofthe Clown. His namewas said to be George Wright,
and his present address, 'No. 4, Darlington’. That seemed
vague, but Sharp, knowing the habits of our people,

casually took up a china ornament on the mantelpiece and
found it stuffed with old letters, among them being one
with the old man’s address, 'No. 4 The Bank, Darlington'.

Calling there next afternoon he was told by a young
woman that she had just put grandfather to bed with a

poultice to keep him comtortabic, but she would get him
up if the gentleman wished. Glad to be got up, the old

man described the dance and gradually remembered many
lines of the play he used Co act fifty years before.

This is only one of the many instances of 'detective'

work which Sharp had to undertake to find a singer or

a dancer. He would often spend a whole day toiling

along on his bicycle—this was before motor-transport was
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common, and anyhow he could not have afforded to travel

that way—to trace a dancer or a singer of whom he had

heard, to find him in the end, perhaps, only a Jew miles

from where he had started. ‘Well,’ he said one day after

arriving home tired out, wet, cold, and hungry, 'I am not

likely to have many competitors at this job.’

His love of prompt action was nowhere more marked

than in collecting; and if his morning correspondence

contained any likely clue, he would be off with his bicycle

by the next train. His promptness was sometimes justi-

fied: the old man who gave him the Escrick sword dance

died just two days later—not, Sharp was relieved to hear,

as the result of his exertions.

In many eases he got his information of the sword

dances, as of the morris, from one single survivor of the

team. One man can give little idea of the sword dance by

his individual movements, but fortunately the dance is not

the purely instinctive business with the Northerner that it

i$ with the Southerner, and the sword dancer would usually

be able, with the help of china dogs, &c., to explain the

intricate movements clearly enough for Sharp to recon-

struct the whole.

In the promulgation of the dances Sharp was, as we
have seen, handicapped by the absence of a scientific and

generally accepted system of dance-notation. The most

notable systems of the past are to be seen in Arbeau’s

Orchcsographie (1588) and Feuillet’s Chircgrapiie (1701).

The latter, which is said to have been invented by Beau-

champs, dancing-master at the Court of Louis XIV, is an

elaborate system of symbols and diagrams, which owing

to its complexity is of little practical use. On the other

hand Arbeau's notation is, so far as it goes, clear and

explicit. Sharp studied them both. In particular he got

from Atbeau the idea of indicating the timing of the steps

by showing on which notes of the accompanying melody

they fall. In Sharp's Morris Dance Books the movements
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are shown by printing under the melody a line ot abbre-

viated symbols for the steps and a loner line for the truck,

whilst the hand-movements are placed above the melody.

The system which he evolved with the help of Herbert

Macllwainc proved not only serviceable at the moment

but capable of extension for the description of the many
forms of morris dance which he afterwards collected. In

the sword and country dances, which unlike the morris

have no great variety of steps, the figures arc made clear

by a description of the relative tracks of the dancers and,

in the case of the sword dance, by defining the position

of the swords. From 1911 onwards Sharp submitted all

the drafts of his dar.cc-books to Dr. E. Phillips Barker,

and acknowledged more than once the assistance which he

got from his clear and analytical mind.

Sharp has been criticized (see p. 70 n.) for publishing

his dance investigations at too early a stage, and, as we
remember, some of the dances in his first Morris Book

were discarded in the second edition as being of doubtful

authenticity. In all later publications he selected and dis-

criminated with great care. To what extent he used his

powers of selection both of songs and dances may be seen

from the following figures, which include his final collec-

tions and publications (excluding the runes transcribed

from 'Playford').

PbUuM
with accots* witheat sc*

fsnirstzt ccxrpaxixscx! 7

Untb-
liihid CtlUcttJ

Eng&h {^fce
Appalachian Song

29
i

6: 1

ao9
>

0

909*

*.3«3

334
711

a,8ij

48i

1,682

Toul .
|

501
)

l.ljS Mi! —ill"
1 These Lumbers do not include tjDes which were aho published with

accompaniment. * Including 41 posthumously.
* Sharp had intended to add to these, probably another 50.
4

i</i of these ponsumouay.
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Selection

I i will therefore be seen that from a total collection of
nearly five thousand tunes, Sharp published, in all forms,

just over sixteen hundred. Of actual dances (movements
and figures) he noted over two hundred, and published
(excluding 158 dances from Playford) one hundred and



CHAPTER A'

1912-1914

ORGANIZATION
Totter dance is mcer van doen

Dan he? drieghm van rca schcen. 1

Old Dxick tiai:sg.

Wt must now follow the fortunes of the English

Folk Dance Society lor the first three years. By

>914 the membership of the central society numbered

nearly five hundred, and twenty-one provincial branches

had been formed. Lectures and demonstrations had been
given all over England, in Paris, and in Brussels; numerous
classes had been organized in London and the provinces,

besides the annual Summer and Christmas Schools at

Stratford-on-Avon; examinations had been introduced,

and 169 certificates of proficiency granted.

The direction of the Society was a whole-time job, but

not a lucrative one, for Sharp received no honorarium,

and whereas he was able to earn a little by his lectures on
folk-song, he insisted on all fees for folk-dance lectures

being paid to the Society. During 1913 his earnings

amounted to about /jeo (£400 from royalties and £ico
from lecture fees). In 1914 he accepted after much per-

suasion a present of eighty guineas subscribed by some
members of the Society, and in expressing his gratitude,

wrote:

It is nice to feel that there arc so many kind people in tin; world,

and tha: I am now able to contribute something more to the needs

of those who arc dependent upon me After all it is they who have

suffered from my restricted income far more than I.

It is significant of Sharp’s absorption in the work he

was doing, that in the organization of the Society it had

1
Ii take* more than a pair of red ikoca to make & dancer.
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igi] The Director

not occurred to him to create the office of Director, and
that he had intended to take no more prominent position

than that of an ordinary member of Committee. It was
only after some persuasion from his fellow committee

members that he agreed to accept the post of Honorary

Director. Whatever his position, he would, as a matter

of fact, have had things his own way on the committee

because no one could miss his clearness of vision or run

counter to his intensity of purpose. But in any difference

of opinion he never allowed his arguments to override

other people’s objections, and in any important step he

postponed action, whenever possible, until the committee

was unanimously behind him.

There was nothing pretentious in Sharp’s leadership.

His address was simple and unaffected. ‘Like all big men
who work with single-mindedness he had no fireworks or

grand ceremonial in his make-up’ (Mr. Plunket Greene).

In whatever company he found himself he was at his ease

and made others feel so. Many would agree with the old

morris dancer who spoke of him as ‘an understanding

gentleman'. The shy, or the taciturn, or the dull, opened
out to him. lie got the best out of people, because he

detected their latent possibilities. An example is given in

correspondence to the writer:

lie came to Reading to judge a Folk Dancing Festival. There

was one class for Women's Institute teams in which my own
Institute entered. It was not a good team; they had only had a very

few lessons, were none of diem under forty (to put it kindly!), and

were all busy working-women; but they had so thoroughly enjoyed

their classes that it would have appeared too discouraging not to

let them enter. The teams against them were composed of quite

young women, for the most part light of foot and prettily dressed.

My own old ladies were in thick serge skirts and full blouses!

When it came to giving the awards and criticisms of the teams I

tumbled for what might come, but Cecil Sharp, with his wonderful

charm and courteousnew, said: ‘I should like especially to con-

gratulate this ream. I understand it is composed entirely of—

a
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little hesitation here as 1 think he ncaHywd “giumJinoihcre”

—

canned ladies. 1 can only hope that their husbands were here to

enjoy watching them as much as, obviously, they enjoyed dancing.

They have learned to appreciate one of the greatest charms of folk-

dancing, namely, tlur it was :*>t intended only for the young, bu:

for the recreation of the workers of the world, os it has the power

like nothing else oftaking their minds off the daily drudgery which

must fall to their lot. The dancing of this team showed that in

this respect it had completely fulfilled its purpose.* If my team had

teen awarded the first prize*, it could not have been more delighted,

and many of the onlookers who were inclined to make fun, rather

maliciously, were completely silenced. For an act of graceful tact,

1 think this cannot be beaten, and I have always felt grateful to

Cecil Sharp for his charming handling ofa trilling situation.

Mr. Arthur Batchelor, too, a sympathetic and discerning

friend, has written of Sharp:

It was that delightful gift of sympathy and understanding, com-

bined with hi* obvious sincerity, which gave him the entree straight

into the hearts of the shyest of peasant* or trie silliest of patricians.

I have been privileged like Mr. E. V. Lucas in Linden Lavender

to accompany him 'collecting*, and have marvelled at the cisc with

which he managed and made a personal friend of the most secretive

and intractable possessor of a folk-^ng. I have also been amazed

at his masterly handling of that incredibly foolish type, the well-

meaning ‘county’ Lady Bountiful with undigested views of her own
on what she called *oldc Worldc* dances. In lialf-an-hour and with-

out relaxing an inch of what he very lighdy regarded as essential

he had that lady in the palm of his hand, and converted one who,

artistically, was a public danger, into an enthusiastic and valuable

ally. These were the qualities which gave him such influence on

both ofthe Atlantic

Sharp was conscientious over the details of the organiza-

tion. Me took as much pains over the drafting of a circular

as he had taken over the notes of a tune and the steps of

a dance. He would carry round the swords and sticks to

each classroom himself, or have a personal word for each

charwoman. No doubt he might have delegated this; but
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with the swords he carried good humour, and good temper

is a part even of scrubbing floors. Besides, the start of a

new movement is not the time to leave anything to chance.

When congratulations and compliments flowed in after

a successful demonstration of dances, he put them aside

with ‘Oh, no! one feels there is so much more to do’. He
seized even the smallest opportunity of enlisting people's

sympathy. He believed in answering letters carefully and

promptly, whether to a learned professor or a village

schoolmistress. ‘You never know what may come of it,’

he would say. In the early days of their acquaintance

Dr. Phillips Barker writes:

I begin to regard you as a shining example of what one often

hears: that if you want questions answered or business done

promptly and completely you must apply to die busy nun. I ask

you questions, which might conceivably, had you been an idle person

with plenty of time, have been answered on a postcard or on one

side of letter-paper; you reply by treating the subject fully in a long,

interesting, and informing letter.
1

He could attend to detail, but he kept his sense of

proportion. Mr. Granville Barker spoke once of his ‘re-

markable prescience’, and illustrated it by his attitude to

mechanical music:

Had lie been the dilettante which people often think that Such

enthusiasts are, he would doubtless have said that folk-dances with-

out an old fiddler in a smock frock and a top hat on a village green

were impolitic. Instead of that lie immediately look advantage

of the gramophone, had records of the music made, and used them

to spread it tar more widely than he could otherwise have hoped to

da He »w at once that thequestion was merely whether the machine

was to be the master ofthe man or the man of the machine. He saw,

too, that ifone had the root of music in one, machinc-midc music

could do no harm at all, though if one had not, it very well might.

It was, indeed, difficult to uproot the ‘Merrie England’
1 The Jcft-bind corner of the envelope was always marked Cj; — •

habit he adopted in Australia, in order to distinguish between private

and official letters. (Hence the cover of this book.)
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idea of the dances and to convince people that they were
not just 'quaint' and 'old world'. In order to stress the

modernity of the country dance, Sharp once had a lecture

(one of a series given at the Small Queen’s Hall in 1913)
illustrated by men and women in evening-dress.

It has been said that he had a genius for compromise,
which probably means that he took the line of least resis-

tance where unessential were concerned and stuck out

tor essentials. If, for instance, he was conventional in his

habits, well dressed, and neat and orderly in appearance,

it was because it was less trouble to behave in an ortho-

dox than in a Bohemian fashion. In sanctioning women's
morris he bowed to the inevitable. Two things influenced

him: firstly, the morris had ro be taught and he was de-

pcr.dcntonwomen-tcachers;aiidsccondIy, women's morris,

though a Translation rather than a representation of the

traditional dance, could be an expressive thing in itself.

At other times, he could holdalineof his own; for instance,

of a proposal to form a folk-song choir, he writes:

26.2.15.

Of course,w can have nothing officially to do with it if they go
beyond English songs, or 3t any rate, Scotch, Welsh, or Irish, and
that would be rather a stretcher. I was very keen about concen-
trating ourselves on English things, and that is why we are The

fo’-k Dance Society. You see no one of us knows what arc

genuine of the foreign ones: then there is the difficulty about
translations and ifwe dabble in them it is likely to have a weakening
effect on our own stuff. We have our hands full in running the

English folk-songs and -dances and it would, I think, be a fatal error

to take on something of which we have no authoritative knowledge
whatever Privately anything may be done, but officially you
must be very war)’.

Sharp could, no doubt, had he wished, have made a
'boom' in folk-dancing, for here was something novel and
decidedly attractive; but that was not his idea. As he wrote
to Mr. Hercy Denman in 1911:
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Real and genuine interest has been aroused and the need is not

to excite more Ixit to guide it into right channels. Tlse time for

‘popularising* methods lias gone by. Morris dances arc not pink

pills or any other quack medicine. They arc art-products, and as

such should l)e dispensed by artists and trained teachers.

He realized that the size of the movement was limited by

its teaching powers, and the educational work had to go

on side by side with the propaganda. Incidentally it may

be noted that he insisted on a living wage for his teachers.

Although a red-hot enthusiast, Sharp did not make the

mistake of forcing the songs or the dances down people's

throats. When Mr. Batchelor asked advice and assistance

in introducing folk-tunes as marches into the Army during

the early days of the War, Sharp wrote:

I find it very difficult to decide what action tn take. I rather fancy

the best way is to leave it to those who know these tunes to intro-

duce them as opportunity offers and just when the spirit moves

them. This I feel it a better plan than attempting to force them

upon people. There ate to many now who arc really saturated with

the tunes and have fallen victim to dicir attractiveness diat it must

after ail be merely a question of time before they obtain a pretty

wide currency. This is not to say diat enthusiasts like yourself

should not do all in their power to jog things along.

His tactics were to a certain extent Fabian, and hcacccptcd

certain conditions as insuperable barriers. For instance,

although he lectured on song and dance (with illustra-

tions) in nearly every boys’ public school in England, he

made no serious endeavour to get the dances generally

taught in the schools, knowing that the curriculum would

not allow of it; but he hoped that they would be introduced

gradually when and as individual members of the staff

became keen on the subject. In the meantime he felt that

the main value of arousing interest in the public schools

was to pave the way for a later period when the men would

come across the dances at the university, &c. Actually,

at Dr. Rendall's instigation, Sharp taught the Kirkhy

1 1
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Malzcard Sword Dance to six athletes of the Sixth Book

at Winchester, and it was danced with enthusiasm for a

time.

Tentativcs like these were the hammer strokes while

theweapon lav upon the anvil. It was now to take its plunge,

and undergo the process of hardening. In December 1912
the Society made its first appearance on a I.ondon stage

at the Savoy Theatre, lent for a matinee performance by
Miss Lillah McCarthy and Mr. Granville Barker. Sham
made his apologies in a programme note:

The theatre is not, pcihaps, the idea! place for an exhibition of

folk-dances. . . . Nevertheless, it is the only place in which the

dances can be advantageously seen by a large number of people. It

is not contended that a succession ofdances, however beautiful each

individually may be, necessarily constitutes a spectacle of a high

order. The aim of The English Folk Dance Society is, rather,

by setting a high Ftandard of performance to exhibit the dancts in

such a manner that others may be encouraged to learn and practise

them, not with a view of giving public entertainments, but for the

sake of tlie dances themselves. Indeed, it is hoped that a few wars

hroce an exhibition such as this will be as unnecessary and uncalled

for as, at the present time, would be a public demonstration of

waltzes, polkas, and other drawing-room dance;.

The men dancers ar the Savoy Theatre were George
Butterworth, Douglas Kennedy, Perceval Lucas, J. Pater-

son, George Wilkinson, and Claude Wright. This ’side*

made its first public appearance at the Society’s inaugural

‘At Home* at the Suffolk Street Galleries on February 27th,

1912, and from that time onwards they were, with the

frequent addition of R. J. F.. Tiddy, Sharp’s invariable ex-

ponents of the dance until the outbreak: of war in 1914.

Although engaged in other work they were always ready

to give their services and there were few week-ends when
they were not illustrating a lecture ofSharp’s in some part

of the country.

We may here break off for a moment for a few thumb-
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nail sketches of some of these dancers. Douglas Kennedy

is well known to folk-dancers of the present day as Direc-

tor of the English Folk Dance and Song Society, but

Lucas, Wilkinson, Butterworth, and Tiddy, to whom Sharp

was also looking to carry on his work, were all killed dur-

ing the British offensive (in the Battle of the Somme) of

August 1916. Their loss to Sharp personally and to the

folk-dance movement generally was a great one. Per-

ceval Lucas was a younger brother of E. V. Lucas, and

like him, a writer of charm. He edited the first rwo

numbers of the Journal of ike English Folk Dance Society.

He was a delightful companion and he brought to the

dancing, as to everything else he did, a gaiety' and fresh-

ness of outlook which was very stimulating to his fellow-

dancers. Sharp has said of him that he was the first man
who really understood what the folk-dance revival meant.

George Jerrard Wilkinson, a professional musician, suc-

ceeded Sharp at Ludgrove. He was a beautiful dancer

—

neat and finished in his movements; as a teacher, his sense

of form and the clarity of his exposition did much to de-

velop the technique of the dancing.

Reginald John Elliot Tiddy was twenty' years younger

than Sharp. He went to Tonbridge and University Col-

lege, Oxford; he was elected to a prize Fellowship there

in 1902, and three years later to one at Trinity, where

he lectured on classics. English literature was his real

subject, and a ‘great work’ he projected at the age of

twenty-five was to have been on Anglo-Saxon. Sprung

from the folk—his father was a yeoman and his mother a

farmer's daughter—he turned instinctively to folk-poetry,

and to this end he read and knew every scrap of song

or play he could lay hands on, down to the Elizabe-

thans and beyond. The dance was much more than his

hobby: nothing made him more deeply happy than to be
teaching it to and learning it from the villagers of Ascott-

undcr-Wy'chwood, near Woodstock. They were all his
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friends: he talked their dialect with them, not at them.

To his Oxford friends he quite as easily talked tktir

•dialect’, and his genial cynicism and unaffected wit made

him everywhere at home. Into his dancing eyewitnesses

say that he put a world of quiet fun
;
once at one of Sharp’s

lectures, after months of absence, he wept as he heard the

old tunes. That absence was those months of training

for the War. It was a weary business. In eighteen months

it came to an end. It had not been useless: he had won his

men
;
he was both a leader and a friend. The 24th Oxford-

shires went out in May 1916. On August toth Tiddy

was killed instantaneously by a shell.

Some brilliant essays introduce his collection of Mum-

mers' Plays (Clarendon Press, 1923)- SharP rcad thcm in

October 1923 and called them

quite wonderful—by far the be-r contribution that has yet been trade

to the subject, *s in my opinion, it is the find written by one who

really knew and lud felt what he was writing about. . . . Nothing

can compensate us for his lom and that of George Buttcrwonh.

I felt when the dread(hi news came that I didn't want to carry on

any more, and I still have the same feeling 1 found the memoir

entrandhgand very difficult to rcad with dry eya.

Ralph Honeybonc was Tiddy's pupil at Ascott and his

batman at the Front. They- were such good friends that

they had some difficulty in remembering to cal! each

other, in public, ‘Honeybonc’ and ‘Sir’. The survivor

wrote, ‘he was more than a brother to me’. When monetary

help was to be given him after the War, Sharp, whom they

intended not to ask, heard of it, and wrote

:

I expect I can afford it quite as well as any of you: besides, if

£20 meant nothing to me, there would be no fun in giving it!

That's what rich people can't undemaud.

George Sainton Kaye Buttcrworth, born (12.7.85) in

London, fell at Poziires near Albert (10.8. 16). He called

himself a Cockney, but belonged in spirit to Yorkshire.

He spent his boyhood at York and went to Aysgarth,
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to Eton (as a scholar), and to Trinity, Oxford. He had

carried a note-book about at Eton to jot down musical

ideas, and it became clear to him after Oxford that music

in some form must be his life's work, and music meant,

for him, composition. But in what form? He tried teach-

ing (at Radley) and criticism (on The Times), but found

neither congenial. He spent a year at the Royal College

of Music in order to fit himself for a musical post. He
then found occupation in collecting and arranging folk-

song and -dance (see p. 96), but this did not solve the

problem of a livelihood. The War came, and there was

no need to inquire farther. He enlisted in the Duke of

Cornwall's Eight Infantry in August and was given a

commission in November.

A colleague at Radley wrote of him: ‘He had strength

of character, opinions and the courage of them, a rugged

directness of manner coupled with a gift of keen criticism

and an absence of heroics. Few men can have been worse

at making an acquaintance or better at keeping a friend.’

The music he left behind is small in quantity but great

in merit. He put his heart into it, and did not easily

satisfy himself; it is fresh, therefore, and original, wayward

but convincing; of the open air. Good judges think

highly of it.

One would like to speak of the work of many others

who, like Mrs. Arthur Sidgwick and Mrs. Bruce Swan-

wick, gave so much time and thought to the welfare of the

Society; but it would be impossible to make a complete

list. Mention must, however, be made of the Society’s

first president. It would not have been in keeping with

the character of the Society if this office had been filled

by a mere figure-head, and this Sharp realized when he
asked I.ady Mary Trcfusis, whom he had known in

Australia as Lady Mary Lygon, to be President. She
accepted in 1912. She was the eldest daughter of the

sixth Earl Beauchamp, and, until hcrdcathin 1927,Woman
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of the Bedchamber to Queen Mary. In Cornwall, where she

married Colonel Trefusis, she threw herself into Diocesan

work, and sat on the committee which issued the valuable

pamphlet, Music in Worship (19^2). She edited for her

brother, a member of the Roxburghc Club, the musical

works of Henry VIII (1912). In 19:0 she organized the

Cornwall Branch of the English Folk Dance Society,

and the first big open-air folk-dance festival was held at

St. Austell (>921), when over a thousand took part. She

brought success to everything she touched because she

cared, and because others, seeing this, were ashamed of

not caring enough. She had a dear head; at Sharp’s death,

when it was not certain how matters would be with his,

and her, Society, she made every necessary inquiry, then

acted unobtrusively, and the thing was done, and done

right. She was a first-rate player of the dances, and quite

tireless; she would often play at a country dance party

for a whole evening.

In spite of his preoccupations with the English Folk

Dance Society, Sharp managed to give a certain amount

of time to collecting, and during the three years, 1 9 1 2-
1 4,

he added another 350 tunes to his collection, bringing the

total to 3,070.

In 1912 he published English Folk Cards, a volume of

twenty-one carols. It is dedicated to R. Vaughan Williams,

who said of it:

Ir is a fine book. I’ve always loved carols. I remember the lime

when, if I said 'carol’, I could not get a spark out of you—now as

usual you lave gone ahead and left me in the lurch.

In 1914 three books appeared almost simultaneously:

Songs of Sea Labour (shanties) by F. T. Bullcn (words)

and W. F. Arnold (music), and Sharp's English Folk Chan-

teys were published, and W. B. Whall’s Ships, Sea-Songs

and Shanties reached its third edition. They contain 42,

6c, and 50 shanties respectively. Whall and Bullen were
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sailors and had been shantymen, and they wrote down the

tunes as they remembered them and as much of the words

as they could print. Sharp took down 1 50 variants Irom

sailors in various ports, especially from Mr. John Short

of Watehet. He admitted that he had no technical or

practical knowledge of nautical matters, but approached

the subject from its aesthetic side. Whall’s book is attrac-

tive with its many illustrations and particulars ofships, and

such shanties as there arc seem genuine; in Bullen’s book

the music is not always as trustworthy as in Sharp's.

Folk-song, carol, shanty; and now about their accom-

paniment. That has always been a knotty point. The first

question is why there should be any at all, seeing that the

original singers did without it, and even, as we saw with

the ‘Seeds of Love’, thought it a drawback, or were unable

to recognise the tune when harmonized. The answer is

that the accompaniment is not for them, but for us who

cannot hear with their cars; the folk-song is so simple that

we, lovers of the complex, can hardly get hold ofit without

that. But it is also necessary to represent the atmosphere,

and the way the folk-singer set points in relief or left them

in abeyance; how necessary, we become aware when we

examine collections ofthese tunes without accompaniments

(Miss Dcnsmorc’s books, The 'journal of the Folk-Song

Society, &c.).

Granted that there is to be an accompaniment, of what

kind shall it be? ‘The folk-song is for all time,’ said Stan-

ford; and he argued from that that each generation must

make its own account with it, and set it according to the

best musicianship of the day. ‘The folk-song is for all

time,’ said Sharp, and therefore of no one time, and it is

the language of to-day (1907), with its copious modu-

lation, that we must especially avoid. Perhaps the two

views are not so far apart as they seem at first blush. Irish

song, which Stanford was setting, has for generations been
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accompanied by the harp, and that admitted of simple

modulations, which arc all that he uses
;
the song itself, too,

is not always strictly in one mode, and much the same may

be said of Welsh. German song, also, to Brahms’s settings

ofwhich Sharp raised objection, hits had its melodic points

generalized by the harmony which lias been ‘in the air’

for centuries. The Scottish harp is not powerful and the

English have had none; their modes are consequently

purer, and modulation at once destroys them.

Sharp resolved therefore to keep his accompaniment in

one mode throughout and to avoid chromatic chords. He
did not at first grasp how to do this, and we sec him

wrestling with the songs in the first Somerset book, "The

Seeds of l-ovc' and ‘The Sweet Primeroses’, to wit. He
subsequently altered these and others for the better. It is

of interest to compare his two settings of ‘The Seeds of

l/Ove' (Folk-Songsfrom Somerset, No. i, and English Folk-

Songs, Selected Edition, No. 17) and of ‘The Sprig of

Thyme’ (Somerset,
No. 1 to, and Folk-Songs from Dorset,

No. 5), and these again with Vaughan Williams’s setting

of a distant cousin of the same tunc (‘The Seeds of Love',

No. 1 1, of Folk-Songsfrom Sussex, with violin ad lib .).

Chromatics is one thing—as when Vaughan Williams

tells the poet of 'Come all you worthy Christians’ {Folk-

Songs from Sussex, No. 9) what sort of man he must be if

he goes about the world saying that ‘the only thing that

doth remain is enjoying our misery’; modern sophistica-

tion is another. Sharp was asked if he would allow the

songs he had collected to be treated in this modern way;

and he declined to do so. Not only had he the right to do

this, as any collector has, hue there was nothing ungracious

in exercising the right. ‘The law’, said Sharp, 'protects

the product of the man’s brain, not the thing upon which

he exercises it.’ His correspondent was not satisfied with

this, but it is hard to see why; there was nothing to prevent

his going to a village to hear and write down the song, and
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then nobody could have objected to his making what use

he pleased of the product of his brain. It is true that this

would have involved time and money as well as w.ts, and

he seems to have assumed that any collector to whom he

applied should give him at least the two first. The incident

is worth mentioning only because it is so often said that

‘the collector claims copyright in the song'; and if that

were true it would seem outrageous that a song which

belongs to the nation, ifto any one, should be held to belong

exclusively to one member of it. But it is not true. All

that the collector claims, and has, is the right in the copy

that he himself has made.

As a matter of fact, Sharp but rarely used his right of

veto in the arrangement of folk-tunes collected by himself,

and certainly never when it was intended to treat the tunc

as a theme for composition. He was broadminded enough

to be abic to appreciate methods other than his own. '
1 do

not always like his way of harmonizing,’ he wrote after

studying a book of folk-songs,' ‘but it is always musicianly

—and the rest is a matter of taste.' Again, he made a point

of meeting Mr. Howard Brockway—hitherto a stranger

to him—for fear some remarks he had made about his

accompaniments might have annoyed him. He told Mr.

Brockway frankly that he had criticized his settings of

Kentucky songs as being too sophisticated, but he wished

him to know that he admired his musicianship, which, he

said, far surpassed his own.

Sharp was never happier than when harmonizing tunes

at the piano.

To Mr. Etheringtoo. 14.10.06.

I get right inside these beautiful melodies when I try to translate

them into harmony, and the further you dive into them the more

seductive and glorious they appear.

His settings have been blamed as being commonplace,

1 Sexpjrm lit Hilh ifPermit, collected by Edith B. Sturgii, moiic

arranged by Robert Hughe*.
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amateurish, halting, and devoid of workmanship, but praise

has not been lacking. One wrote (7.6. 14):

You have evolved gradually a charming style of accompaniment,

poetical and sunny, suggesting more than it Rates, and the ‘drawing'

is strong,

thinking, perhaps, of 'My Bonny Boy', 'The Cuckoo’,

'Nelson’s Praise', and others. And four months earlier

a similar appreciation came from Mr. Bernard Shaw:

Many of your accompaniments are both ingenious and exquisite;

but that accomplishment is not really so rare nowadays as your power

of finding out the strength of a melody and giving it its value in a
simple and sure way without rich, thick modern chordt—you know
what I mean unless you are a deplorably modest man.

In 1906 Vaughan Williams wrote (in the Morning Post):

1 hose who study Mr. Slurp's accompaniments will realise how
rich in suggestion the folk-song may be to a well equipped and
sympathetic musician.

His later view is given in full in Appendix B.

People have found Sharp's accompaniments difficult to

play. The truth is that all songs are difficult to play for

one who is not a singer, and every dance for a non-dancer.

When the players did not satisfy- him he could only turn
them away, sparing, or not sparing, their feelings, and
play for them to hear, and profit, if they could. He could
be delightfully peremptory about it all: he made one feel

that there was only one way, and that he possessed it. But
then he did possess it. The actual quality of his playing

was well described as having ‘the sound of the pipe or

twanged string in it, never a touch of anything merely
soft •

When in 1913 Sharp developed neuritis in his right

elbow rand was for a time unable to play the piano, the

effect on the dar.ccrs was immediately noticeable, for there
was then, and still is, no one who could life them off the
floor as he did.
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It was co save his arm that Maud Karpeles offered

herself as his amanuensis, and gradually she was able ro

relieve him of a good deal of secretarial and clerical work.

I n February
1 9 1 4 Sharp arranged the music and dances

for Granville Barker's production of A Midsummer-Night’s

Dream at the Savoy Theatre. In his Preface to the copy

of the music he rejects three ways in which it might be

done—(l) to take contemporary settings (but none are

extant for that play), (2) to write in the Elizabethan styie

(which would be a rake), and (3) to write in the style of

to-day (and go probably, as Mendelssohn has gone, out

of fashion)—in favour of a fourth, folk-music, ‘mating the

drama which is for all time with the music which is for all

time*. This is probably not the best logic, since ‘for all

time’ is used in two different senses; but taking him to

mean that folk-music is for no one time more than any

other, h:s solution meets the objections of archaism and
anachronism. It is obvious that in any of the four methods
the proof of the pudding will be in the eating. For the

Bergomask dance he took a genuine folk-dance (The
Wyresdale Dance) for three men, and the rest were com-
posed by him in the folk-style. An incidental interest in

arranging the dances lay in their approximation to an
eventual folk-ballet 'like the Russian'. He spoke of the

venture as 'the most exciting time of my life’, and Mr.
Granville Barker wrote that ‘workers know each other by
instinct and thank each other by what they do’. Sharp

worked with him again, similarly, on 'The Dynasts’.
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CHAPTER XI

1914-1918

AMERICA
After aU no* 10 create only, or lixin-.f only,

Bui to bring prrhap* from afar wlut b already founded.

To give it our own identity, avenge, limiting free.

To fill the £rces the torpid bulk with vital religious are.

Not to repel or destroy much as to xccept, fuse, rehabilitate,

To obey is well ns commend, to tolkiw more thin lead.

The* ilso ire the lessons ofour New World;
While how little the New ufter ill, how much the Gid. Old World

!

WAIT WHiniAK.

I
N August 1914 Sharp was directing the English Folk

Dance Society’s Summer School at Stratford-on-Avon.

In spite of a few cancellations the School ran its normal

course and the men's demonstration team remained intact

until the end of the month, when its members dispersed,

never to dance together again.

Sharp quickly realized the magnitude of the war, and
some of his younger friends who found it difficult to know
where their duty lay were grateful to him for his advice.

Ills son Charles, without any advice, added three months to

his age and, though first refused on account of short-sight,

eventually got into the Middlesex Regiment as a Private,

1 -ater on he had a commission in the Grenadier Guards.

Cecil Sharp himself at fifty-four was too old for active

service, and there was no kind of war-work for which he

was suited. Folk-dancc and folk-song activities, except

for a few classes, were in abeyance. He found himself

accordingly without any vital occupation and with but

little prospect of being able to provide for his family.

At the end of the year Granville Barker asked him
to help with his New York production of A Midiunmer-
Nigfo's Dream. He accepted the invitation, hoping that,

in addition, he would get some lecture engagements which
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would relieve the financial situation. He sailed in the Lusi-

tania and arrived in New York just before Christmas. At
that time it was still the fashion to speak with contempt
of the 'skyscraper', hut Sharp was enchanted by the beauty

of New York. He would often after the day’s work leave

his hotel—the Algonquin in West 44th Street—for the

pleasure of wandering alone in the Grand Central Station

and the neighbouring streets.

He found the new life exciting and stimulating, but on
the whole he was not very happy. O11 Christinas Day, a

day or two after his arrival, he writes

:

Twenty or thirty years ago I could have stood this startling

change better than I can now. My outlook is so different from that

of every one here that I feel out of everything. At the present

moment nothing would please me more chan to know that 1 was

returning to England by the next fc<iat. Very likely I shall get used

to things by degrees and git on better, but I feel very lonely at

the moment.

He was nervous and anxious about his prospects, and at

one time felt inclined to give up all idea of lecturing and
to return home as soon as his work at the theatre was done.

He resisted this temptation, determined to try his luck,

and cabled for Mattie Kay to join him.

Of his first lecture, at the Colony Club, New York, he

writes:

To Maud Karpde*.
18 t 15

1 have got through my first lecture—a terrible ordeal I am
afraid I did very badly indeed. I was not nervous, but the audience

con&iitcd of a social crowd, 90% of which didn’t care a hang for

the subject, and I \m urmitive enough to realise this 3nd it choked

me off after my first few sentences. ... I am afraid 1 have ruined

my chances here of becoming a popular lecturer—at any rate, of

gening private drawing-room lectures which would pay me best

And in the same letter:

There i9 really an enormous lot of work to he done here in
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popularising the subject, but it would tike ag& Co do it—in fact, it

would be doing over again all that I have done in England, and this

F have neither the time to do nor the inclination to attempt It all

convinces me that I am not cut out to make money— I haven't the

right temperament for that sort of thing. So I must be philosophic

and resigned ro my lot, and to dying a poor man! After all, the

work I have done is far more important than a mere means of

nuking a living, and I know it has some permanent value which

will last long after I have disappeared from the scene; so tliat my
own individual comfort is of small moment.

Two pubiic lectures, given ar the Plaza Hotel some days

later, went better. At the second of these he shows

country dances for two couples, in which he danced
himself.

The two lectures went ripptngly. Mattie Kay sang n couple of

songs, I lectured, played a lot of Morris tunes, showed >!idcs, played

the pipe ar.d tabor, and finally danced four Country dances, or

rather five, as 'Merry Conceit' was encored! The people were really

most enthusiastic and every one remained to the end, i.c. for over

two hours.

During the first six weeks most of his time was occupied

with the theatre. Whilst the rehearsing of A Midsummer-

Nigkr'i Dream was still in progress, Granville Barker pro-

duced Anatolc France's The Min icho married a Dumb
Wife. For this Sharp arranged some songs, street-cries,

and dances, introducing the tunc of Dargason, a happy
choice, for the Blind Man’s Song and Final Dance.

During the rehearsals of A MiAiummer-NighTi Dream we
find him full of fears. Thedanccrs do not fulfil his expecta-

tions; the conductor is unsatisfactory, and although it is

proposed to make a change he is afraid the new one will

be no better.

To Maud Karpde*.

The most annoying par. of it all is that Cecil Forsyth, who is over

here, has offered to conduct for me, and of course that would bean
ideal arrangement, but he b not a member of this infernal [Musi-
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clans’] Union and if he were to conduct, every member of the hind

would promptly walk out of the theatre, fallowed in all probability

by all the ?crnc-5hiftcrs and attendants at die theatre. And he can

only become a member of the Union by paying $25 and then only

if he is elected and has previously spent six months in the country.

. . . They won't even let m* conduct my own music except for one

performance! How music can flourish in a country such as this

I do not know.

But the first performance belied his fears and after a few

weeks he writes:

To Maud Karpclcs. 28.3.1c.

It [die dance in Aa 11, Sc. iij went just splendidly, better than

1 have ever known it go before. It delighted uic beyond measure

and I know it is beautiful. Indeed it seems to me quite perfect

—

I don’t mind saying this to you—and I am quite certain I shall never

do anything halfm beautiful again. How I came to do it I redly

can’t imagine. It u the only diing chat I can c*ll ‘inspired’ that I

have done. . .

.

But I am nut really fo:id of the dieatie-Hftill levs of theatrical

life aixl theatrical people. I think I must too serious an artist,

but I can’t help disliking the slap-dash way in which theatre people

work and the way they leave so much to the clunce or invitation

of the moment; the way they will cut down essentials, i.e. artistic

essentials to save expense and allow flashy and ad captandum un-

essential things to remain.

So he argues to himself, but he is evidently not quite con-

vinced as the following letter, written the same day, shows:

To hi* wife
28.3.15.

There is no doubt due this trip here has opened up all sorts of

possibilities. It c* a pity dut I did not come when I was a bit younger.

1 fed torn in two ways. The opportunity of trying my hand on

theatre music and dancing is very alluring to me, while on the other

hand I want to complete my folk-song and -dance work in England.

Whether it is possible to do both of these things or nnt I cannot at

present say. However, these things hive a way of settling them-

selves if left alone.
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As scon as he had finished with rehearsals he worked

hard to get lecture and teaching engagements. The dances

were mere popular than the songs, and so after some weeks

Mattie Kay returned to England and Sharp worked single-

handed. Besides New York, he visited Boston, Pittsburgh,

Chicago, Philadelphia, and Pittsfield. 'I worked terribly

hard at Pittsburgh,' he writes, ‘taking five or six hours'

classes each of the four days I was there and lecturing

three times’; but this was surpassed at Chicago, where on

his last day he taught for eight and a half hours and

finished with a lecture of one and a half hours.

By the beginning of March he can write:

People are really beginning to rise to me and my preaching, and

to be attracted by tiie latter, at any rate, partly because of its novelty

and partly because it convinces them.

Three weeks later he recognised the probable permanence

of the work in America by establishing a U.S.A. Branch

of the English Folk Dar.ce Society with Centres in New
York, Boston, Chicago, and Pittsburgh. At the same

time he agreed to direct a Summer School later in the

7car-

Sharp's initial motive in seeking engagements had been

to earn a living, and he succeeded in making a clear profit

of £\<xt in four months and, no doubt, could have made

more had that been his sole, or even main, interest. On
March 15 th he writes to Maud Karpelcs:

I believe if I had the pluck and I were keen enough—and 1 am
not— I could coin money out here. The way to do it would be to

get up a really swagger studio and nuke a bid for social people and

darge enormous fra. But really when it coma to the point 1 feel

I can't do it. Why, I hardly know; but to make money by charging

disproportionate fe« for the work done goes against the grain. . .

.

The whole question of nuking nxrncy is very much on my mind

at the moment and I cannot see through it. The question has never

occurred before in my life, because I have never had the chance

of making it; and I feel very funny about it 1 feel a sneaking
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satisfaction that I have proved that I could make it after all if 1

were to get myself to do it! lam afraid you won't make much out

of this—nor can I

!

And again a week later:

Sometimes 1 wish I wasn't nuking money, which is very stupid

;

at other times I pire over my cheque book and accounts as though
I were a miser.— 1 believe I am fast becoming a horrid business-

man and sordid money-grubber!

He need have had no fear! One had only to accompany
him into a second-hand bookshop and hear him discourse

with enthusiasm on the great value and rarity of the dance-

books which the bookseller was trying to procure for him
to realize that Cecil Sharp would never be a business man.
He was absorbed in the songs and dances, and his first

thought was to share his interest and pleasure with others.

Moreover, in spite of his irritation at some aspects of

American life, he was beginning to like the people, and
consequently his desire to give rather than to receive

became all the greater. This liking afterwards developed

into real affection, and Sharp numbered many Americans
amongst his best friends. On his first visit he became
acquainted with Mrs. Dawson Callery of Pittsburgh, and
Mrs. James Storrow of Boston, with whom he had pre-

viously corresponded. Both became enthusiastic disciples,

and ‘it was worth while coming to America to make friends’

with them. Mrs. Storrow, a name now familiar to folk-

dancers on both sides of the Atlantic, is described as ‘a

woman after my own heart, as wise as she is genuine and
nice ... a fine product of this country’.

These arc his impressions after a few months:

To Joan Sharp.
5.4.l6i

It is * very exciting life, seeing new people and new scenes

almost even* dap. The people interest me. They are full of vitality,

consciously groping for ideals and getting somewhere, but without

any dear idea of their objective. They live in a little world of their
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own, knowing link of what the greater world outside is doing, and

caring les, 1hi! 1,11 'he Hmc determining to make a great country

of the land tlut belongs to them. 1 find it very stimulating, and at

times ofcourse, very irritating. It does not make me feel •superior’

at all. indeed, I feel very humble at rimes in the presence of an

enormous population all striving so hard to get somewhere. Some

day perhaps you will see it all with me, and perhaps with younger

eyes you will sec further and deeper than I can.

The aspect of American character that most irritated

him was what he termed 'their old maid’s delight in

exercising moral control over others'. After recovering

from an attack of gout, he writes:

To T. Lennox Gilmour. 6.7. 1 8.

It was not the result of high living or inordinate drinking! Al-

though if I did take to drink out here it would not lx: surprising.

The superior seif-righteousness of the people with regard to that

question maddens me sometimes and almost forces me to get drunk

by way ofprotest. This kind of thing imko me fear far the future

of democracy. The tyranny of a majority rule nuy be quite as bad

as the tyranny ofan autocrat

Always ar, outspoken critic, he at times indulged in

rhetorical tirades, which gave offence to no one, for they

were always tinged with gcod-humour; and no matter

how fierce was the onslaught he usually finished with a

laugh against himself. ‘Well, I gave them something to

think about,' he would say afterwards with the delight of

a schoolboy.

On April aisr, 1915, Sharp sailed for England in the

Adriatic with the intention of returning to America in

June. He was pressed by his friends not to take the risk

of the double journey, or at any rate to delay his journey

for a week and sail in the Lusitania
,
which being a faster

boat was felt to be safer. But Sharp, who hated a change

once his mind was made up, did not ‘like the idea of

allowing those Germans’ to upset his plans. So per-

haps for once his obstinacy saved his life.
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•He returned to America in June to direct a three weeks’

Summer School. This was held at Eliot, Maine, in a camp
delightfully situated on the banks of the Piscataqua River.

The students, of whom there were sixty, slept in wooden
shacks and the class-room accommodation was provided

by a barn and two large marquees with wooden floors,

which had been erected especially for the purpose. But

the ideal surroundings were marred by abnormally wet

weather, and when at the end of two weeks the marquees
were blown down ar.d flooded, the whole School moved
and cook up its quarters at a Hotel and Conference Centre

some few miles away. The students took to the dances

with an enthusiasm which still lasts. Among them was
Charles Rabold, a musician and teacher of piano and sing-

ing, who became one of Sharp's most ardent followers.

He gave up his other musical work and devoted himself

for many years entirely to the teaching and dissemination

of English folk-music and dance. He was, unhappily,

killed in an aeroplane accident in California some three

years ago. Sharp was assisted at the School by three

English teachers: Maud Karpclcs, Norah Jervis, then

residing in the United States, and Lily Roberts (now
Mrs. Richard Conant), who had come to America some
weeks earlier in order to teach, under Sharp’s direction,

the folk-dances for a pageant at Wellesley College. After

the School, Miss Roberts went to live in Boston, and there

by her teaching and dancing, and above all by her per-

suasive manner, she has persuaded many hundreds that

folk-dancing is one of the good things of this life.

TheSummer School did much to consolidate the interest

which Sharp had aroused; but a more important event was
a visit from Mrs. Olive Dame Campbell, shortly before

the Summer School, when he was imprisoned in Mrs.
Storrow's country house at Lincoln (Mass.) with an acute

attack oflumbago. Her husband, Mr. John C. Campbell,
was the Director of the Southern Highland Division of
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the Russell Sage Foundation, and his work had takin

him through the Southern Appalachian Mountains* Mrs.

Campbell had, on more than one occasion, accompanied

him and, coming into dose touch with the mountain

people, had heard them sing. She was impressed with the

beauty of the songs, which were unlike anything else she

had heard, and noted down some seventy of them. Hear-

ing that Cecil Sharp was in America she decided to seek

his help and interest, and made a special journey from the

south. Her first meeting with him may be described in

her own words:

He was sitting very straight in an imposing high-tucked chair . .

.

a table in front ofhint. He could not get up, but he greeted me with

an easy apology to the effect that he was indulging in a rich man's

malady—gout, but that he owed it to his ancestors rather than to

any luxuries permitted by his own income. I got a quick impression

of hi? fresh colour, high, dearly cut features and the nervous force

of his personality. His eye was obviously on my bundle of papers,

and I wasted no time in hying it before him.

‘How did you take this down P he asked.

I explained meekly that I was not a trained musician. I had had

to learn the melodies from the lips ofthe singer, noting down rough

helps. I worked out the whole afterwards, using a piano if I could

and going hack again ro the ringer to check myself. A long rime

after he paid a compliment to my exactness ofmemory, which I am
proud to remember, but at the rime: ‘Of course, you know that that

is a very unscientific way of recording,’ was his uncompromising

observation.

The moment? fled by. I consulted my watch from time to time,

but did not like to interrupt him. Moreover, I certainly could not

detect any signs of boredom or exhaustion. When he finally laid

the pile of manuscripts on the table and turned to me, it was with

a keen but relaxed and almost lenient look. All the charm of his

most winning mood was shed upon me as he explained how many
people had brought 'ballads' to him before, but that this was the

first time that he lad come on any really original and valuable

material. I am told he improved from that day.
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Sharp went back lo England in July for the imme-
diate purpose of directing the Stratford-on-Avon Summer
School. Beyond that he had no definite plans. But his

great desire was to return to America and investigate the

mountain regions of the Southern States, for wh.it he had

seen in Mrs. Campbell’s manuscript collection made him
suspect that here was ‘a mine, which if properly and
scientifically explored would yield results—musical, his-

torical, literary—of the first importance’. And he was

constantly turning over in his mind ways and means of

carrying out this project.

The voyage home in the St. Paul was unexpectedly

brightened by the discovery of an old shanty-singer

amongst the ship’s crew. Permission was given him to

visit Sharp’s cabin when off duty, and day by day he
appeared punctually at the appointed time, equipped with

a sheet of newspaper which he spread on the bed before

sitting down on it.

Arrived in England Sharp was met with the distressing

news of his wife’s serious illness—heart-trouble, follow-

ing an attack of scarlet-fever; and although she ultimately

recovered enough to be able to get up and about she

remained a semi-invalid for the rest of her life.

In October 1915 the family moved to 27 Church Row,
Hampstead, a panelled house of the late seventeenth cen-

tury, described by Sharp as ‘about the time of the sixth

edition of Playford', and there he tackled the publica-

tion of One Hundred English Folk-Songs (Oliver Ditson

Co., Boston).' Most of the songs had already been pub-
lished in Folk-Songsfrom Somerset and other collections, but

he took this opportunity of revising the texts, reverting

more closely to the originals, and of rc-writing many
of the pianoforte accompaniments. After he had finished

this work he became very restive. He feared that war

1 With »me modifications the crotents were Uter puWiihed in two
volumes, Eng/iii FoH~Smgs, St/etttd Edition (Novell*, London. 1919).
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conditions had effectively put a stop to all his hopes of

a permanent and widespread folk-dance revival. Further-

more he was itching to get to work in the Appalachian

Mountains, and he faintly expected some financial help

from the Carnegie Corporation. He expresses to Mrs.

Storrow his hopes and fears:

7.12.15.

I haw heard nothing from the Carnegie people, so I am almost

3fmid that nothing will Come of that project. ... 1 think that if

they nude any sort of offer I should take your advice and come out

to America and see if I could continue the work which I started

last winter. Apart from ways and means I feel that if the dances

are to be firmly rooted anywhere in my life-time it will be inAmerica

rather than in England. The movement is languishing here, of

course, and there seems no chance of things becoming normal again

for an indefinite time. And 1 do very much want to see the dances

thoroughly well started before 1 disappear, so that the tradition may

r»t be lost. If, therefore, you can see any real prospect of my doing

something in this direction in your country, and at the same time

something to rase the financial strain from which I am at present

suffering, I will come out at once.

Help from the Carnegie Corporation did not come, nor

any definite promise of work, but he decided to take the

risk, and in February 1916 he returned to America. He
began by organizing classes and lectures in New York.

He soon had sufficient engagements to keep him fully

occupied until mid-July. In April 1916 he wrote from

Kalamazoo to his friend, Paul Oppd:

I haw managed somehow or other to get plenty of work since

1 arrived hereabout seven weeks ago and, what is more to the point,

I have been alv!e to send something home already to keep the family

going. So the anxiety on that score, which was rather acute when

I last jaw you is, I am glad to say, allayed. I am selling nyytelf for

a week at a rime to different cities—Asheville, St Louis, Cincinnati

and now here, and after this for a month at Pittsburgh. I charge a

pretty high figure—high, that is, to English notions—and then let

them get what the)' can out of me. I usually teach four or five
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hours a day and give one or sometimes two lectures, so that they

get a good deal out of me measured by time and energy! I enjoy

it very much, though I fed it rather a strain, especially whin the

classes arc large—they have been as large as seventy ot eighty!

After six weeks of highly concentrated work interspersed

with long railway journeys the strain told on him rather

severely, and on Mrs. Callery’s advice he cahled lor Maud
Karpeles Co come out from England to help with the

teaching. This she did, joining him at Pittsburgh, and
remained with him throughout his subsequent travels in

America.

The year 1916 was, as it happened, a particularly

auspicious one for Sharp’s work, owing to the numerous

Shakespeare Tercentenary celebrations which were being

held all over the country. Sharp abhorred most forms of

pageantry, but he recognized these celebrations as a useful

means of introducing the English folk-music and dances.

Accordingly, when the New York Centre ot the English

Folk Dance Society was invited to provide an English

'Interlude' in Percy Mackaye's Masque of Cobban, to be

performed in the New York Stadium, Sharp agreed to

compose the scenario and to direct the performance. The
Interlude represented the celebration of an Elizabethan

May-Day Festival on the outskirts of an English village,

and consisted of a series of processional, country, and
morris dances, together with songs, hobby-horse, may-

pole, and other folk-rituals, all skilfully woven together

and set off to advantage by Robert E. Jones’s costume

designs. The entrance of four or five hundred dancers in

the Tideswell Processional (accompaniment, tour unison

clarinets and two side-drums) aroused a murmur ofdelight
amongst the audience of some twenty thousand spectators,

and ‘This is what I should like to be doing was heard

on all sides. Sharp was highly delighted and wrote:

It was like a puff of fresh country air laden with the smell of the

hedgerows coming in the midst of artificial, exotic surroundings. . .

.
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No country in the world cm be gay in the simple, fredi way that

England can— it is our contribution to civilization. I felt more

proud of being an Englishman than I have ever felt before. And
the spirit of the tunes and dartce* was such that all participants

became infected by it and for the moment they became English,

every Jew, German, French, Italian, Slav one of them. 1

It was no doubt this quality of ‘gay simplicity’’ which

persuaded a judging committee of experts—actors and

theatrical producers—to award first prize to this Interlude

in preference to those of other European countries. The
Interlude was repeated as part of other Shakespeare cele-

brations at St. Louis and Cincinnati, and these perform-

ances occupied Sharp until the date of the Summer School,

held in this and the following year at Amherst Agricul-

tural College (Mass.). In expressing his satisfaction at the

result of the School he writes 1

To M rs. Storrow.
, g -

, $

This last School las dissipated the chief fear I have had here,

via. whether the average American student would take the trouble

to acquire the complicated technique which our English dance*

—

and indeed all dances worthy of die name—require. I was told

so mud) about the craze for quick remits demanded in this country.

But so far as this particular subject is concerned I find rio difference

between the American and the English student, and I find it no

more difficult to interest one than the other, nor to inspire one to

work as hard as the other.

And this estimation of the American’s capacity for perse-

verance was justified when at the 1917 Summer School

seven of the American students gained the advanced

certificate of the English Folk Dance Society, an award
which is made only to those who pass the Society’s final

and most searching text.

At die same time there were many obstacles to overcome

1 To Mr. Percy MacKaye he wrote in the ume vdn, adding:
• 41Sumer 2* icumrn in” [which was sung as an introduction to the

Interlude] is the real motto of the English people.*
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and Sharp did no? always view the results of his work

in such a rosy lighr. At a time when things were not going

so well he wrote to Charles Rabold:

The average American dancer seems to me to be incurably

superficial. They seem to aim at a splash and having pulled it off

look out for something ckc. They do r.ot seem to me to have any

critical acumen . . . they like everything equally well, good, had,

and indifferent. However, there must always he a minority if only

you can get hold of it.

Sharp had to convince his pupils that the English

dances as presented by him had more content than the

many so-called folk-dances of other nations with which

the country was overrun; and he had also to overcome the

objection that American citizens were not justified in de-

voting more time to English dances than to those of other

countries. He met this by pointing out that culture is

determined mainly by language, and that as Americans

had adopted the English language it was only logical that

English song and dance should likewise play a prominent

pari as a cultural subject.

Many of his pupils had learned ‘aesthetic' dancing,

which Sharp dubs ‘a poisonous, bowdlerized form of the

so-called ‘'classical" ballet'.

This form of dancing, save the mark, has over-run the schools

in this country M v chief difficulty is to get them [his pupilsj

to do the running-step. They put out their legs in front of their

Iwdici and fail to spring from one foot to another, which produces

a peculiarly odious form ofobsequious crawl.

But this fault, like many others, disappeared after being

subjected to his merciless but kindly chair. He put his

pupils at their ease by making their task so absorbing

that they had no time to be self-conscious. Combining
enthusiasm for his subject with an appreciation of the

personalities of his pupils, he could charm academic pro-

fessors, refined young ladies from a ‘millionaire’ boarding-

school, or crude young men of a physical training class.
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Of his pupils at one of the Middle Western universities

he writes:

They are gosd-natured and good-intentinned, very desirous to

learn, but accustomed to learn only with their brains, crude in

manner and cultivation, but withal something about them that

attracts and fascinate: me. It is raw material—very raw—but stuff

out of which something is going eventually to be made.

Sharp found nearly everywhere un overweening belief in

the power of education coupled with a depreciation of the

instinctive faculties. At the end of a week’s course of
instruction at a large women's college he remarked to the

Principal of the Physical Training Department on the fact

that not one of the girls had a natural movement in run-

ning. Her face fell as she saw the justice of his criticism,

and she said thoughtfully: T am afraid it is true, and it

is our fault. Wc have never taught them how to run!’

Another educational method which Sharp fought against

nor only in America but in England was the incitement of

students to be original. On this subject he writes:

In the early period of the students’ development they must be
content to imitate, and this makes it incumbent on the teacher to

«e that none but die beu models arc placed before them. Originality

is after all a comparative not an absolute term. All that it means is

that the individual is succeeding in adding something of his own
to forms already evolved in tile past by others. This must necessarily

be a lengthy process in any case, while for the average person,
originality is but a will o' the wisp—he seeks but never attains it

and has to content himself with mere repetition. But my point is

that if he is ever to attain originality it will be by dje road his pre-

decissore have travelled—in other words, he must hitch himalf
on to tradition.

He got a great deal of satisfaction and amusement from
his teaching. To his daughter Joan:

l have been taking a lot of folk-dancc classes and am learning
how to manage them in the orthodox K.aipcks-aim-Kcimedy
manner!
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Teaching Experiences

And there were humorous incidents.

To Joan Sharp.
23.6.16.

The other dzy I was coachixig a Morris ride m*ic up of Univer-
sity Professors* One of them habitually omitted the hop in the

*+/3 So I tfood before him and showed him what he was
doing and what he ought to do. He said: ‘Yes, I know that, but—
l am not hupping to-day.’ I heard afterwards that he was going to

a tea-party after the rehearsal and didn't want to spoil his collar!

Sharp spent two months in the Appalachian Mountains
(see next chapter) from July to September, when he was

due at Chicago for some lecture and teaching engagements.

Whilst in the mountains he received news that three of

his dancers, Perceval Lucas, R. J. Tiddy, and George
Butrerworth had been killed and George Wilkinson was
missing; and on arrival in Chicago he found cables from
his wife informing him that his son Charles had been

seriously wounded. For many weeks Charles's condition

was critical, and his father’s anxiety was all the greater

because cables from Mrs. Sharp' in France were subjected

to delay. He thought of throwing up his engagements and

returning home, but could not afford it.

After leaving Chicago he gave classes and lectures in

New York, Mount Holyoke College, Pittsburgh, Phila-

delphia, Toronto, and Boston. About this time he writes

to his wife:

I am very well on the whole and lave hardly any asthma, which

is a great relief to me. I am in grand dancing form and am making

quite a reputation as a dancer! Moreover I have added another

accomplishment and now sing my own Ixtlhdt at my lectures

unaccompanied! Maud and I sing some together and I sing some

alone! It really is a very effective way ofshowing them—in many
respects far better than having them sung by a regular vocalist

with accompaniment. The fact that our voices are just ordinary

is really the point of the performance.

At the beginning of December he returned home. He
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spent two months in England, paying daily visits to the

Highgatc Hospital, where his son was lying.

€

In February 1917, accompanied by Maud Karpcles, he

returned for the last time to America, where he remained

until December 1918. A few days before their intended

departure on a Dutch liner, Germany declared her policy

of submarine warfare against neutral shipping and in

consequence the sailing of the Dutch boat was cancelled.

After a few days' delay passages were booked in the Baltic,

the first available British ship, and New York was finally

reached after a fortnight on board ship, including a pre-

liminary four days’ isolation in the Mersey. During the

early part of the voyage Sharp was strained and nervous:

as usual, he was alive to physical danger, and, as usual,

he did not disguise that fear. In writing to his son he

owns to the strain of the voyage and ends his letter with

one of his typical jokes:

There were only five women—including Maud—on bsard ship,

and if they all behaved like Maud end a lady friend . . . their chief

anxiety was how to dress for the life-boat. They were not so

much concerned with the matter of comfort and warmth as with

the look ofdungs. O these women

!

After his arrival Sharp fulfilled engagements at the

University of Illinois, Pittsburgh, and other towns, and

then spent from April to October in the Mountains, ex-

cept for a break of five weeks to direct Summer Schools

in New York and Amherst. On November 23rd he gave

an invitation-lecture at the Hall of the Russell Sage

Foundation on the current year’s work in the Appalachian

Mountains; and he gave the first performance of the

Running Set, the dance he had recently discovered in

Kentucky, taking part in it himself. His book' containing

323 tunes had been published the preceding day, and with

1 Engiilh FelkSutgtf'tn lit Stolitra Affttlackiem, collected by Olive

Dune Campbell and Cecil Sharp.
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this tangible evidence of the results of his work he had
high hopes that some institution would be ready to finance

hi? further efforts. Throughout the year lie had made
persistent efforts to get support from various public bodies,

but had met with no success, and except for some private

assistance from Mrs. Storrow and other friends had been
thrown back on his own resources. Whilst in the moun-
tains he had had a serious break-down in health, and in

order to avoid the double strain of earning a living and
carrying on his investigations it was important to get

some financial backing. An application to the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, supported by the highest re-

commendations, was, however, refused. In April, after a

winter's work in Chicago, he was again in the mountains,

but made a short trip to Washington ir. May to lecture at

the house of Mr. Henry White to many distinguished

people, including M. Jusscrand. The Capitol made a deep

impression upon him, and although he found it possible

to criticize the details of the decoration, the general effect

of the group of buildings produced 'a great emotion'. He
felt that the whole conception was an expression of the

deep feeling which had been inspired by the ideal of a

government of free people, and it gave him a better under-

standing of American aims and aspirations.

A Summer School and classes in New York and Boston

occupied July, and after that Sharp had hoped to vary the

scene of his researches by going to Newfoundland. In this

way he would have escaped the intense heat of the south

during August, but the expense of the journey’ ruled out

this plan; he reluctantly’ gave up the idea and returned to

the Appalachian mountains for his final visit.

November 1918 found him hard at work again in

Boston, Cleveland, and Detroit. He had planned to spend

the winter in California and to ‘collect’ in other parts of

the States and in Newfoundland during the following

spring and summer months, but as the end ol the War
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came within sight his longing to return home became vary

great. Already in August he wrote:

I want to gee home again. The restless life I am leading beyns

to telL ... I am too old to grow roots in a new country like this,

even if the people with their vitality and exuberance do win some

of my admiration.

And on November 9th

:

I go nearly wild when I think of a quiet room with my piano

and my books around me.

Armistice Day was passed at Cleveland, Ohio, the

streets ‘crammed with people, hooting, shouting, rattling

and making every conceivable noise’. In his diary:

11. 11. 18.

A wonderful day, but I do not feel like making a noise. ... I

cannot forget poor Butterworth, Tiddy, Percy- [Lucas] and the

many others. Here they hive made few sacrifices.

The post-War idea of reconstruction had not vet been

formulated, but Sharp knew that his work in England

would be needed, and so, throwing up all his engagements,

he sailed from New York on December loth. In mid-

Atlantic he wrote:

To Mrs. Storrow. 17. 12. 18.

I find it hard to realise the happenings of the last few weeks

—

those stupendous events which have influenced the whole world as

well as those which have affected my own little puny pkuts. What

the future has in store for me I know not, and there is not much use

in speculating— it will all be decided for me. But I believe it is

going to be interesting and full of opportunity. The result of my
American experiences should stand me in good stead and help me
to solve some, of the problems with which no duubt I shall soon

be confronted. I would that I had visited America twenty years

ago before my character and habits had been so fixed. Still I have

learned something of which I ought to be able to make good use.

And thus, with the adventures in the Appalachian

Mountains yet to be described, there ends an important
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copter in Sharp's lilc, for he did not visit America again,

although he kept in touch with his many friends and with

tit-, folk-dance organization which he had established.

But the chapter has its sequel in the folk-dance activities

which have gone on there continuously up to the present

time. Sharp regarded the dissemination of the dances in

America as a natural corollary to their revival in Eng-

land. He held that in spite of superficial differences the

two countries had the same ideals and aspirations, and
that English folk-song and -dance belonged to both as

a common culture. He believed also that the American

contribution to the art ol dancing was genuinely comple-

mentary in its vigour, spontaneity, and simplicity of

expression.



CHAPTER XII

'

1916

THE APPALACHIANS, I

Great things ire done when men and mountains meet;

This is not done by jostling in the street.

WU. BLACK.

Cecil sharp had many times wished that he had been

born a few centuries earlier when English folk-song

was thecommon musical expression of young and old alike,

and towards the end of his life, when the song-coliccting

in England was practically finished, this wish was in a

way gratified. For in going to the Southern Appalachian

Mountains it was as though he had been transported to

an England of two or more centuries ago.

The Appalachians lie in the Eastern States about two

hundred or two hundred and fifty miles from the Atlantic

seaboard, and, running more or less parallel to it, extend

from the Canadian border in the north to Alabama in the

south. The Southern Appalachians include several differ-

ent ranges—the Blue Ridge, Great Smokies, Cumberland

Mountains, Black Mountains, Alleghanics, &c.—and the

region, which is an extensive one, considerably larger than

Great Britain, includes about one-third of the total area of

the States of North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Ken-
tucky, Virginia, West Virginia, Georgia, and Alabama.
The population is over five million, or excluding city-

dwellers, about three million.

The history of the settlement of the mountains is to

some extent conjectural, but the inhabitants are descended

from colonial stock—many from settlers who migrated

from England, the lowlands of Scotland, and the north of

Ireland (i.c. the Scotch-Irish) some time during the eigh-

teenth century. Their motive for doing so was probably
1 Tbit chif'cr and the next have been written by Maud Ksrpete*.
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to* better their fortur.es; where they found coast-lands

already occupied, or competition with slave-labour dis-

ta«rcfui and unprofitable, they moved westwards. Possibly
their aim was to trek through to the fertile Blue Grass
region of Kentucky, of which they may have heard from
the Indians, but, weary of the struggle of penetrating

virgin forests, and finding abundant game, and here and
there fertile valleys, they decided to make the best of their

present surroundings. And there, isolated in the seclusion

of the mountains, they and their descendants have been
living for many generations.

During the years 1916-18 Cecil Sharp spent twelve
months in the Sourhern Appalachian Mountains, forty-six

weeks being given to actual collecting—nine weeks in

1916, and about twice as long in each of the following
years. He travelled over a big area, spending about three
and a half months in each of the States of North Carolina,
Virginia, and Kentucky, a month in Tennessee, and a few
days in West Virginia. He visited alcogethcr between
seventy and eighty different small towns and settlements.

In the spring of 1916 he had paid a short visit to

Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell in order to discuss plans
with them and to re-note the tunes that Mrs. Campbell
had already collected. He writes shortly after his visit:

To me it is quite wonderful that any one so little in touch with
any work of the kind that has been done elsewhere should have set

herself such a high standard and, in effect, reached it. Site has just
the combination of scientific and artistic spirit which work of this

kind needs if it is to be ofany use to posterity. . . . What she has so
hr accomplished is ofgreat value, but I gather that it is after all only
the beginning. The field that has yielded what she has harvested 1

must be a very rich one, and its exploration must be thoroughly
done as Soon as possible, for I gather from her that present condi-
tions are rapidly undermining and destroying the tradition.

Not only did Cecil Sharp appreciate the pioneer work
1 Mr*. Campbell had collected between seventy ard eighty tuno.
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that Mrs. Campbell had done, but he was ‘anxious not ;o

do anything discourteous to her nor to queer her pitch in

any way’, and therefore, before deciding to undertake t'.c

investigation, he made certain that he had her complete

concurrence. He wrote (August 15th, 191 5):

It would he impossible for me or any one cbe to do the work

without your good help The simplest scheme would be for us

to form a partnership and the results of our work to be published

under both our names. You would bring to the pot an intimate

knowledge of the district ar.d of the people and a certain amount

of material that you have already collected, and 1 should supply

experience in this particular kind of work and a certain amount of

musical and scientific knowledge. ... It would be a thousand pities

if any personal considerations were to prevent such important work

from being done.

Mrs. Campbell’s reply left no doubt in his mind. She

wrote:

1 want the collecting done and done by the person most competent

to do it, and if I could have wished for a definite result from my
work it would have been to attract to this region just such a person

as yourself.

Mrs. Campbell was unable to continue her collecting or to

accompany Cecil Sharp on his travels, but she and her

husband planned his first expedition and Mr. Campbell

acted as guide for a few days.

The first half of 1916 was filled with lecture and teach-

ing engagements and it was not until the last week of J uly

that Cecil Sharp was free to start on his travels, and even

then it looked as though they might have to be delayed

owing to the damage to rail and roads caused by recent

Hoods. I lis objective was Asheville in North Carolina,

which he had chosen at his first base. Ordinarily it is an

easy journey of less than twenty-four hours from New
York, but the main lines had been washed away in several

places and he was toid that it would be some days before

the trains would be running again. To wait, even for a
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fc^* days, was more than patience could bear; after re-
peated visits to railway bureaus and persistent tclegraph-

it was found that by making a big detour Asheville
could be reached by a small branch mountain railway. So
on July 23rd Cecil Sharp and I left New York in 'great
heat, and after forty-eight hours in the train and an 11n-
comfortable night in a small and dirty mining-town in

Tennessee we arrived in Asheville and were met by Mr.
and Mrs. Campbell, who took us to their home.
On their advice he decided to explore first that region

of North Carolina which is known as the Laurel Country,
<0 named because of the abundance of rhododendrons
(called ‘Laurel’ by the mountain-people) which grow on
the mountain side: the real laurel is called ivy, the ivy
becomes vine, and our vine is distinguished as the grape-
vine, ‘and after that I suppose they get straight again’,
Cecil Sharp would adcL

Thejourney from Asheville presented difficulties, for the
roads, such as they were, had been very much damaged
by the floods, and the railway which might have served
for part of the journey was out of action. The experience
is described by Cecil Sharp in a letrer to his wife (July 3 isr,

1916):

Wc breakfasted at 7 a.m., then motored to a place called Wcavcr-
ville where we transported ourselves and our luggage into a four-
wheeled dog-cart or buggy [locally known as a Surry] with two
seat*, one behind die other. Fred, the driver, and Maud rat in

front, Campbell and I behind. And then our troubles began. I
have never been so frightened in my life! The nerve-strain was
really awful. How we went over those roads to Marshall 1 cannot
tell you. They were at rimes nothing but a rnora*, at others a dry
creek-bed strewn with huge bouldcn. Of course, we never went
faster than a walk, but the toad, or the track, was never level, but
always precipitous one way or the other. As C. raid—and he is

thoroughly used to it— it is no use attempting to describe it, for the
more nearly you succeed in doing it the less likely it it you will be
believed. Of course, our horses—we had a pair—are' quite used
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10 the job and the trap was specially built for it. The wheels rrc

very thin, made of hickory with round iron tires about an inch or

lea in diameter. After Marshall the roads became better, but fto

lea nerve-racking n we went round innumerable hair-pin cu.ves

with the mountain on one side and a precipice on the other. Well,

we arrived at White Rock about 6 p.m. doing the 40 miles in about

1 1 hours with an hour off for lunch.

This experience, though mainly due to the effect of the

floods, proved to be only one instance of the normal diffi-

culties of travel, and was by no means the worst.

£ The valleys arc narrow, and the mountains, though they

rarely reach a height of more than six thousand feet, rise

up sharply, so that a man will hoast that he can stand erect

to hoc his corn-patch. As there is but little level ground,

the people are forced to live in small communities by the

side of the mountain rivers, or creeks, which have descrip-

tive names, such as Possum Trot, Owl's Nest, Dish Rag,

Kingdom Come, 1 Icll for Sartin (certain), and Devil’s Fork

—the last renamed ‘Sweet Water' by the missionaries.

The country has undergone many changes during the

last ten or fifteen years* and transport is no longer the

difficulty that it was; but at that time there were few rail-

roads beyond the main trunk-lines, which here and there

traversed the mountain ranges, and good roads were

scarce or non-existent. They were for the most part rough

tracks over the mountain passes or along the creeks, or

occasionally the creek-bed itself would serve as a roadway

for a few miles. The mountain people rode mules, or

harnessed them, if a load had to be carried, to a conveyance

that was aptly named ajolt-wagon—a cart without springs

which could be heard lumbering over the boulders a mile

away. Whenever possible we walked, although this was

a tiring business when it meant a cramp of fifteen or six-

teen miles in great heat over a track so rough that it

' It should be stated that the proent *xial ard economic condition; of

mountain life are very different from these which Cecil Sharp experienced

in 1916—18.
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vias necessary to pick every foot-step. However, we mis-
trusted the mules, and to ourselves we excused our timidity
rvi the grounds that as foot-passengers we could more
easily pay informal calls, which was probably true enough.
If luggage had to be carried we hired a boy and a mule,
and hung our two suit-cases and my typewriter across its

back; or if the distance was too great or the road too much
entangled in the river we had resort to a jolt-wagon, and
sometimes—though it seemed incredible—to a Ford car.

Our particular terror was crossing the foot-logs, that is

the trunks of trees which served as bridges over the creeks.
In a letter to his wife, Cecil Sharp described one of the
many predicaments we found ourselves in

:

North Carolina,

August 13th 1916.
1 litre was one [a foot-log] wr had to cross on the way to

Carmen, <juiie high up over a lushing stream, only atwit 14 inches
wide, but .'6 or 17 yards long and very springy—no hand-rail of
course! The lint bine I went aero« I didn't like it at all, bur
didn't say anything to Maud for fear of making her nervous too.

Coming home 1 felt it worse than ever, and when she followed me
she stuck in the middle and frightened me awfully. However she
summoned up her courage and got over all right. Then I told her
what a funk I had been in and we decided we couldn’t risk it again.
You tee it meant a bad fell on to the huge boulders—probablv
a broken leg at the least So we tried to find a path through the
woods, because the road crossed the stream again a few hundred
yards further on. But we couldn't get any trail through. So we
finally derided that as we had to go—the’ Hensleys four singers]
were on the other side—we would wade at a ford. Every one said
it was too deep, but after a little prospecting wc did it, and afterwards
repeated it several times. You would have laughed if you had seen
me cautiously picking my way across with a tall sort of Alpine stock
in one land and my umbrella in the other. I cariy die litter instead
of a rain-ccat as it is easier to walk with and quite as serviceable.

1 here was certainly nothing ofrhe adventurous, resourceful
pioneer about either of us. One morning at a missionary
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settlement Cecil Sharp announced with pride that he had

made his own bed and that his wife would be surprised

when she heard this,
4 Shc would be more surprised if sb{-

saw the “made*' bed* was his hostess’s comment.

The country, though difficult to get about in, was of

surpassingloveliness. ‘It is a paradise,’ wrote Cecil Sharp;

I don’t think I have ever seen such lovely trees, ferns, and wild

flowers. ... If I hfid not my own special axe to grind I should

collecting ferns or butterflies or something.

At White Rock, our first resting-place, where we spent

several days, we were entertained by Dr. and Mrs. Packard,

and during our travels in 1916 we depended for board

and lodging very largely on the hospitality of the Presby-

terian missionaries, making our head-quarters with them

and walking sometimes long distances to visit singers in

the surrounding country.

At first Cecil Sharp was carefully shepherded and

introduced to selected singers, for there was a certain

amount of nervousness as to how he and they would

‘re-act’ on each other, but these fears were soon dispelled.

After three days at White Rock he writes:

There is rio doubt that I am going to add some wonderful stuff

to my collection. I have never before got such a wonderful lot in

such a short time. The singers arc just English peasants in appear-

ance, $fjeech, and manner. . . . Indeed it is most refreshing to be

once again amongst one’s own people.

And a fortnight later:

Although the people arc so English they have thrir American

quality [in] that the)’ are freer than the English peasant. They
own their own land and have done k> for three or four generation?,

so that there i» none of the sen ility which unhappily b one of the

characteristics of the English peasant. With that prabe I should

?ay that they are just exaedy what the English peasant was one

hundred or more years ago.

In other parts of the States little was known of the

mountain people, who were—and still arc—constantly
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referred to as 'mountain whites' or ‘poor white trash'.

‘White', as a distinction from the 'coloured' negro, seems

Ni any case a little unnecessary as there are practically no

negroes in the mountains. We were told by our New York

and Boston friends that we should find ourselves amongst

a wild and dangerous community, and we were advised to

arm ourselves with revolvers. Cecil Sharp paid no heed

to the warning; indeed, he said that the handling of a

revolver would cause him far greater fear than encounter-

ing the wildest savage; and, as a matter of tact, it would

have been hard to find any other place where a stranger

—

and particularly a woman—would be safer than in the

mountains.

The people were mostly illiterate and had no money

—

serious shortcomings in the eyes of American dty-dwellers

—but though they had none of the advantages of civiliza-

tion they had a culture which was as much a tradition as

the songs they sar.g. ‘A case of arrested development?’

Cecil Sharp replied to a facile critic, 'I should prefer to

call it a case of arrested degeneration.' Owing to the diffi-

culty of transport they were to i very great extent shut

cit from the outside world, and so in the more secluded

parts of the mountains they were very nearly self-support-

ing. Some had built themselves frame-houses, but they

lived mostly in log-cabins, usually, but not always, lighted

with windows. The following extract from a letter to

Mrs. Sharp (September 3rd, 1916) gives a picture of a

remote mountain home:

I wish you could have seen us at a home far up Higgins Creek

where we spent the greater part of Friday. Wc arrived about IO.30

(we breakfast here 6.30 week-days and 7 on Sundays) and left

about 4, dining with them at 1 1.30. There were fourteen people

in tlie room at one time, mostly grandchildren and great-grand-

children of the old lady. 1 don’t suppose any ofthem had any money

at all—many of them have never seen any!—they barter a little,

hut never sell for money. They really live almwt entirely upon
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what they make and grow. All their clotlio, blankets, etc. ar-

inaCe by tl'.rm with the wool their sheep produce. Hardly any of
them wear boon. The only meat they ever cat—and it is ven
little— is pig, or hog-meat a» they call it For the rest they suh'.st

on vegetables, fruit, and corn-biead, i.e. maize-bread. At the present

time they arc busy preserving vegetables, fruit, etc. for use in the

winter. They make their vinegar out ofapples. The only groceries

I saw were salt and pepper, and pethaps the latter was grown by

themselves.

It may be added that one of the family was a bcauriful

singer ar.d we noted seventeen songs from him that day.

Owing to the absence of roads there were no markets,

and so there was no inducement for the people to produce

more than they needed for thetr own requirements, and
that was extremely little. However, the mountain people

seem to thrive on their diet, for physically they are strong,

well-grown, and loose-limbed, though spare almost to

gauntness. But to us the food was monotonous and un-

pleasant, mainly owing to its greasincss. The country

abounds in little black pigs of the ’razor-back’ variety

which run about half wild in the forests, and although

little of the flesh of the animal was eaten its presence was

all-pervading. Cooking meant frying, and all things, even

apples, were served swimming in fat. latter on, when we
lived with the people, wc found it hard to keep ourselves

properly nourished, for not only was the food not to our

liking, but their standard of cleanliness was not ours, and
the swarms of flies—the pest of a hot country—did not

stimulate our appetites. Many was the time we thanked

Providence for having placed eggs inside shells. As far as

possible we supplemented the diet with our own provisions,

but it was impossible to carry any great quantity or any-

thing at all bulky. When Cecil Sharp left the mountains,

he said, ‘I feel I can never again look a raisin in the eye'.

It was not only in matters of cleanliness that the high-

landers showed signs of having remained in the eighteenth
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century, but also in their patriarchal mode of life. In some

homes the women did not eat at table until the men had

finished; and one of our singers, a hoary-headed gentle-

man known as 'Frizzly Bill’, informed us that he had

‘owned three wives’.

Like all primitive people they mature at an early age

and they marry young; often at the age of thirteen or

fourteen and occasionally even earlier. A young wife and

mother is thus described by Cecil Sharp:

Yesterday we called at a cabin and found such a lovely young,

fair-haired, blue-eyed girl, fifteen years of age with a buxom seven-

months-old baby in her arms. I never saw a jollier, stronger,

healthier baby or mother in my life; ar.d she mini hare been married

at fourteen, perhaps thiiteen! So much for these Eugenic people!

The first marriage is often not a success, and the couple

separate, usually without any ill feeling. A boy when
asked where his parents lived replied quite simply:

My mother and step-father live here and my lather and step-

mother live at Alleghany [a neighbouring settlement].

The characteristics of the highlanders have provided

good copy for writers of a sentimental and sensational

order, who have in particular enlarged upon the customs

of blood-feuds and of the illicit distilling of corn-spirit

‘I always thank my stars I am not a literary man having to

note characteristics of my friends and acquaintances and
turn them into copy,' wrote Cecil Sharp apropos of a

magazine article on the mountain people.

We heard many stories of the feuds which were often

maintained between two tamilics for generations, but we
were given to understand that this barbarous custom had

been discontinued. Of the whisky-making, or ‘moon-

shining as it is called, we saw no signs, but we wisely

avoided showing any curiosity in this matter; and no doubt

my female presence relieved the people of any suspicion

which they might otherwise have had that Cecil Sharp was
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a State revenue officer. There is no doubt that the stills

were often close at hand though carefully hidden. On
one occasion v;e visited a creek with a had reputation f*r

moonshining. It was approached by a steep and narrow

mountain pass, and before descending into the valley we

called at a log-cabin to make some inquiries. The man
answered us courteously enough, but after we had pro-

ceeded a few yards he fired his gun into the air—no doubt

a warning to his neighbours that strangers were abroad.

We saw very little drinking—in fact, but two instances.

At an evening-party the men retired periodically for re-

freshment and came back in a merry mood; and a singer,

who came to the mission-house where Cecil Sharp was

staying, disburdened himself of a bottle before entering

the house, out of deference to the missionaries, and hid it

in a convenient spot in the bushes, where he had recourse

to it during the intervals of singing.

Very few could read or write, but they were good talkers,

and their talk showed that they had wisdom and know-

ledge. They’ used uncommon expressions, many of which

were old English. One peculiarity which was universal

was the pronunciation of the impersonal pronoun with an

initial aspirate
—

‘hit’. 1 A child who is ‘ill’ is not sick, but

bad-tempered; a woman docs not give birth, but ‘finds’

a baby; and ‘clever* * folk are those who are kind and

hospitable. They were, too, good listeners as well as good

talkers. ‘I could go on listening to him for hours,’ said

one woman, ‘he is so—so educating.' And Cecil Sharp,

who never ‘talked down' to people, always had something

interesting to tell, whether it might be the immediate

business of song or dance, or the crops, or some more

remote subject; the Pyramids, for instance, or the locks

in the Panama Canal, or the Dardanelles campaign

—

1 The U:e>t quotation m the O.F..D. Cor tit a ‘To tnme 017 life io

mothers htr.d and tend hit out of ciy oror.e' (Queen Elizabeth, 1 586).
1 Probably from io OE. meaning of‘quid’, ‘prompt'.
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rhi-cc subjects on which one singer sought information.

Generally speaking, the people had not much knowledge
of the outside world. They had all heard of the War, but

they were not always certain whether England was fight-

ing with or against Germany; and fact and fiction were
sometimes strangely confused, as with the woman who
wanted to know whether mermaids were real people.

Though unlettered and isolated from the affairs of the

world, the social instincts of the people were highly deve-

loped, and their charm of manner was a constant source

of delight. Cecil Sharp says of them: 1

They hare an easy, unaffected bearing and the unselfconscious

manners of the well-bred. I have received salutations upon intro-

duction nr on bidding farewell, such as a courtier might nuke to

hi* sovereign Strangers that we met in the course of our long

walks would usually how, doff the hat, and extend the hand, saying

'My name is j what is yours?’

And the children would greet us with ‘Howdy*, accom-
panied by a little bow or curtsy.

Strangers were, of course, rare in the mountains, but

our presence never aroused the slightest sign cither of

curiosity or ol surprise. We would call, more often than

not without any introduction, at a log-cabin, first shouting
‘Hullo’ from a little distance, as is the custom in a country'

where a gun is always within reach, and we were invari-

ably received with the utmost friendliness. We were as a

matter of course invited to ‘partake’ with the family; and
when we rose to say good-bye the frequent request was,

‘But surely you will tarry with us for the night’.

Cecil Sharp had high hopes of what he might discover

in the mountains, but the actual result surpassed his fond-

est dreams, and after a fortnight’s collecting, when he
had noted ninety tunes, he wrote:

It is the greatest discovery I have nude since the original one
in England sixteen years ago.

1 EnfRsi F&lk-Sts&ifrea tie Sourifra AffaUthuon, vol i, p. xtii.
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There was not as in England the tiresome business of

having first to listen to popular music-hall or drawing-

room songs of fifty years ago before extracting the genuine

traditional music, because the people knew little c!se<but

folk-music; and every one was acquainted with the songs,

although, as in any other community, not every one was

a singer. We endeavoured therefore to find out who were

the best singers in the district and to get all we could

from them. A certain amount of chance, or hard work, or

both, was needed to discover them, for singing was not an

accomplishment which was used for public entertainment.

There was no such thing as a concert, or even community-

singing, but song was just part of everyday life. ‘There

now,’ said a woman who had momentarily forgotten a song

that Mr. Sharp wished to hear, ‘if only I were driving the

cows home I should remember it at once.’ The whole

time we were in the mountains wc never heard a poor tunc,

except sometimes at the missionary settlements, or on the

rare occasions when we stayed at a summer-resort hotel.

We had not as a rule any difficulty in getting the people

to sing to us; in fact, their readiness was sometimes an

embarrassment, as in the case of the Kentucky woman
and her three married daughters, all of whom insisted on

singing their favourite songs at the same time at the top

of their voices. When by chance the interest flagged we

stimulated it by singing ourselves, promising an English

song in exchange for every song rhat wc received. It was

in this way that Cecil Sharp first discovered the delight of

singing to others, and his voice, or lack of it, did not in the

least embarrass him. It was the songs he was asking

people to listen to and not his singing.

One obstacle that wc had to contend with was that of

religious scruples, particularly with the 'Holiness' sect, or

‘Holy Rollers'as they were commonly called, who thought

ic wicked to sing ‘love-songs'. Cecil Sharp respected their

scruples and never tried to overcome them, but sometimes
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they would of their own accord relent, saying they were
sure that Mr. Sharp would do no harm with the songs.

The religious-minded did not always frown upon the

songs, however, as the following extract from a letter to

his daughter Joan shows:

Kentucky,

June 4th, 1917.

We lad one curious experience the other day. We called on
a Mis Talitha P . . ., who was living with her sister and a brother.

Mrs. P. sang us several good songs, whereupon we rose to go, when
the sister, a very grim, flat-chated, gaunt sort of person got up and

said, ‘You have made my house a house of songs, but it is also

a house of prayer’, and immediate))’ dumped down on her knees. I

with my recollection—rather dim—of family prayers turned rourxl

and put my head in the seat of my chair while she fired off an
intimate talk with tlse Deity. . . . When she had exhausted her

inspiration, her brother who was between me and her took up the

strain and ‘offered up’ another prayer and did it very well indeed,

in excellent language and case of expression. In the middle of his

conversation with the Almighty he mentioned the two strangers

at his house and asked for a blessing on our work ‘which I deem

most profitable’. It was very funny, of course, but very sweet of

him to pay us this compliment in a way which precluded any

acknowledgement on nur part. When he had done I was perspiring

with fear lest I should be called upon to take up the strain, so I rose

noisily to my feet immediately.

The majority of those with whom wc came into contact

were Baptists, whose preachers won fame for themselves

in proportion to the carrying power of their voices in the

open air; there were also Methodists, Presbyterians, and

Episcopalians. We found that an austere Calvinistic doc-

trine was prevalent in which the devil was regarded as an

object of fear and respect.

Some of the best songs were sung to us by children.

One small boy edged his way into a cabin where Mr.
Sharp was noting songs from an old man, a singer of some

repute. ‘Hullo, what do you want?' said Mr. Sharp on
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seeing him, and the boy answered, 'Please, sir, let- me
stay. I love to be where there is sweet music.' Of course,

Mr. Sharp let him stay, and later on when the singer pYo-

fessed ignorance of a certain song, the small boy piped

up>, ‘Please sir, I know it.' And without any persuasion

he sang the long ballad of ‘Young Hunting’ 1 in a way, as

Cecil Sharp said, ‘which would have shamed many a

professional singer*.

Another of our singers in whom Cecil Sharp took a

great interest was Emma Hensley, a girl of thirteen, of

beautiful, Madonna-like appearance, who lived with her

mother and father in a remote mountain valley. Cecil

Sharp writes (August 13th, 1916):

1 spent three days at the Hensleys, walking over each morning

after breakfast about 8.30 (we breakfast at 7.30], getting there about

10 and leaving again about 5. We sat on the verandah of their

little home amongst the mountains, surrounded by huge trees and

small clearings covered chiefly with corn (maize) and tobacco. All

three sing and he played the fiddle. I got about 30 tunes from them

and had an awfully jolly time. I got very interested in Emma,
the chiid, who is crazy to go to school. ... Her mother is anxious

for her to go for two reasons: (1) because she does not want her

to marry as young as her sister (who married at fifteen], and (2)

because she chews tobacco, which very unladylike habit she learned

from an aunt} and her mother feds that school discipline is the only

thing that will break her of the habit!

Her father, too, wanted her to go so that she might learn

to play, having promised that if she did he would sell the

cow and buy an ‘organ' (harmonium). Cecil Sharp was

doubtful whether the school was the best place for Emma
and whether she would be able to resign herself to the

loss of liberty; but he interviewed the head mistress, paid

for the outfit, and helped with the fees. The day Emma
arrived at the school we happened to be staying in the

same small town, which is on the railway and has quite

1 S« ExglisA FoJFSoxgsfroxv tke Shaken AftaUchiazi, voL 2, p. 102.
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a large and not unfashionable summer resort hotel, and so

wc invited Emma to dine with us. She arrived at the hotel

looking very neat and demure in her grey school uniform

—she had been barefoot when wc last saw her—and

although she had never left home before, she comported
herself as though dining out were an everyday occurrence.

She showed no sign of embarrassment or even surprise

at her unaccustomed surroundings. She watched to sec

what I did with my napkin and the many knives and forks,

and without comment did the same with hers, conversing

the while in an easy, friendly way. Early next morning
wc were standing on the bank of the French Broad river,

waiting for a ferry to take us across—the floods had washed
away the bridge—when whom should wc sec hut Emma
and a schoolfellow, both carrying suit-cases. Emma looked

slightly flushed, hut otherwise her usual dignified and

composed self. 'Good-morning,* she said sweetly, ‘we

have just run away’; and before we could find a suitable

reply the)’ had jumped into a boat. Wc shouted to them
to wait for us on the other side, which they did. Cecil

Sharp, though secretly rejoicing, felt it his duty to try to

persuade Emma to go back; but Emma was quite decided.

‘No,’ she said, 'I am going to my mother. Perhaps later

on I may return— I don't know: I haven’t yet made up
my mind.’ And then, just a little crestfallen: 'I'm sorry,

because you have been so good to me.' But the next

moment she had brightened up and asked if we would not

go back with her. Wc declined the invitation, and the last

wc saw ofEmma was as she started off for her twenty-mile

walk across the mountain. She did not return to the school,

and no doubt our gifts of clothes formed an attractive

trousseau. 'I am filled with admiration for her,' Cecil

Sharp wrote to his wife. 'She is just unique; and it seems
awful, nothing less than barbaric, to spoil her and turn her

into an ordinary respectable half-educated American girl.'

Cecil Sharp acknowledged the hospitality and fricndli-
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ness of the missionaries towards himself, but he thought

that much of their work amongst the mountain people

was misguided and harmful, particular!)' their educational

methods. He writes of it:

To Mrs. Storrow.
13.9.16.

Some of the women fnibHonariet] I have met are very nice

and broadminded. But I don’t think any of them realize that the

people they are here to improve are in many respects far more
cultivated than their would-be instructors, even if they cannot read

or write. Take music, for example. Their own is pure and lovely.

The hymns that these missionaries teach them are musical and

literary garbage. . . .
The problem, I know, is a very difficult one.

For my part, I would leave them as they are and not meddle. They
are luppy, contented, and live simply and healthily, and I am not at

all sure that any of us can introduce them to anything better than

this. Something might be done in tcidiing them better methods

of farming, so as to lighten the burden of earning a living from their

holdings; and they should certainly be taught to read and write

—

at any rate, those who want to, ought to be able to. Beyond that

1 should not go.

The singers rook ihe greatest interest and delight in our

noting of the songs. Cecil Sharp used the phonograph

for a short time when collecting in England, but found

it unsatisfactory, mainly, I believe, because he thought it

nude the singers self-conscious. In any case, the transport

of phonographic apparatus would have presented insuper-

able difficulties in this mountain country; so he noted the

tunes in ordinary musical notation as they were sung,

whilst I took down the words in shorthand. The singers

regarded this process almost as a conjuring trick, especially

when by looking at our books wc could sing the songs back

to them. An old man, who could neither read nor write,

was shown the musical notation of the song he had just

been singing. ‘Look, there's your song,’ said Mr. Sharp,

handing him his little note-book. The old man looked

thoughtfully at the page of manuscript for a few moments,
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theft, shaking his head, said: ‘Well, I can hardly recognize

it.' Another singer, the father of nineteen children (not

alJ by the same wife), commended our efforts in these

WOlds: ‘Singing is a great power in the world and you arc

doing a nobic work.
1

The first eight weeks were spent mostly in Madison

County, North Carolina, and Unicoi County, Tennessee.

Then, having only a week to spare before we were due to

leave for Chicago, we decided to spend it in the university

town of Charlottesville, Virginia, partly in order to sample

the Blue Ridge section and partly to get into touch with

Professor Alphonso Smith, the founder of the Virginia

Folk-Ix>re Society, who, as Professor of English at the

University of Virginia, had aroused an interest in balladry

amongst his students and had encouraged them to collect.

Inspired by the monumental work of Professor Child

of Harvard, the universities of America have taken great

interest in the English and Scottish popular ballad; but

until recently the subject has been viewed almost entirely

from the literary standpoint, and such collections of moun-
tain ballads as had hitherto hccri made by the State folk-

lore societies, universities, and other individual efforts

were with a few exceptions restricted to the texts, and the

tunes had been ignored. It is, however, of interest to note

that shortly before Cecil Sharp went to North Carolina a

similar quest had been made, unbeknown to him, by Miss

Lorainc Wyman and Mr. Howard Brockway, who had

spent April, May, and June collecting in Kentucky. 1

Cecil Sharp, as we have seen, was unwilling to poach

on other people’s preserves, and so before venturing into

Virginia he wrote to Professor Smith:

... I have an idea, though it may be a wrong one, that in the

majority of cates it is the text only and not the tune that has been

1 See Usrtone Tune: (25 soap) (H. W. Gray Co., New York, 1916)
and Txnty Keatoity Msantaiu Soap (Oliver Dinon Co., Bceton. 19;?).

The tong? in both volume) are arranged with pianoforte accompaniment.
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noted. If I am right, it seems to me very important that the investi-

gation, initiated by your students, should be followed up by some
one, like myself, wIk> can take down the tunes; for I am wire you

will agree with me that the tunc is every whit as essential a part

of the ballad as the text. So it occurred to me that it might be . .

.

profitable for me to spend my last fortnight in your neighbourhood.

. . . But I should not wish to do this without your approval, or

unless I felt assured ofyour co-operation. . . . Apart altogether from

the question ofcollection it would be a great pleasure to me to visit

Charlottesville, show you the tunes and ballads that I have already-

taken down ami discuss them with you.

Professor Smith extended a cordial welcome and the last

week was profitably spent iri exploring the country around

Charlottesville.

We had our disappointments, ofcourse, and there were
some long weary trudges with no results; but sooner or

later the luck turned, sometimes quite unexpectedly, as

at the end of a tiring and fruitless twelve-hour day in

Tennessee when without hope we paid yet another call and
were instantly rewarded by hearing ‘The False Knight on
the Road'. On the whole, there was certainly no cause for

dissatisfaction, for in the first nine weeks Cecil Sharp

noted nearly four hundred tunes, reaching the high-water

mark with seventy in one week.



CHAPTER XIII

I917-I918

THE APPALACHIANS, 2

When I travelled, I took a paroeuiir Delight in hearing the Songs

and Fables that are come from Father to Son, and arc mott in vegue
among tie common People of the Countries through which I pasted;

for it it itnpotiible that anything that should be universally tasted and
approved by a Multitude, though they are only the Rabble ofa Nation,

which hath not in it some peculiar Apincsi to please and gratifie the

Mind of Man.—«mu, Sftetenr.

ttn 1917 wc were in the mountains during April and

JLMay and again during August, September, and the first

half of October. The first three weeks were spent in Ten-
nessee ar.d the rest of the time mostly in Kentucky.

This was our first experience of the mountain country

in Spring and it appeared a real fairyland. Cecil Sharp

wrote to his wife (May 6th, 1917):

I wish you could sec this country in its fresh Spring green. The
trees arc almost fully out now, and there is plenty of shade and the

country looks wonderful. 1 miss the singing birds of England, and

the woods sound very quiet for the time of year, but the flowers and

flowering trees arc just wonderful. The dogwood tree is very

lovely, a pure white Christmas-rose kind of flower, which covers

the tree before its leaves come out like the bUcktliom. Then there

is the magnolia, which they call the wild cucumber, because of the

scarlet, cucumber-shaped seed it bears in autumn. It grows very

freely from twenty to forty feet in height and is thick with blowom.

Then there is a small purple iris which grows pretty well every-

where. Lots of violets, but no primroses; and a lot of flowers I have

not yet named.

Our travels throughout the year were fraught with

anxiety owing to Cecil Sharp’s poor state of health. He
managed to do a fortnight's collecting, and then, whilst

staying at the Lincoln Memorial University, at Harrogate,

Tcnn.—a school for mountain boys and girls—he had a
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severe attack of fever with delirium, which kept hini.in

bed for three days. Even then he could not put the

collecting aside, but rook down twenty-four tunes from

students, whom 1 first tested and then brought to his

bedside.

Whilst he was still painfully weak we moved on to Pinc-

ville, a railroad town of some three thousand inhabitants

in Kentucky, where there was a comparatively comfort-

able hotel, and singers were to be found in the neighbour-

hood; but after a week he felt he had for the present

exhausted the district, and so, leaving creature comforts

hchind, we moved on to Barbourvillc, a small town, also

on the railway, where oil had recently been discovered.

Although the prospects did not at first seem very good,

we soon struck a ‘nest of singing-birds’; but our satis-

faction was short-lived, for after a few days Cecil Sharp

had an alarming return of the fever, which ihe local doctor

diagnosed as ‘probably typhoid'. As soon as they heard

of his illness Mr. John Campbell and Dr. Packard came

to his assistance, making a two days’ journey over the

mountains. When they arrived at Barbourvillc the fever

had subsided and Cecil Sharp, though barely strongenough

to sit up in bed, was taking down songs from a woman-
singer, whom I had brought to his bedside in the hopes of

dispelling the acute mental depression from which he was

suffering.

The journeys into the ‘wilds’ which he had planned

were now quite out of the question, but, as he could

not be persuaded to give up the collecting completely, we
compromised and, with the assistance of Dr. Packard and
Mr. Campbell, made the journey to Berea, in rhe foot-

hills of Kentucky, where there is a College for mountain
students and a comfortable hostelry run by the College.

We remained there a fortnight, and during that time

Cecil Sharp added another hundred tunes to his collection,

but the field was not a very good one, for the people had
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become sophisticated, and the singing of traditional songs
was apt to be despised as belonging to a past and discarded

mode of existence. We were told that the singing of iove-

sorfgs was only practised by the rough, common people,
and an earnest young College student was reluctant to

sing a version of ‘The Swapping Song’, as he cared oniy
for songs which contained 'great thoughts’. On another
occasion, though not in this district, Cecil Sharp was told

by a woman that she and her husband made ic a rule never
to sing love-songs nor to swear before the children. ‘What
the connexion between the two was, I don’t know,' Cecil
Sharp wrote to his daughter Joan

;
‘I do both to ^children,

as you know!'

In the meantime his health continued to give cause
for anxiety. He suffered from extreme weakness and ex-
haustion and seemed on the verge of a nervous collapse.

So after a few days at Pincvillc he gave up the collecting,

and at the beginning of June took a ten days’ rest at Ashe-
ville, in order to fit himself for the work of his Foik-Dancc
Summer School.

At the end of July we were back in the mountains. We
first spent a few fruitless days in North Carolina, on the
Ashevillc-Murphy line (which had been our first approach
to Asheville in the preceding year), trying in vain to com-
bine song-collecting and physical comfort.

To Mrs. Stotrow.
30. 7. 17.

The fact is we are too ckwr to Wayncsville, a large industrial

centre, and the inlubirants have been partly spiled, that is from
my point of view. The log-cabin* are primitive enough, but their

owners arc dean, near, and tidy, looking rather b'ke maid-servants

in respectable suburban families! It is std that cicanliiiw and good
muse, or goad taste in music, ratcly go together. Ditt and good
muse arc the usual bed-fellows, or cleanliness and rag-time

I So
we move further on tomorrow and in a day or two shall be roughing
it pretty badly, I expect

—an expectation that was fulfilled.
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We derided to continue our researches in Kentucky,

which had been cut short two months earlier by his illness.

The train journey from Asheville was a trying one. '“I

have never felt the heat so much since my last trip through

the Red Sea,’ he wrote in his diary.

A terrible experience waiting for the train, herded—about 150

of us—like pigs in a «v, not even with the information that we
were in the. right uy! After nearly half-an-hour of this purgatory

the train drew up and we were let out one by one through a narrow

opening. The windows so dirty in live train that wc could not see

the mountain scenery. Heat almost unbelievable—no air. There

we remained till 9 p.m. when we cached Knoxville and decamped

to the hotel. How we lived through that night I shall never know.

I am feeling very seedy—headache, asthma, and general lassitude.

From Knoxville wc proceeded by train to Barbourvillc,

and after a few days there we made our way to Manchester

(Clay Co.), a small county town in the heart of the

mountains, by an insecure branch railroad. ‘And such

a railroad!' writes Cecil Sharp.

The cars swayed to and fro and creaked and wheezed like an old

sailing-ship riding out a severe storm. They ay it is safe because

they travel so slowly—about nine miles an hour—bat I don't look

forward to the return journey.

Manchester (pronounced Manchester) was enjoying a

new-born prosperity due to the opening of coal-mines and

the running of the light railway.

To Mrs. Sorrow. , .1August a6th, 1917.

Manchester, though the County seat, has no made reads nor

water (except very doubtful wells—shallow at that) and no system

of sanitation. The hotel face* a vacant square with a dry creek

running across it covered with large boulders. Residents just tlirow

the content* of their dustbins out upon the streets where the hogs

which are numerous cat of it what they can! . .

.

And to Mr. John Glenn, the Director of the Russell Sage

Foundation, a kind and much valued friend, he writes:



1917 Sophistication

September 2nd 1917.

This trip is causing me to modify the opinion that I first formed

that the singing of folk-mcigs was universal in the mountains. . .

.

Prinutiveness in custom and outlook is not, I am finding, 10 much
the result of remoteness as bad economic conditions. When there

a coal and good wages to be earned, the families scon drop their

old-fashioned ways and begin to ape town manners, etc And
where the land is rich and the valleys broad and it is easy to accumu-
late surplus wealth the same thing follows I found, for irstancc,

that Clay County despite its remoteness was quite sophisticated.

Frame-houses were the rule along many of the creeks, rather than

the cabins; and here the inhabitants received my remarks about the

log songs with a superiority of air that was almost contemptuous.

Still even in country of this son it is possible to extract songs, and

often vet)- good ones, but only with difficulty, and then mainly

from the older inhabitants. . . . Here is a curious instance ofsuper-

ficial sophistication. A young girl was staying at Manchester . .

.

who had come from a very remote part twenty-live miles buck.

She was so ignorant that she imagined that England was t province

of Germany and that America was at war with both. Yet she

apologised one morning at breakfast because she had omitted to

use her face powder.

This sophisticated air of superiority was well described

by a singer, one of the 'really nice people' with whom
Cecil Sharp made friends. 'Those people have got rich

before they have any money,’ she said. Wc spent many
long hours with her and a friend who lived with her,

delighting in her racy talk and enjoying the songs that the

two women gave us. They both smoked pipes, although

when wc visited them they had only one between them.

She told us she had married three times: the first husband

had killed a man and was serving a long sentence in a

penitentiary; the next one drank, so she kicked him out;

and the third wouldn’t work and so had to depart in the

same summary fashion. She had a three-roomed house and
each rcom contained an enlarged framed photograph of

one of the husbands which she showed us with great pride.
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She had always been the same to everybody: 'I’ve just got

one face and I’ve worn it out—that's why it's so ugly,’ she

said. Two months after our visits she wrote to thank
Mr. Sharp for some snapshots and books he had sent lier,

for she could read and write. Her letter is given as she

wrote it, except for the correction of a few spelling errors

and the addition of punctuation

:

I received your letter yesterday and all our pictures. And I have

no words to express now well-pleased I was to hear from you and

dear little Maud, for I know there is something in your lives as well

as mine that brings grief instead of pleasure. Well, I received the

novels you sent me and you can guess whether I was pleased or not.

Bet your life 1 was more than pleased. Well, you spoke of the pips,

it is impossible to get them and 1 had rather have a pair ofspectacles,

as a pipe I can smoke in most any kind of pipe and I can not see

through any kind of glasses. Well, 1 truly hope you and Maud
will get bock to Manchester some day and that before long, for

it would do my heart good to see you. Excuse paper and pen and

hand.

The pipes referred ro were meerschaum pipes. When
Cecil Sharp asked her what she would like as a present

from New York, she said ‘A pipe made of the foam of

the sea’.

At the end of August we visited the Pine Mountain
Settlement School in Harlan County. There was then no
road to the school and it was reached by a steep, rough

trail over Pine Mountain. Cecil Sharp was enthusiastic.

To Mrs. John C. Campbell.
2.9.17.

There is a mountain-school—if you can cal! it a school—after

my own heart! It is just a lovely place, fine buildings, beautiful

situation, and wisely administered. Miss Pettit and Miss de Long
ate cultivated gentlefolk, who fully realize the fine innate qualities

of the mountain children and handle them accordingly. And the

children, many of them little more than babies, are jutf fiucinating,

clean, bright, well-behaved little things, who Come up, put their

handi in you tv, and behave like the children ofgentle-folk—which is,
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of Course, just what they arc. This settlement is a model of what

the mountain-schcxds should be. Everything is beautiful. . . .

Flowers arc grown everywhere and brge bowk of them in every

rocyn. The)’ do not emphasise the school side of things, nor, 1

am glad to say, the church side. They sing ballads after dinner

and grace before it.

The visit was a memorable one, not only to Cecil Sharp,

but to the members of the school staff. One of them,

Miss Evelyn Wells, writes (1931):

I remember what a hot August day it was when Mr. Sharp

and Mi« Karpclcs came walking in across Pine Mountain. Most

viators from the outside world were heralded by the guide, who
came ahead to open gates for his mule-passengers; not so these two,

who were quietly at our door-step before we knew it. . . . There

are many highlights on that visit of five days. . . . There was the

hour after supper in our big dining-room, where after the day of

farm-work and canning and other vacation occupations, we settled

buck in our chair* while those two wng to us
—*Thc Knight in

the Road', ‘All along in the Ludenejr', ‘Edward', ‘The Gypsy

Laddie', and many nursery song*. I cm remember the twilight

creeping in on u*, the youngest children falling to sleep, dropping

on their crowd arms at the table, as if tliey were being sung to by

their own firesides, the voices of the Sanger* getting more and more

impersonal in the dusk as song after .wig was hnidled.

There w£rc the two rnxm hour* when eight workers from the

staff learned 'Rufty Tufty’, 'The Black Nag’ and ‘Gathering

Peascods’ on the porch of Laurel House to Mr. Sharp’s teaching

and Mks Karjxlcs's singing of the tunc. 1 always think of that

when 1 watch a Pine Mountain May Day now with its four or five

sword teams, its varied country dances, its early morning morris.

— All the work of the day stopped during those lessens—children

stopped weeding the vegetable gardens, girls stopped washing the

clothes, even the workmen stopped building the school-house. And
this was in the days when we worked incessantly to pur roofs over

our heads and to can food against the winter, and every minute

counted.

1 remember the first morning when Mr. Sharp came to our six

o'clock breakfast late, fciving lost his way to the dining-room in the
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thick mountain mi« that filled the valley—suffering terribly from

an attack of asthma, which to my inexperienced eyes seemed highly

alarming—and then going off down the valley within the next

hour, walking miles to get songs from Singing Willie Nolan., I

remember tea under the apple-trees, where again we lee the Pine

Mountain world stop, while he talked of his mountain experiences,

and ofcollecting in England and the dancing there. . .

.

Mr. Slurp summed up for Pine Mountain much that till then

had been implicitly taken for granted. That he found there the

right soil in which to plant again the native crop of songs and

dances nude us realise our responsibility as never before and we
have never since let the heritage of the children die out.

Another mountain school that Cecil Sharp thought and

spoke well of was at Hindman (Knott Co.). We spent a

happy week there and Cecil Sharp noted sixty tunes, which

included some first-rate songs. Although only twenty

miles from the railway, the journey by mail-hack took

about ten hours. The return journey is described by Cecil

Sharp in a letter to an American friend.

To Miss Peggy ScovilL

26.9.17.
'1 ravelling here b an arduous affair. . . . There aren’t any real

reads, merely dirt-tracks strewn with boulders and plentifully be-

sprinkled with large cavities. We had seven people in the mail-

hack, the driver and his cook on the front scat, Maud, self, and

another female jammed tight like sardines on the back-scat, ar.d

two stalwart men standing on the mail-bags behind us. The cook

was of ‘cookly’ proportions or I should have shared the front scat

with the driver, but for Maud’s sake I sacrificed myself and placed

my thinner body on the back scat—but all the thanks I got was an

acid remark to the effect that, though larger, the cook would have

probuHy made a softer companion! There is no pleasing some

people.

This letter was written at Hazard, where we stayed a few

days in order to rest after our journeys, and Cecil Sharp,

finding that he could have the use of a piano which was
not too badly out of tune, spent his time in harmonizing,
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and made the first draft of ail the songs in his American-

English Folk-Songs}

Hazard) which, as Cecil Sharp said, should have been

calltfd ‘Haphazard’, he describes as

A noisome litt!e place, new, crude, dirty, unkempt, insanitary, a

mass of people, diligently dolUr-hunting with no other ideas in their

heads. These mountain places that get exploited by financial and

business men because of the presence of coal and oil arc as horrible

as the unexploited places are beautiful. But there is a fairly good

hotel here, and I can cat the food, and to tell the truth when we

arrived here on Monday we were both nearly ar the end of our

tether.

Our next journey was from Hazard to Hyden, the

county town of Leslie. Again the distance was about

twenty miles and it took the whole day to do. ‘The

journey', writes Cecil Sharp, ‘was the worse we have yet

experienced.'

The waggon was without springs or cushions on the scat—

a

tumbledown affair which rocked and creaked and bumped most

ominously all the way. Indeed, impossible was it to sit in that

we walked all the way except for the five miles or so when the road

went down the middle of the errek. . . . We crossed five mountains

on the way and were just dead when we arrived.

Hyden he described as ‘the most primitive county town
I have struck’.

We hadn’t Ix-en then: more than a day or so before everyone in

the place knew u$ and knew our business and everything about u*.

It was like entering a family party.

They all spoke of him affectionately as the ‘old gentleman’,

and they followed our movements in search of songs with

the greatest interest. It was an excellent centre for collect-

ing, and the songs in Cecil Sharp '3 notc-hookswcrerapidly

increasing, but after a week he was again stricken with-

out any warning with a sharp attack of fever, which was

1 Published by Schirmcr, New York, I o 1 S, and rerrinted as FM-Sxtrs
*f EnglM Ofigi*, vol. i, by NoveUo, 1919.
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alarming, as we were two days’ journey from a big town.

Happily, it did no: last long, and after five days we decided

to risk the journey and move to a more accessible place.

A few days before he was taken ill, Cecil Sharp saw and

noted the Running Set, a form of country dance which is

now popular all over England. We had seen the dance

first at Pine Mountain, and the scene is thus described

by him:

It wai imeed one evening after dark on the porch ofone of the

largess houses of the Pine Mountain School with only one dim

lantern to light up the scene. Hue the moon streamed fitfully in

lighting up the mountain peaks in the background and, casting its

mysterious light over the proceedings seemed to exaggerate the

wildness and the brcak-ncck speed of the dancers as they whirled

through the mazes of the dance. There was no music, only the

stamping and dapping of the onlookers, but when one of the

emotional crises of the dance was reached . . . the air seemed literally

to pulsate with the rhythm of the 'patters’ and the tramp of die

dancers’ feet, while, over and above it all, penetrating through die

din, floated the even, falsetto tones of the Caller, calmly arid un-

rxritcdiy reciting hts directions. 1

The dance had on that occasion been sprung upon us

unawares, and we were unable to make more than a few

casual notes. We saw it again at Hindman at a party

which had been arranged for our benefit, but the dancing

was not good, and it would in any case have been difficult

to note the dance owing to the crowded state of the room.

There is no such thing as a private party in the moun-
tains, but all come who wish, whether invited or not. Ac
Hyden we were fortunate enough to see undisturbed a

good set of dancers, and a few days later, after Cecil Sharp

had been taken ill, I went to a ‘bean-stringing’ in the

neighbourhood, where I witnessed and took part in the

dance. It was performed in a small, unvcntilatcd room

about twelve feet square into which thirty to forty people

1 Introduction to The Ccxntr) Dance Bcok, Part 5.
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besides the dancers managed to squeeze themselves. Set-

running has a bad name in the mountains, possibly because

of Puritan prejudices, but more probably because it leads

otti’n to drinking and sometimes to shooting. Whatever the

cause, all but the most sternly religious-minded continue

to dance, only they speak ofit as ‘playing’ and not dancing.

After leaving Hyden we remained in Kentucky for a

few days and then proceeded to Ashcvilic. An entry on

October 17th in Cecil Sharp's diary reads:

So now this tour is finished. I am feeling rather sad but greatly

relieved to know that 1 have reached a haven of rest without mishap

where 1 can cat, sleep,write music,and, 1 hope, get flesh and strength

again. . . . And there arc the 600 tunes in my crunk collected this

year—not without some expenditure of physical vitality.

Ir. 1918 we again had two periods of collecting in the

mountains: the first from April to June, and the second

from July to October. The whole of the first period was

spent in Virginia, except for a few days in West Virginia,

and we returned to Virginia for the first five weeks of the

second period, spending the remainder of the time

—

about six weeks—in North Carolina. Living conditions

were at times very primitive and there was some rough,

hard travelling, but Cecil Sharp had no return of the

fever, and although he often felt ill and exhausted he got

through without any serious collapse.

The mountains of Virginia—or at any rate those parts

that we visited—were free from the industrial towns of

mushroom-growth which were an objectionable feature

of Kentucky, and on chat account our travels were plea-

santer, bur the singing of the songs was no more general

than it was in Kentucky. Cecil Sharp sums up the situa-

tion in a letter to Professor Alphonso Smith (September tsr,

« 9 , 8):

The tradition [in Virginia] is Readily approaching extinction

owing tn the establishment oftthools and the Contaminating influ-
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encc of what is usually called modern progress. In North Carolina

every one sings and the folk-song is still vital In Kentucky the

tradition was, I imagine, in full blast up to a few years ago, and

still is in some of the most remote districts, but is now” being rapidly

killed in its prime by industrialism. In Kentucky it is a ease of

sudden deaths in Virginia of euthanasia.

In the same letter he states:

I have found the tunes in Virginia extraordinarily beautiful; 1

think of greater musical value than those that T have taken down
anywhere else in America.

Sometimes we were able to stay at an hotel or a school,

but generally there was no alternative but to live with the

people rhcmsclvcs, and however poor might be the accom-

modation they were always ready to ‘take care’ of us and

to give us of their best. One of the pleasantest times was
that which we spent in the Tye River Valley with a family

consisting of our host, his wife Salina, and three children.

As is usual in mountain homes, there was only one wash-

basin, which was kept on the back-porch and there did

duty as might be required, but the hospitable instincts of

our hostess led her to suspect that we might prefer to

perform our morning ablutions in the privacy’ of our own
rooms; and so with great courtesy the basin was handed

in each morning first to me and then to Mr. Sharp.

It was whilst staying in the Tye River Valley that we
first heard the rumour that we were German spies, a

suspicion which we afterwards had to contend with in

other places. We were told that after an evening prayer

meeting the whole congregation stayed and discussed us,

and it was generally agreed that we were highly suspicious

characters, and that noting tunes was merely a blind to

hide our nefarious actions, which included the poisoning

of springs amongst other things. All this we heard from

our host and hostess, who enjoyed the joke, and other

friends, including the postmaster. lie was convinced that

we were not Germans for he had once seen one, and
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neither of us bore any resemblance to that specimen of

the race. Whether or not they believed us to be spies,

every one seemed glad to see us. Some neighbours, an

oldman of the name of Philander, who gave us many good

songs, and his blind wife, did their best to persuade us to

come and live with them in their tiny log-cabin, and every

time we visited them the old blind lady would anxiously

inquire:
4 And is Salina still familiar?’ hoping that it we fell

out with Salina we might be willing to change our lodging.

The tunes came in apace, but there were some dis-

appointing periods, as for instance a short stay in the

Shenandoah Valley, where the population proved to be

very largely of German extraction, and a tiresome journey

into West Virginia, where we found that the continuity of

rural life had been disturbed by the coal industry. On
September 1st, 1918, Cecil Sharp wrote to Mrs. Storrow:

This is to let you know that we are bod: alive, though somewhat

chastened by the heat anil the bufferings of a rather unkind fate!

For the last month we have struck a rather unproductive patch, but

in this work it is nectnary to explore all the grout*! and every now

and again we mute expect to meet with failure. It was rather

disapp:xnting in this case because we had expected the Us: two

counties in Virginia—Franklin ax>d Patrick—to be especially pro-

ductive as the railways art very few and die mountain districts more

than ordinarily isolated. We had built many hopes upon a place

with a thoroughly bad reputation for illicit stills, shootings, etc.,

bat when we got there (it was twenty-five miles from the station)

there was a Missionary revival going on and in the evening the

residents crowded to the 'preaching’ dressed in fashionable garments,

low-necked dresses, high-heels, and well powdered fact*. . . . The

fact is the price of whisky has so gone up that ‘mnoroJiining* has

been exceedingly profitable and they are rolling in money. Songs

were, of course, out of the question and we retired next day some-

what crestfallen. . . . Then again, we had set our expectations on

the Meadows of Dan, partly because of its delightful name, but

mainly because of its extreme isolation and altitude of 3,500 feet.

And it was certainly one of the most arduous ai>d dangerous
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journeys we have ever undertaken. We motored to the county

town, Swart, and ffiwi,ifccr nun) refusals, prevailed on a driver to

take us up to the Meadows in his motor, a matter of seventeen

miles* The roaJ which is ordinarily a very steep, narrowband

dangerous one was far worse than usual on account of some recent

thunder-storm* which hid washed it clean right down to the

native rock. In tome places the inclination of the car was so great

in turning a corner, with a sheer fall of rive or six hundred feet

over the side, that the driver himself suggested that we should get

out while he negotiated it—which we did with alacrity! How
a car could have driven up at all 1 can’t imagine. I air. sure

nothing but a Ford could have done it And then when we got to

the top of the ridge we found a large plateau of rolling meadows and

fertile land occupied by a thoroughly respectable, church-going,

school-attending population, making money at a great rate owing

to the advance in food prices, and many of them housed in comfort-

aWe frame-dwellings and sporting their own motor-ors. . . . Still

we did get some songs and a few rather good ones, but nothing like

the hag we had expected to make.

Then there were the day-to-day difficulties and dis-

appointments. On two separate occasions we toiled up a

steep mountain in tropical weather to call on an old lady

of eighty-nine who had a great reputation as a singer, only

to find on the first occasion that she had gone out visiting,

and on the second that she was preparing to receive the

preacher for dinner and was in such a fluster that she

would scarcely talk to us. It was on one of these occasions

that we proved with bitter experience the fallacy of the
4

nigh-way\ The directions were clear: we had only to

walk up to the top of the mountain and then drop down to

our destination on the other side—a matter of six or seven

miles; but the mountain was densely wooded, and after

having walked for several hours we made inquiries at the

first log-cabin and discovered that we were only a mile

from whence wc had started. Wc had walked up the

mountain and down again on the same side.

However, such difficulties and hardships only served
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to throw into relief the pleasant experiences of our jour-

neys—the beautiful country, the musical atmosphere, and
the charm of the people.

An incident that lives in the memory was that which

occurred in a poor home in Virginia. We were noting

songs from a woman who was surrounded by her family

of thirteen children—seven of her own and six step-

children. Eagerly but quietly they watched the strange

proceedings, and then as their mother began to sing a

beautiful modal tunc' they softly joined in, almost without

consciousness of what they were doing, enhancing the

beauty of the tune by the haunting loveliness Oi their young
voices.

Cecil Sharp’s relationship with the people can, perhaps,

be best understood by quoting a remark made bv a singer

whom we called upon to say our last good-byes. ‘My
husband and I are sorry you arc going,’ she said, ‘we like

you both—you are so nice and common.’ Cecil Sharp

considered that the greatest compliment he had ever

been paid.

The last six weeks which were spent in North Carolina

were very productive. During the last month we were

more or less comfortably housed in a little summer hotel

in Burnsville, Yancey' Co., and the field was so rich

—

Cecil Sharp noted two hundred songs in the district

—

that there was no need to move elsewhere.

From the Grove Park Inn, Asheville, our haven of rest,

he writes to Mrs. Storrow (October 13th, 1918):

Here wc arc at last. VVc arrived yesterday safe and Kxmd, I am
glad to say. ... I am dreadfully tired and wont, but a week's rest

here and good feeding will I am assured make me quite fit again. . .

.

I am sorry to have said good-bye to the mountain people, hut I

suspect 1 luve seen the last of them. There is enough work left,

which might be well worth doing, that would take perhaps another
year, but 1 am satisfied with what I have done, and the rest cm be

1 'The Green Bed.'
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left (0 Others. Without your active assistance the work would never

have lx*n done, and I am deeply grateful to you.

It would seem that Cecil Sharp had every reason to be

satisfied. He had collected from 28 t singers a tofal of

1,612 tunes, including variants, representing about 500
different songs and ballads. Of the artistic and scientific

value of his work he had no doubt. He regarded it 33 the

coping-stone to what he had done in England.

Practically all the songs and ballads can be traced to

English or Lowland-Scotfish sources, but the tunes are

very different in character from those which have been

noted in this country in recent rimes. Whether they have

suffered a sea-change, or whether they represent English

folk-music of an earlier period is open to argument. A
large proportion are cast in the pentatonic scale. They

arc more rugged and austere than the English tunes; less

mellow, but no less beautiful, although their beauty is not

perhaps so obvious. Whether one prefers the Appalachian

or the English type is a matter of taste, and there is happily

no need to make a choice, but taken in the aggregate most

people would agree that the general average of the Appa-

lachian songs is higher than that of rhe English collections.

From the scientific standpoint the value of Cecil Sharp's

Appalachian collections lies in the fact that it is an expres-

sion of the innate musical culture of a homogeneous

community.

To Cecil Sharp the mountain community was an out-

standing example of 'the supreme cultural value of an

inherited tradition'.

Their language, wisdom, manners, and the many graces of life

that are theirs arc merely racial attributes which liavc been acquired

and accumulated in past centuries and landed down generation by

generation, each generation adding its quota to that which it received.

It must be remembered also that in their everyday lives they are

immune from that continuous, grinding, mental pressure due to the

attempt to make a living, from which nearly all of ui in this modern
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world suffer. ... In this respect, at any rate, they have the advantage

over those who habitually spend the grratcr part of every day in

preparing to live, in acquiring the technique of life, rather dun its

enjoyment. 1

His experiences in the Appalachian Mountains strength-

ened his belief that ‘the hope for the future of art is that

the leisured class may become the whole community and
not one small part of it’.

When Cecil Sharp lectured about the mountain people
and stressed their charm of manner and their culture there

were usually some sceptics in his audiences. 'Surely', they

said, ‘he is looking at these people through rose-coloured

spectacles.’ Yet he was only describing human beings

in their natural state; but in our ordinary lives the real

person gets so covered over with the veneer of civilization

that when he is shown us naked and unadorned we do not

always recognize him.

With the eye of the artist Cecil Sharp saw beneath the

surface, and where some might have seen only poverty,

dirt, and ignorance, he saw humanity, beauty, and art.

To Cecil Sharp it was axiomatic that any natural and sin-

cere human expression must be beautiful, because human
nature is beautiful. Or, as a woman in Kentucky put

it, on hearing that the ballad of ‘The Death of Queen
Jane', which she had just been singing, was founded on
historical fact: ‘There now, I always said it must be true

because it is so beautiful.’

' Introduction to Engiiii Fi/k-Scvgi frets tie Scarierr AppafatAia*
MsMVtOiKJ.
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CHAPTER XIV

1918-1923

PICKING UP THE THREADS
I.Ofsqu'un Homme a commit un iranqueraer.t dins ti conduite, wit

mi aSJuiro de a famillf. ou jo gourcrocraent d’un ctal, ou au com-

nundcreent d’une armec, nc dil-on pat (oujouit, Uo icl * fair un

nuuvas pn dir.i unc telle affaire^ Et f»ir< un mauva:* pit pout-il

prettier d'ju ire client que de nc avoir pas darner f

Moafs;, Lt Bttvgtoii Gwi/imtat.

after an absence of nearly two years Cecil Sharp rc-

turned in 1918 to 'a new England but a very nice

one all the same’. With Maud Karpelea he joined his

family in their new home at + Marcsficld Gardens, Hamp-
stead, where he spent the ret of his days. After ‘per-

haps the happiest and most peaceful Christmas’ within his

memory he plunged straight into work, the immediate

business being the dirccrion of the Stratford -on -Avon
Christmas Vacation School, which was attended by seventy

students. Thr* majority had learned rheir dancing before

the War, and the coming together of these fellow-dancers,

after the upheaval of the last four years, established a sense

of continuity' which was not without its poignancy.

Cecil Sharp found the change of climate
—

’the dull

sunless cold winter after the exhilarating air of America’

—very trying. He felt ‘more or less collapsed, as a man
would feel who had lived on stimulants for some years

and then had suddenly given them up’. But to others he

seemed rather to be charged with dynamic energy; now
that he was back again, the dances pulsated with new
life. His teaching experiences in America had given him

a deeper understanding of the art and technique of the

dances, and as usual he was longing to impart it to others.

Then there was the breathless Running Set dance to be

taught, experiences of the Appalachian Mountains to be

told, and ballads and songs to be sung. But perhaps the
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most stirring occasion of all was one in which Cecil Sharp

took no active part, but listened together with the rest of

the 'School' to four members of the staff describing how
they had taught folk-dancing to the troops in France.

Folk-dancing was introduced into the Army in May
1917 by Miss D. C. Daking, entering under the auspices

of Miss Lena Ashwell's concert-parties and the Y.M.C.A.
It was extraordinarily difficult to know how to begin. No
one would learn till he had seen the dance, and there were

not numbers enough to show him it. Then the halls were

wanted in the evenings for entertainments, and the men
had work in the mornings. Miss Daking began in the

Convalescent Depot, where the morning was free, with a

Northumbrian Sword Dance, ‘because a man likes the feel

of a tool in his hand’. Every one crowded round; no one

laughed; some one said, 'That's the stuff to give ’em'.

No. 5 danced it through with an amputated toe in a new
boot; No. 3 sat down looking pale and shiny (a heart-ease);

but the thing went. At last ‘The Granary’ was found,

with puddles in the floor and holes in the ceiling, but at

any rate dancing room. Men came in slowly, with whole

limbs; a paper and comb provided music, then a fiddle,

then a piano. The thing made fame: neighbouring com-

mands heard of it and indented upon the instructress for

an evening or 2 week of evenings. The E.F.D.S. sent out

more to teach. The dance was put on parade, with squads

of men and the band playing. By Christmas there were
twelve happy people with every minute occupied in teach-

ing the most popular side-show in France.

The fact that folk-dancing had been tried in France

with success in particular circumstances did not, as might
have been expected, cause it to attract greater numbers at

home; and only a handful of those who danced in France

actually joined the Society’. But this experience changed
the attitude towards it; the dance was now seen to be a

sane and intelligent thing, not merely a pastime for children
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and cranks. In 1914 interest in it was to make; in 1919 it

was made, partly because every one was dancing something

just then, partly because the War had altered our values.

‘Nationalism in art,’ said Sharp, ‘which before the war fras

an academic subject, has become a vital one.' In writing

from New York to congratulate Miss Diking on her pro-

gress and success, Sharp had said:

I have Biways sure that although the War would disrupt and

sweep away many things it would not affect our dance and song

movement except perhaps to strengthen it. The stuff we deal in

n as genuine and teal as anything in the world: reality is just wliat

an upheaval such as the present will make every one demand—

things that arc insincere and untrue are the things that it will alone

destroy.

At the beginning of 1919 the Right Hon. H. A. L.

Fisher, President of the Board of Education, 1916-22,

decided to emphasize the musical side of teaching. He
asked Sharp to call on him and discuss the best way of

instilling into the minds of children 'a sense of rhythm

and a love of our old English national songs and dances'.

He saw that Sharp was ‘marked out by his great knowledge

and single-minded enthusiasm for the task, and that the

place where his peculiar gifts would tell most, and soonest,

was the training-college'. It may be mentioned that two

other presidents of the Board thought highly of his work.

In 1923, when a special performance of folk-songs and

folk-dances was shown to members of the Imperial Educa-

tion Conference, Lord Irwin (then theRt. Hon. Edward

Wood), speaking for the Government in the House of

Commons, mentioned Mr. Cecil Sharp as one ‘ro whose

work in this field British education owes an almost irre-

deemable debt of gratitude'. Sir Charles Trevelyan has

also called him ‘one of the greatest educational influences

of the time'.

In April 1919 Sharp was offered and accepted the
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work of 'occasional' inspector of Training Colleges in

Folk-Song and Dancing. An initial difficulty cropped up

in that Sharp would have to use his own publications as

tettt-books because, as Mr. Fisher said, there was 'happily

no alternative’. In view of this difficulty the permanent

officials suggested that Sharp should get rid of his rights

in the books; however, the matter was dropped after

discussion. More serious was the proposal that his work

should be made a branch of the Medical Department.

Sharp’s view was that to appoint a physical expert to in-

spect the dancing would be as ridiculous as to appoint

a throat doctor to inspect the singing. He gained his

point eventually, and held the appointment from 1919 to

1923. Sharp was the only Occasional Inspector of Folk-

Dancing appointed by the Board with the single exception

of Mrs. Douglas Kennedy, who held the position during

the whole of 1920; but the Board has shown itself to be

continuously in sympathy with the movement (see App. C).

In his Report to the Board of Education (1920-3)

Sharp thus describes his aim:

To present the dance to the students at the Technical Colleges

as a Fine Art with technical principles and possibilities, and to pre-

vail upon the College authorities to make it one of the regular

subjects of study.

To each College he made (« repeated) his visit at the

express invitation of the Principal. In the lecture-lesson,

from one and a half to two hours, he would see, discuss

or criticize any folk-dance that the students could show

him, or teach them a new one. This would give an oppor-

tunity for inculcating principles, such things as poise of

body, elimination of superfluous action, interpretation of

the music by the dance, and so forth. The interest of the

students was soon secured, and the College authorities

were not unwilling to make room for the dance in a

crowded curriculum. Sharp advised that the folk-dancing

be made a voluntary subject and associated wherever
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possible with the social activities of the College. He
pointed out that little time need be spent upon technical

instruction so long as the teaching was in the hands of a

really efficient instructor.

The Board of Education appointment came just when

the English Folk Dance Society needed much tittle and

attention. The sudden and rapid increase in the number

of people who wanted to dance made it imperative to

strengthen and extend the organization ot the Society, and

so Sharp had his hands full. One difficulty was that the

Society had no head-quarters. In January 1919a public

meeting, organized by Mrs. Shuldham Shaw, was called

by Ijdy Mary Trcfiisis, to see if this could be remedied;

Sharp spoke, Sir Arthur Somervell, Mr. Granville Barker,

Mr. Plunkct Greene, Sir Henry Hadow (in the Chair),

and others. Nothing came of it, and the Society hugger-

muggered along in a one-room or two-room office, hiring

various halls for the dancing, an irritating and expensive

process. Meanwhile the number of dancers grew, and it

was hard to find enough halls or teachers for the many
classes that had to be arranged. During 1920 the average

weekly attendance at London classes rose to nearly seven

hundred, and by 1924 it was a thousand.

The organization of the dancing in London was, how-

ever, the least part of Sharp's work, for all the time he

was keeping in touch, by correspondence and by constant

visits, with the local branches which were scattered all

over the country. At the end of the War there were

twenty-three provincial branches, which now had to be

reconstructed; by 19:4 there were forty-three. He did

not make the organization rigid; each branch was re-

sponsible to the parent society for the artistic standard,

but otherwise managed its affairs in its own way. Sharp

was always ready and was constantly called on to give

advice, but his suggestions were usually accompanied

with ‘Of course, you know your own local conditions
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better than I do’. The branches began in towns and their

areas were extended as occasion demanded; in 1923, partly

in consequence of a grant from the Carnegie United King-

dom Trust, Sharp devised a count)- basis.

The Vacation School was one of the best and pleasantest

ways of spreading a knowledge of the dances. In 1919

the Schools which had hitherto invariably been held at

Stratford-on-Avon began to be taken elsewhere, c.g.

Cheltenham, Aldeburgh, 1 York, Exeter. The Christmas

Schools from 19:0 onwards were in London: of one of

these Sharp writes (27. 1 2.22):

We open tomorrow with 578 students, 21 teachers, and 21

accompanists, a motor-bus sen-ice between the outlying rooms and

the central building, and a rotten Director doubled up with lumbago,

coughing and guttering with bronchitis, and otherwise displaying

symptoms of galloping senility.

By July 1921, after two and a half years of steady work.

Sharp thought it was time to appeal to a larger public, so

the King's Theatre, Hammersmith, was taken for a week’s

Festival, and performances were given every evening and

on two afternoons. Sharp orchestrated most of the tunes

and conducted, Miss Elsie Avril leading. There was little

doubt of the impression made on those who watched these

performances: ‘open-air sweetness’, ‘cleanness’, ’whole-

somcncss’, were the expressions.

1 found myself [wrote Mr. F.rmst Newman] growing more

and more interested in the dances as an art, . . . astonished at

the variety, and enchanted with the perfect harmony between the

steps and the music. ... 1lowevcr Cosmopolitan a man’s culture may

make him, there always remains deep down in him a love for the

ancestral things of his own race.

And the change of attitude (see p. 66) was very welcome.

Sharp probably did as much work during the last tew

years of his life as at any other period, inspecting, judg-

ing, lecturing, &c. Mattie Kay being abroad, he usually

' See Marie end Lttim, October 1913.
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illustrated his lectures on the Appalachian songs himself

with the help of Maud Karpclcs. Even after twelve years

Sir Michael Sadler can say:

A romantic tile and a great adventure—so told that it left a drep

nurk in my memory and became a landmark in my mind.

At his first public lecture on the subject in London, at the

Aeolian Hall (May 1919), the songs were illustrated by
Mr. Owen Colver; and in the second part of the pro-

gramme, Sharp, having changed into flannels, danced the

Running Set with seven other members of the Society.

He appeared, too, on many other occasions as a dancer;

a favourite form of propaganda was the ‘quartette’—usu-

ally Sharp, Maud Karpeles, Douglas and Helen Kennedy

—in which Sharp lectured and joined in the country

dances for two couples.

This would be the natural place to say something about

his lectures. His main tenets were that beauty is not the

aim of art, but the proof of it; that it comes of work for a

dear purpose, ar.d of economy;

that every human being is a potential artist and that all forms of

artis-tic utterance are natural and inborn; that technique and artistry

—body and soul, matter and spirit—are two aspects of the same

thing, and nearly all the troubles in the world come from the

attempt to divorce die one from the other; that technique is not the

enemy of enjoyment, but the condition precedent 0f it; and that

self-forgetfulness is the measure of trie higher forms of enjoyment.

What he has to say of the peasant and his art may he

summarized as follows:

You must first understand the peasant, die sole survivor of

a homogeneous society, with few daws distinctions; and what we
think of as conscious arts were to him unconscious occupations.

Looking buck on twenty years’ contact with him, I should name
as his chief characteristics reserve, personal detachment, and dignity.

He is gentle, unobtrusive, unassertive, both 10 his fellows and to

cockneys like myself. He believes [with Steven Guazzo, 1594,

whom he quoted] that ‘as words wcil uttered shewe eloquence
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and learning, so silcr.-ce well kepi showed) prudence and gravirie’.

Tills quality has been misinterpreted as proceeding from a low

intelligence, a restricted vocabulary, or churlish manners No-, his

mind moves slowly, but give him time; he is considerate to a fault,

and has a quiet natural Courtesy of hts own.

This conies out in the song and dance lie invented and performs.

His song has no superfluous words; it repeats stock phrases ‘gay

gold ring’, ‘pretty fair maid’, ‘skin as soft a? silk', ‘milkwhite steed’;

the tune has few ornamental notes. In his dance he cuts out the

unnecessary and suppresses his individuality. He learned both song

and dance as he learned his speech, from his parents, and takes

them for granted; he enjoys them for what he gets out ofthem, not

for anything he might put into them, and in this respect he con-

trastsstrongly with die professional singer, who is all for an 'original'

reading. Such exhibition of personality may be necessity with poor

music; it is to be deprecated with Bach—or with the Bible. Folk-

song and folk-dance contain within themselves potential expression

and our problem is to extract it.

Sharp’s position as Director of the English Folk Dance
Society had been an honorary' one until the end of 1919
when he accepted a salary of ^400 a year from the

Society. This addition to his income, though it did not

make him a wealthy man, did at least relieve him from

financial anxiety, and three years later—at the end of 1 922

—he relinquished his Civil List Pension on the grounds

that his books were beginning to provide a fairly adequate

income. To his friend, Paul Oppd, he confided (24. 11.22)

that the consideration which had prompted him to take

this action was

the feet that W. H. Hudson resigned his pension in similar circum-

stances and for the sime reason. The nutter ha* been on my
mind, as you know, and I found it perpetually troubling me because

my instinct told me I had no longer a right to it.

And in reply he was congratulated on a relinquishment

which did him even more honour than the original award.

Though the last few years brought relief from poverty,
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(hat other handicap ill health was greatly increased. The

story is that of a sick man righting against time. Alter

apologizing for the delay in answering a letter on account

of stress of work, he writes

:

Tn Mrs John Campbell.
20.5.1920.

I really hardly know how I have got through this last winter.

I lave worked—slaved—like a pack-horse, fighting all the while

against indifferent health. How I am going to survive another

winter I really don’t know! This country is the most beautiful in

the world but its climate is the roost detestable. I have coughed

incessantly for nearly six months and shall continue to do so till the

weather gets warmer. . . . And all the time the drafts on my time

and energy have been and are steadily increasing, and I do not see

any way in which I can lighten my work. The men who would

by now have shouldered the responsibilities I am bearing were, at

you know, killed in the war and as yet no one has conic forward to

take their place. I am just longing to retire from active work and

get back to my h<x>Ls and writing, but I do not sec how it is to be

done in the circumstances. It is really a very dreary look-out for

me and I am getting very depressed. Perhaps I (hall buck up again

when the weather gets warner. If I could only get away for a

month's holiday 1 might get better, but I do not sec any chance of

being aWe to do so. The vacation schools occupy my time in the

regular holidays, and they have grown enormously.

It was not only asthma and bronchitis with which Cecil

Sharp had to contend, but recurring spells of fever similar

to those he had had in the mountains. The fever would

attack him suddenly and sharply, producing a short period

of high temperature, often accompanied by delirium, and a

subsequent condition of extreme exhaustion which lasted

for several weeks. He consulted doctors and submitted to

a course of inoculation; but the fevers persisted, and the

convalescence after each attack became more and more

laborious. From the winter of 1921 onwards he tried to

regain strength by making occasional short stays in the

country, first at Malvern and later on at Sidmouth. ‘ The
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enforced and unaccustomed leisure’ which he had on these

occasions and during periods of convalescence at home

was not spent in idleness. He kept up his voluminous

cor.espondcnce and took the opportunity of working at

his songs and dances.

He now had in his possession four editions of Playford’s

Dancing Master, the fourth edition (1670) having been

presented to him in January 1920 by some friends and
admirers on the initiative of Mrs. Shuldham Shaw, and

this enabled him to study the work more closely than he

had done in the past at the British Museum. He de-

ciphered another fifty dances, ‘some of them really beauti-

ful ones set to the jolliest tunes imaginable’, and these

were published in 1922 in the sixth (and last) part ol The

Country Dana Hook.

Although he had neither the time nor the strength to

do much collecting he could not bear to give it up alto-

gether, and he managed to do a little each summer.

To Mia Priscilla Wyatt-Edgdl
30.9.22.

I am just luck—with the faithful Maud, of course—from a

strenuous collecting expedition indie Midlands—Bucks, Northant*,

Oxon, Warwickshire,Berks,etc.—chieflyafter survivals ofmorris,

hut getting songs incidentally. We instituted definite enquiries in

45 villages. 1 got a few more dances and several songs. 1 enjoyed

it very much and am feeling very downhearted at having to return

and take up routine work again. I am letter at collecting, than any-

thing cl*i it suits my health as well as my temperament—for one

thing the only people who seem really to understand and enjoy my
jokes arc the old peasants. 1 suppose my sense of fun is not very

subtle—at least that is what my daughters and othets seem to

insinuate!

During the years 1919-24 he added only another 190

tunes to his collection, but he got some interesting morris

dances from Adderbury (Oxon.) and Brackley (Northants)

which he published in a revised edition of Parts 2 and 3
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of The Morris Book. The last tunc he collected—a version

of ‘Three Maids a-milking*—was sung to him on Sep-

tember 13th, 1923, by an old woman of eighty-three in the

Hcadington Union, only a few hundred yards from' the

spot where his first folk-tune was noted on December

26th, 1899.

On February 2 jth, 1923, Sharp was offered the honor-

ary degree of Master of Music by the Vice-Chancellor of

Cambridge. On June 8th this was conferred on him, with

the following speech by the Public Orator:

llacc credo invenietis si grneris humani velitis annales investigare:

primum gentes crimes suis artibus vigere, mox dum vitae cupidi

dignioris alienas scctantur homines suas fastidire, omissas tandem

frnstra rcvocarc. Vixissc quidem ante Agamemnona fortes, auc-

torem habemus Horanum, sed orunes una nocte obscurates esse.

Nenvo Ilomcrcs nemo Vergilio vitio verterit quod civium animos

sibi devinxerint; dolcbunt omno carmina simplicioni temjx>ris

antiquioris ct apud Graeco ct apud Idles omnino periis*. lice

apud Anglos quam pacnc vidimus accidercl Hie tamcn, quern

votes pracscnto, ubique in villis ct in vicis rusticos seniores ita

amicitia ct concordia permovit ut carmina amiqua rccitarent;

immo inter montes Appalachicos, inter moncar.o* illos moris aviti

ct linguae tcnacissimos, carmina patriae eonquisivit invenit servavit.

Dwripta in ora virum redcunt, ct quae incuria rusticorum ct

oblivione pacne delcta crant, jam tandem florent omnium amorc.

Unus homo nobis, dicemus, cantando restituit rcm.® Ergo gratis

animis honoramus CedHum Sharp.

Duco ad vos Cbcilivm Jacobvm Sharp
.

1

1 You will find, 1 think, if you care to examine the earliest records of

mankind, three stages. People first made much of their own arts and

crafts; then they began to worry about the ‘ideal', and to adopt the**: of

their neighbours; lastly, they deuxsed their own, and were sorry for it

afterwards. For. if we may trust Horace,
"f

many a man was brave

Long before Agamemneo's day,

But one and all have gone their way
To silence deeper than the grave.

Without whhing to blame Homer and Virgil for binding their competrkrts

t Hot. 04. IV. 9. *5.Cf. /faf. xii. I.



CHAPTER XV

I 9 23- I 9 24; I9H-*933

LAST DAYS

Thyme, thyme, it is a prcciour, precious tiling

j

It’s a root that the sun shines oa;

And Time it will bring everything unto an end;

And »o our toe goes on.

Ffilk-iw&.

During 1923 Cecil Sharp’s health became worse; the

fevers increased and he had thirteen separate attacks

in that year. In October he reluctantly decided to take

a rest-

I do not want to live—especially in such a world as the present

one—unless; I can recover my strength- I hate having my wings

dipped and dragging along as an invalid.

He went to Montreux, accompanied by Maud Karpclcs,

and remained there two months. After wo attacks of fever

he consulted a doctor who diagnosed it as malaria and

treated him accordingly, and he did not have another

attack. His general health improved and he enjoyed the

two months of rest and quiet.

He tried to improve his ‘public school* French by

with a ipell, we may regTcr the total disappearance of the old Greek and
Roman folk-sce g*. A little more,and that would have happened in England

too. That it did do?, we owe to the man 1 am presenting to you. I ic went

round the farm? and villages- and by hfe frcndlmes and sympathy induced

the cider generation to ring him theiT songs. And it was the Mime in the

Appalachian mountains: hi sought, found, and preserved the songs of a

count

their

now everybody loves singing what by the indifference and forgetfulness of

the peasants was all but lost. We shall say with the poet:

One nan with a song it pleasure

Shall go forth and conquer a crown.®

And so with grateful hearts we honour Cecil Sharp.

I present to 70U Ckol Jamd Smart.

• O'Shiuahnwv. Th

ry»d* where they hod never forgotten the language and customs of

forefathers. These lire a#iir. in his descripboo and on our lips, and
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having lessons with a French lady, but this was not very

successful. At the end of the two months his French con-

versational powers were hardly greater than those of an

unfortunate fellow traveller whom he once tried to assist.

This was an English nun who, having found herself in the

wrong train, wounded the feelings of the French guard by

exclaiming, ‘Cc train n’est pas pnpre'

.

I lowcvcr, although

his conversation was halting and inadequate, he had on a

former occasion been able to muster a sufficiently large

vocabulary to explain, much to the perplexity of a French

customs official, who was looking suspiciously at the

E.F.D.S. ‘properties’, that the bundleofswords was needed

for a ‘danse ritpclle e* sacrificielle’. But he could read

French (even old French), and he employed his time at

Montrcux by translating, with the help ofMaud Karpclcs,

Arbeau’s Orchesographie, 'the first really elaborate treatise

on dancing that was printed’.

It is curious rhat hitherto no English translation of so

important a book as the Orchesographie had been published,

and it is even more curious that in the year 1923 two men

should, unbeknown to each other, have been engaged in

making one. On his return to London Sharp had occasion

to visit Mr. Cyril W. Beaumont (till then a stranger to

him) in his book-shop in the Charing Cross Road, and

during the course of conversation it was casually revealed

that both had just completed a translation. Whatever

complications might have arisen when it came to publi-

cation, 1 the immediate thing was the delight of discuss-

ing a common interest. Sharp invited Mr. Beaumont to

dinner and met his inquiries about the interpretation of

certain obscure passages by placing his manuscript in

Mr. Beaumont’s hands; an act of generosity which Mr.

Beaumont accepted with the remark that he felt as though

he had his hands in another man’s till.

1 Mr. Beaumont’* nan»Utic«i wa» published :n 192s; Slurp's manu-

script ha* remained unpublished.
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Qrchesographie; The Dance

Sharp approached the study of folk-music with a pre-

vious comprehensive knowledge of the art and history

of music in general, but with the dance the process was

reversed; it was his interest in the folk-form which led

him to study and acquire a knowledge of the general

history of dancing. This was undertaken with a folk

bias, that is to say, his chief interest was in the correlation

of the folk-dance with other forms. I Ic desired rather to

trace and follow up the folk forms in ocher dances, rather

than to pursue the study for its own sake. However, when,

early in 1 924, it "'as proposed that he should write a short

history of the dance in collaboration with Paul Oppd, who

was to be responsible for the illustrations, he agreed to the

suggestion. This he did partly that he might unburden

himselfof the mass of knowledge that he had accumulated

(and so prepare the way for a book on the Folk Dance,

which unhappily he did not live to write), and partly from

a sense of obligation and a pride in making, as a folk-dance

expert, a contribution to the general subject.

The Dame: an Historical Survey of Dancing in Europe

was published after his death without his final revisions.

Throughout the writing of it he was worried for fear he

would not be able to finish it by the appointed time.

The book is an ingenious marshalling of sparse and spora-

dic data, and every opportunity ol tracing development is

taken. Although it does not present a connected view to

the ordinary reader, it may well fire the imagination of a

dancer. F.vcryonc will delight in the illustrations, abundant,

various, well chosen, ar.d well executed. These have been

assembled by Mr. Paul Opp^, who writes the Preface.

The subject is treated of under three headings—Folk

Dance, the Social Dance, and the Spectacular Dance,

which means principally ballet. In the concluding para-

graphs Sharp deplores the fact that technical development

in the ballet has been achieved at the expense of expressive

quality. He refers to the Russian dancers who, under the
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direction of M. Diaghilev, have tried to bring about a

reformation, and quotes M. Fokinc (The Times, 6.7. :*),

who says that the conventions of the older ballet with its

artificial form of dancing on the point of the toe, with the

feet turned out, have been rejected. How far the Russian

dancers have been successful in translating their ideals

into practice, Sharp is doubtful. In fact, he questions

whether reform can conic from within, and believes that

the better way is—as the Florentine reformers of music

did three centuries ago—to revert to first principles,

start afresh, and endeavour to create a ballet which shall

be founded on the folk-dance technique.

Sharp gave a further exposition of his views on folk-

dance development in one of his lectures at the Aldcburgh

Summer School (1923).

The ballet, throughout its history, hat been a highly specialised

and conventional form of an, divorced from popular tradition, and

artificial and exclusive in tech its nature and it* appeal In every

other an, . . . there is a place for the amateur. . . . The ballet,

however, has got a complete technique, a distinction which it shares

with the folk-dance alone. The other forms nf dancing which have

become rampant in the last twenty years, ‘aesthetic’, ‘rhythmic’,

’natural', ‘Greek’, and so forth, are either howdlerited versions

of the ballet, or have no real technical content of their own, no

vocabulary out of which a dance language could be created.

His view was, in effect, that the fundamental change

which an English ballet founded or. folk-dance would

bring about is the rejection of miming. The greatest arc

creates its own form and content. Although dancing must

rely on music, yet each should express itself in its own way

without drawing on anything external. English ballet

would satisfy- this condition : it would dispense with mime.

And this would be more in accordance with the English

character, for English people do r.ot use gesture in daily

life. But it would be a counsel of perfection to expect all

this to happen at once: it will take time.
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Reviewing what had already been done, Sharp referred

to his own tentative effort with A Midsummer-Night'

t

Dream (1913); to Mrs. Shuldham Shaw's far more success-

l'uhand ambitious attempt in 1920; to Old King Celt by
members of the Cambridge Branch of the E.F.D.S. (music

by Vaughan Williams) in 1922, which marked a great

advance; and, finally, to Mr. Douglas Kennedy’s skilful

attempt to create a ballet of ‘absolute’ dance to Haydn's
quartet in G (Op. 64, No. 4), which opened up ’immense
possibilities’. These experiments show what can be done
when people have acquired a fully developed technique.

The E.F.D.S., as a Society, cannot itself do anything, because

dance development is not within its province. But its individual

members can and have already done much, while the Society can

indirectly assist—and will do so.

Before leaving Montrcux Sharp had a talk with his

doctor, and the following day he reports the result:

T« p“,0«rf-

It looks to me that if I want to prolong my life 1 shall have to

lire mostly out of England. The question is: Is it worth doing?

A difficult problem to decide—probably it will be decided for me.

He returned in time to direct the Christmas Vacation

School at Chelsea, and managed to keep fairly well for the

first winter-weeks of 1924 by seldom going out. On the

whole he felt better than he had for the last few years, and

he was full of plans for the future. He wanted above all

a time ol quiet and leisure in which he hoped, among other

things, to write a comprehensive book on English folk-

dance and to publish the remainder of his Appalachian

collection.

For twenty years I have been accumulating tacts, first-hand, and

have had no time properly to digest them,

he wrote; and six months before his death,
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I icem to have spent my life in making a largish heap of raw

material, and now have but a short time to sift it and display its

value.

Whether he would ever have been content to be cut

off altogether from this business of collecting and organ-

izing is doubtful. He was considering another visit to

America in order to strengthen the organization of that

branch of the English Folk Dance Society, and was

constantly thinking of Newfoundland. Only a few weeks

before hi's death Mr. Percy Grainger had asked to be

allowed to place a proportion of the royalties on his

arrangement of 'Country Gardens’ at Sharp's disposal for

the assistance of his work, and Sharp in accepting this

generous offer had written (8.5.24) that he was planning to

make a dive into Newfoundland next year and prospect for songs

and ballads. ... It is a beastly climate, but I think I might manage

the three or four summer months with the help of Mis* Karpelcs.

None of these plans was fulfilled, but the time imme-

diately preceding his last illness was spent in full activity,

as the following diary of events shows:

April 20-4. Harrogate—directing the E.F.D.S. Vacation

School.

24-6. Exeter Vacation SchooL

Mar 2-3. Torquay—judging competition'.

6. General Meeting.of E.F.D.S

7. E.F.D.S. Committee meeting and conference of

E.F.D.S. Branches.

9-10. Sheffield—folk-dance examination*.

14. Cardiff—lecture.

15. Newport—lecture.

16-17. Bath—folk-dance competitions.

20. Birmingham—E.F.D.&. meeting.

21. Lincoln—Inaugural Meeting of E.F.D.S. Branch.

23-4. Norwich—folk-dance competitions

25. Vital to a Watford School.

27-8. IlkJey—folk-dance competitions.
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On May 2jrh he wrote:

I am flying about all over the country, and all my literary work

i* at a standstill. I go away again tomorrow till June 3rd; then, a

dignt respite 1 hope!

His next engagement after Ilkley was at Newcastle,

where he was due to judge a three days’ competition from

May 30th to June 3rd, but whilst at llklcv he got what
seemed to be a severe cold and felt very ill. He managed
to get through his work and came on to Retford, where

he had arranged to stay the night with Mr. Hercy Denman,
in order that he might investigate a hobby-horse ceremony

in the neighbourhood. On his arrival he had to go to bed.

On June 3rd he travelled back to London with Maud
Karpelcs. On the journey he felt mortally ill and nearly

collapsed. On June 23rd—just three weeks later—he died.

From the beginning there was little chance of recovery,

for an X-ray photograph showed rhat he was suffering

from a fatal illness. At first he managed to get up for a

few hours every day, but as he got gradually weaker this

became impossible, although within quite a short time of

his death he was still working at his history of the Dance

and dealing with his correspondence. He was strangely

incurious about the nature of his illness. He knew that

he could not get well and his only fear was a long illness.

He did not mind dying, although there were things and

people that he was sorry to leave; but he felt his work was

unfinished and that worried him. As soon as he realized

that the end might be very near, he began to make plans

for the future organization of the English Folk Dance

Society and expressed the wish that Douglas Kennedy

should direct it.

During the last few days he was semi-conscious for

most of the time, and lucid intervals became fewer. He
was restless and troubled. ‘So many questions,’ he mur-

mured; and then after a while, ‘But there is no need to ask

them—they answer themselves,' and with that he became
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more peaceful. When given an injection and told that he

would feel no more pain, he added, 'Never again'; afar

that he did not speak. Death came in the early morning

of Midsummer Eve.

Hi* body was cremated at Colder* Green on June 2 jth,

and a Memorial Service was held at St. Martin-in-rhc-

Fields on June 27th. By his wish no memorial tablet was

set up. He left his manuscript collection of songs, tunes,

ar.d dance-notes to Clare College, Cambridge, and his

library to the English Folk Dance Society, appointing

Maud Karpcles as his literary executrix.

The folk-dance revival was to all intents and purposes

a one-man show, hut as in other cases in which the man

is showing not himself but what he believes to be the

truth, the show is not dependent on his physical presence.

When he died the three immediate projects which he had

to relinquish were the writing of his history of the English

folk-dance, the publication of the remainder of his collec-

tion ofAppalachian tunes, and research in Newfoundland.

The first is still to do. The Appalachian material has

been edited by Maud Karpeles and a two-volume book

with 971 tunes has been published.’ Newfoundland is

not now the fruitful field of research which it might con-

ceivably have been in 1918 when Cecil Sharp first in-

tended to go there, but during two visits in 1929 and

1930 Maud Karpeles noted about two hundred tunes,

amongst which there arc some good songs and ballads. 1

With the exception of the cancelling of the week’s

Festival at Hammersmith and an open-air country dance

party in Hvdc Park, the work of the English Folk Dance

' E*xtilk Fcti-Smsifntt tkt Sc*thtra Appalachian Mcatuiai (Oxford

University Press, 193a).

* Thirty of these, with pianoforte accompaniment by R. Vaughan
William* and rthm, will shortly be published (Oxford Univerxity Press).
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J His Work Goes on

Society continued without interruption after Cecil Sharp's

death.

A Board of Artistic Control was appointed consisting

ofDr. Vaughan Williams, Douglas Kennedy, and Maud
Karpclcs, and the following year the direction of the

Society was put into Douglas Kennedy’s hands.

The number of dancers is now about four times as many

as it was at Cecil Sharp’s death, and the influence of the

Society is felt not only in the Dominions and the United

States of America, but in many countries of Europe, where

great efforts have recently been made in the direction of

preserving the traditional arts of the people. The Society

has participated in Congresses organized by the Inter-

national Commission of Folk Arts (Ar/j Pupulaires), which

is under the auspices of the League of Nations. It is, in

fact, very noticeable in how high esteem the work of Cecil

Sharp is held on the Continent.

In 1931 the English Folk Dance Society which he

founded, and the Folk Song Society of which he was for

many years a member of committee, amalgamated under

the title of the English Folk-Dancc and Song Society.

We may take it that the work of collection is nearly

finished, but the new Society has before it a wide field of

activity in organization and maintenance of standard, to

which it vowed itself at its coming of age on December

nth, 193 2 -

A month after Cecil Sharp's death a special meeting of

the English Folk Dance Society was called by its Presi-

dent, the Lady Mary Trcfusis, and at this meeting it was

resolved that 'a memorial should be raised to Mr. Cecil

Sharp and that if practicable it should take the form of a

central building in London as the head-quarters of the

Society’. As Miss Margaret Bondfield has said:

The unly kind of Memorial that Cecil Sharp would cherish is

one in which all who will may share: not a museum to preserve

something that was once alive—not x perpetual reminder of It**—
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but a home of joy, a place from which can flow die living water

of merry dince and wng.

For six years a committee under the chairmanship of the

Rt. Hon. H. A. L. Fisher worked for the establishment

of rhe memorial. The Honorary Secretary of the com-

mittee was Mrs. Shuldham Shaw.

I ionorary secretaries may be defined as people who work

all day and every day and receive ae-tffido thanks on state

occasions. For Winifred Shuldham Shaw that occasion

never came; indeed, she never even saw the completed

work for which she had toiled during six years, as she was

too ill to come on June 7th, and on August 1 4th she died

;

but all her life she had run away from thanks. She had

a quick mind and a merry soul. With her lull share of

actual suffering, she never complained; she was too busy

thinking about others. She put heart and soul into rhe

building of this house out of a dccp-scatcd admiration tor

Cecil Sharp's character and work; she divined in these the

high quality that some others have discovered only by

reflection on their results.

The foundation-stone' of the building in Regent's Park

Road was laid by Maud Karpcles, with William Kimber

assisting, on June 24th, 1929.

Among tin; sums [she said] given to our fund was one sent by a boy-

in the noith of England—ehe pcnni<3 lie had collected among his

schoolfellows: he wrote, ‘We did not know Mr. Sharp but we fed

he was a friend of our*.' And two veais ago I spoke with Charlie

Bcnfidd, who hid given M r. Slurp many a song and dance, and asked

if lie lenicuibcred him. He nodded, and then said very slowly: ‘Ah

yes, Mr. Cecil Sharp. I see in the papers they are going to put up a

memorial to him. Well, he deserved it. He was a good man.’ A
friend! A good man! Perhaps they mean the same. I know that

1 The inscription reads:

This building is erected in memory of Coni Sharp who restored to

the English people the scogs and dances of their country.

Midsummer Day 1929.
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thesesimple people felt at home with him: I think it was htssincerity

un3 utter selflessness that appealed to them.

The building was declared open by Mr, Fisher 011 June
7th, 1930, and called ‘Cecil Sharp 1 louse*. As Mr. Gran-

viile Barker said, Tn so far as a building can be like a

human being, it is like Cecil Sharp himself—classical
without being severe, and pervaded with an extraordinary

sense of gaiety/

The opening ol Cecil Sharp House marks a definite

stage in a long creative process. The songs and dances

that have matured through generations have here a seal

set upon them. The folk-period has passed and cannot be

recalled, but the life of folk-music, so Cecil Sharp believed,

is not dependent on the conditions which brought it into

being. That which was unconsciously evolved is now
being grafted on our conscious culture. Even those who
arc in the direct line ot tradition arc affected by the changed
conditions. The songs ar.d dances which they alone

treasured have been given an added significance and

security, and there arc many who can say with Miss
Margaret Bondficld, 'I owe an immense debt to Mr. Cecil

Sharp for having re-discovered and explained to me the

memories of my childhood/ From the daughter of one of

Cecil Sharp’s best singers in the Appalachian mountains

we hear:

I do not keep mother's *nng* in mind as I used to, but I know
I have only to look at them in Mr. Cecil Sharp’s book, and then

they will come back to me just exactly right.

And William Kimber, who needs no book to remind him,

seems to share Cecil Sharp’s faith in the power of this

music to endure the changes and chances of time when
he tells us:

1 read the Radio Tim/s every week for one reason only. Just to

see if there is any of my dear old friend’s tunes there. And when
there is one I must hear it and by myself too. Then and then only

do I seem to be with him once more.
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CHAPTER XFl

SUMMARY
Lite a New Moon’s etquiiiic Incarnation

In the Ebb and Flow of a Surging Sea,

Wave-breamed Beauty, the whole Creation

Wanet, and WUC*, «od reeks cei thee

!

For we rk- *nd fall on thy Botom'i Billow

Whoe heaving Swell is our Honx: Divine,

Our Clvilicc at Dawn, and cor hot Noon’s Pillow,

Our Evening’s Shrine.

T. W. BAIN.

OF the lives ofall who have devoted themselves to music

in this country, Cecil Sharp’s life was the ieast to be

prophesied by others or foreseen by himself. What he

regarded as the turning-point of his life happened on his

forty-first Boxing Day, and his true vocation was not clear

to him till he was forty-five. His whole work was, there-

fore, packed into the relatively small space of twenty years.

One’s first thought is to regret that so much time was

wasted before he got Co his real work; one’s second is to

icdcct that the time was by no means wasted, but was,

though he did not know it, a very good preparation for

what he was going to do and be.

After four years at the University in which, as we have

seen, he took hold of life with both hands, and, without

any exceptional powers of mind or body, yet made himself

felt by his companions as a man of character, goodwill,

and open intelligence, he spent ten in seeing the world in

a colony, far removed from the accepted standards and set

conventions of home. He took things as they came. He
was a hand in a mews, a clerk in a bank (wielding the then

new typewriter), articled to a lawyer, and secretary to a

Governor; and he made such music as he could, unpaid

or paid, on pianoforte or organ, establishing a choir,

writing an operetta, and founding a music school—more

or less, but rather more than less, as an amateur. The last
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Preparation

twelve years of this preparation he gave to strictly pro-

fessional duties. He taught, with fixed hours, in a school

and in a conservatory, he conducted a choir, and gave a

series of lectures or. musical subjects.

He married for love, and love stood the strain ol

poverty and ill health. His honest work made him many

friends. His determined character brought him some

testing opposition. His constant asthma depressed him

and made him irritable, but it never finally damped his

spirit, which, as Mr. Fisher said, had the qualities of a good

folk-song—gaiety and lightheartedness.

Some men become early immersed in their profession

and never see life. Some swing through life’s ups and

downs without the steadying influence of a profession.

Cecil was happy in having both the outlook of an amateur

and the discipline of a profession. He emerged from them

a scholar, who knew when he knew a thing, and a man,

who could be all things to all men; and those are precisely

the qualities that were needed for his life's work.

Two things in particular were noticed about Cecil as a

boy. He was always able to turn his hand to the thing that

happened to be wanted. Besides the pianoforte, his life-

long friend, and the violin and organ with which he did

not go far, he taught himself the cornet and banjo (when

he was ill in bed), made a xylophone, and used whittle

and dub for his lectures (until his daughter Joan eclipsed

him). He could act a bit, sing in a musically unmusical

voice, dar.ee enough to illustrate his point, put you wise

on cathedrals, and beat you at chess. He wrote a good

letter because he had a great deal of practice in answering

them at once and at length
;
but he was not a writer of

prose. He read and knew his books, not merely collected

them. His mathematics had nude him a logical thinker,

and that prevented his art from running away with him.

The fact is, he had an overwhelming curiosity about

the world he lived in and was, therefore, good company,
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conversing easily and well. And his lectures, of which no
one has spoken ill, and which many have praised, were
this conversation mounted on a platform with a glass of
water in front of it. He was genuinely interested in other

people because he was not thinking particularly about
himself. He liked to know how they lived their lives, how
they came co be what they were, and what they hoped to

make of it all. He did not want to analyse any one or to

search for motives; he was not introspective, and he hated

anything beginning with 'psych-'. I Ic tried various plans

ol life—spiritualism, Fabianism, Christian Science—as

settings for the gay world of fact and idea. He was opposed
for a long time to Women’s Suffrage by prejudice, and was
a vegetarian by conviction. In politics he called himself

a Conservative Socialist.

Another thing that is spoken of by those who knew
Cecil as a boy is his generosity. After all these years there

are certain bunches of fruit and boxes of chocolate bought

with his pocket money that are not forgotten. He took the

trouble to think what people would like—an ounce of

tobacco, a photograph, a Christmas dinner, a visit if sick,

an outing if well—and to give it to them. And it was

true giving, because he had to go without something him-

self sooner or later. Thai was, no doubt, one of the points

that drew him to Marson, who took the precept of his

Master literally, and when he possessed two coats gave

one of them away. But he did not learn it at Hambridge.

Later on, also, when his traffic was rather in the less

obviously good things of life, in ideas rather than in facts,

he could leave an attractive field unfilled because seme

one else had a better right there, or when he had carried

his harvest, could empty his voice of any note of triumph.

He always thought, and with good reason, that what

he had to give was especially fine. One great gift—or

rather, two at different times, folk-song and folk-dancc

—

he set before himself as worth making. He intended, at
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'motility and Generosity

whatever cost to himself, to give these back to the rightful

owners, the English people. There have been, there are

—

besides the utilitarians who will admit no non-sclf-regard-

ing act, the Gallios who care neither for these nor any

other form of art, and the cosmopolitans who having got

rid of the family now look askance at the nation—those

who doubt both the value of the possession and the

magnitude of the cost. Cecil had no doubt; and it is his

mind wc arc trying to understand. E. V. Lucas calls this

gift 'a piece of the most exquisite patriotism’.

Exquisite patriotism: not the half-baked conception of

'England for the English', which underrates the benefits

of a true commerdum mentis et reruns
; nor the hasty miscon-

ception of ‘Homes for Heroes', which tries in a phrase of

the moment to balance a century of neglect. It was finer

things than those that Cecil saw and loved and remem-

bered at his homecoming after ten years' absence. He did

not idolize the men nor idealize their homes; he did not

exaggerate their virtues nor excuse their defects. He
could have taken on his lips these words, if he ever saw

them, written thirty years ago:

Put things a« their lowest, it was worth while for me to belong

to a country like ours No oth«r country could have given me such

a portrait to paint, so fiill ofcontrast* and opposing moods. 1 could

have painted them all— tlie vulgarity, the snobbery, the hypocrisy,

and the greed. But anyone can see all tliat, and, you know, it is only

the difficult that counts in art. . . .
In our Cuuntiy 1 saw hidden

things very difficult to discover—a flicker of generosity in spite of

greed, a gleam of honour in the midst of vulgarity, and somewhere

in the very depths of hypocrisy some little grain of faith. These

were the things I painted in her portrait, being her lover, and caring

only to paint what is so difficult to see, and my reward would have

been to see her grow more and mote like the picture I had drawn.

For the meanest begins to straighten up when you call him the soul

of chivalry, a girl will grow in beauty directly you call her beautiful,

and certainly it would be the same with one’s country.

(H. W. Nevdcjon.)
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The picture that Cecil drew, 'being her lover', was t£i$

corpus of folk-song and dance that he collected and pro-

mulgated. He was not the first by any means to collect the

songs, nor the first to promulgate the dance; but he fras

the first to do both for both of them, because he saw that

both were emanations from the same spirit, and that until

they became vocal and articulate neither could properly

be said to exist. He knew them as a man knows the voice

and gait and gesture of his friend, and he loved them with

a passion that few have ever felt, and none have expressed

but Shakespeare:

I saw, but thou couldst not,

Flying between the cold moon and the earth,

Cupid all arm'd; a certain aim he took

At a fair vestal throned by the west;

And loos'd his love-shaft smartly from his tow,

As it should pierce a hundred thousand hearts;

But I might see young Cupid's fiery sliaft

Quench'd in the chaste beams of the watery niOon;

And the imperial votaress passed on.

In maiden mediation, fancy-free.

Yet mark’d I where the bolt of Cupid fell:

It fell upon a little western flower.

Before tnilkwhite, now purple with love’s wound,

And maidens call it. Love-in-idleness.

Fetch me that flower.

Ir is easy.to see the prose of everyday lives, hard to read

the poetry behind them. Though he would have winced

at being called a poet, which implies a gift he did not

possess, his faith and insight were of that quality.

In the Introduction to the third series of the Folk-Songs

from Somerset occurs this passage:

No one man, even if he were a Beethoven, could compose tunes

of such good general level, and ar times of such surpassing excel-

lence, as those which have been evolved or composed communally

by many generations of men in the long period of the racial life. If

anyone questions this, let him compare the folk melodics ofEngland,
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His View of Folk-song—
noi with the harmonic composition! and the orchestral pieces, sym-

phonies, and sonatas of great writers, but with the melodies, the

sheer melodic*, ofany one man he chooses to name.

Th's is signed by Matson, but presumably endorsed by

Sharp, in 1906. It conveys possibly to the average reader

some false ideas—that the general level of folk-song is

higher rhan that reached by any individual composer, that

some specimens arc better than any that even the greatest

composers wrote, and that comparison between harmonic

and non-harmonic melodies is possible.

What I believe Sharp meant was this: that the qualities

which make communal song good are precisely those that

make individual song good. In the broadest sense there

is their obedience to instinct, which Robert Bridges raised

to a high plane when he bade us listen to 'those small

folksongs’ of the ‘thoughtless’ birds, and

see then how deeply seated is the urgenee whereto

Bach and Mozart obey’d, or those, other minstrel*

who pioneer'd for us on the marches of heav’n

And in a narrower sense there is their conformity with

certain basic tendencies, such as the maintenance of an

established point, the alertness to modifying circumstance,

the avoidance of anti-climax, and the like; all of which are

the principal marks of any good music whatsoever.

But the training which produces the result is different.

Training proceeds by imitation and criticism. Of imita-

tion, as far as folk-song is concerned, we can say nothing,

because not only do we not know the date of the

songs, but we do not know where they come from. (From

Somerset, for instance, you will say: yes, but where did

Somerset get them from ? Some of the phrases arc found

in old Dutch songs, some in the songs on the Bayeux

tapestry, and so on.) Of criticism we can say more. The
individual composer is his own critic, and if he listens to

his critical self, may modify his work accordingly: alter
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that, he fixes it, by writing, from further modification. But

with communal song the criticism comes after the makcr.cf

the song is buried, and is delivered not in words but in

the act of singing, and without appeal, because nothing

is in writing. So, when Sharp says that even a Beet-

hoven does no more than this, he means that we have

in this simple instance the principles on which all the

great men have worked. And he means probably a little

more: that though great works arc complex, we apprehend

them only as elaborations of the simple; and, if they arc

new to us, we look in them for the simple in order co

clarify and bring home to ourselves the complex. How
often has one noticed this in talking to ‘the folk’! They
are surprised at the number of words we seem to think

necessary to explain an everyday matter. To them it seems

to be all summed up in an aphorism, or a trite quotation

from some piece of poetry or rhe Bible; to us it seems that

in so doing they miss half the ‘points’. Similarly, a folk-

tune has in it something aphoristic, and we turn to it as

being not wiser, but simpler and deeper, than our more

highly organized music.

Some confusion has been introduced by thinking of

folk-song as ’archaic’, or as a process of‘unlettered’ minds.
The point is neither the age of the song, which, though
implied by the modal texture, we arc not in a position to

affirm or deny, nor the musical or literary status of the

singer, who is no more than the mouthpiece of the race;

but its rejection of the elaborate. The whole communal
doctrine supposes an eloquence which has discarded the

Hie patch and ornament of any kind, and is content

no more than everybody may hope to understand.

And what drew Sharp to it, and may draw others, was his

rooted belief that 'in the long run the mob is generally

right’.

A folk-song, then, is more alive than printed music;

as much more alive as an heirloom is (which has passed
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—and oj Accompaniment

through many hands, has been put to many uses, and has

acquired many associations) than a will, which may be

interpreted but not altered. A will gives us pleasure or

displeasure; we can judge it: but we are usually too fond

of an heirloom to be able to say whether it is beautiful or

ugly; wc accept it, and leave the judging to others. That

was what Sharp felt about these heirloom-songs—that they

were alive, and that they were objects of deep affection.

He knew, of course, as wc all do, that some were more

beautiful than others; otherwise he would not, out of

a collection of five thousand, have published only five

hundred. But he felt, as every collector does, that their

beaut}- lay in their genuineness, though the conviction of

this genuineness cannot easily be conveyed to other cars.

The accompaniments he wrote were partly an attempt

to convey this; but they had also the practical object of

getting the songs quickly and widely kno%vn. For this

purpose of bringing the tunes to the cognizance of every-

body, they have not often been surpassed. The accompani-

ment never interferes with the tune. The tune is not

overlaid with bits of imitation or pianistic devices or

compelling harmonies. It is not ornamented or corrected

or sophisticated. The ‘mode’ was strictly followed in the

accompaniment, after the first few experiments, not as a

piece of purism, but so that nothing should obscure the

tunc. The technique in the best of them is that of

Schubert—the invention of a flowing figure, capable of

adapting itself to environment, and consonant with the

general style of tune and words. When Sharp failed, which

was not often, it came of his being afraid of the education

authorities, who might not wish to put forth the uncon-

ventional as the norm, or of the harmony professor, who

might not like to see his rules broken, or of the limitations

of executants, who might defeat his ends by putting the

song aside as too difficult. He told me once what a com-

fort it was to him when Vaughan Williams said to him one
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day, ‘Take any chord you W2nt\ He loved harmonizing

these songs, and taught himself much in the process.
'

It was a revelation to hear him play them himself, fie

made every one want to sing them, from Mattie Kay
downwards. And the same with the dances: his fingers

seemed to pull it all together. This is generally called

rhythm; but so many things are called rhythm that a word

or two more seems necessary. The only positive direction

he seems to have given is ‘Play them as if they were music’;

and the worst of that is that, though those who would have

played them so in any case will be fortified by the prescrip-

tion, those who would not will be left in the dark. He
played definitely: definitely loud or soft, definitely fast or

slow; no 'subintents and saving clauses’; nothing tepid;

no wily rubatos, no gushing crescendos. He never

thumped. You felt the beat, rather than heard it. He
seldom drew attention to single points, least of all when
they were his own. He did not, like an executant, beautify

ornament, nor, like a composer, exhibit structure. It was

all simple, unobtrusive, right.

Absorbed in the songs and ballads, Sharp, when one

friend drew his attention to carols and another to the

dance, rather put these aside as not being hi3 job. What
he valued most in the dances, like many who see them for

the firsc time, was their simple invigorating tunes. He
changed his mind when he saw the instantaneous effect

the morris had on Miss Neal’s girls. But to get hold of

these dances was a much more difficult matter. The dance

is and must be concerted, and the few complete "sides’ left

in the country were hard to find; and there was no avail-

able notation. The dance he pieced together often from

fragmentary indications; the notation he invented with

a friend’s help. He would rush off to any part of England

to get a new dance, or merely to verify- a detail of an old

one. The practical knowledge thus acquired enabled

him to interpret with some certainty the brief indications
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His Folk-dance Society

in Piayford’s Dancing Master, a riddle no one had yet

soIVed.

On the strength of this knowledge he became the only

rc.~J authority on the subject, and when he saw the dance

being used as a handmaid to philanthropic, antiquarian,

or dramatic, or even sartorial projects, he was driven to

protest. This position was difficult to maintain, since he

had as yet no visible credentials. He saw that unless the

river was to run underground and be lost in the sands an

authoritative course must be made for it, and that, in point

of fact, he must make that course. So after half a dozen

years he created the English Folk Dance Society. He set

himself to the task of organizing this society with its

members scattered over England, no light matter for one

who suffered from two tiresome ailments—asthma and

penury. As the Society was getting into its stride, the War
came. During that the Society was in abeyance, there

was nothing for it to do, though it took its part, later on,

with other agents of recuperation at the rest-camps. For

himself, in poor health, at fifty-four, there was also nothing.

He decided to work on at hisjob, but that being impossible

in England, he carried the gospel to America, and he spent

three summers (1916-18) in the Appalachians collecting,

with Maud Karpclcs, many songs and the only dance they

had. He loved the adventure of it, but felt the expatria-

tion, endured some illness and much discomfort, and

suffered the several pangs of the death of his dancers and

close friends at the front. His expeditions added a new

chapter to the history of folk-song, and the friendships he

made there did something to foster the friendly feelings

between the two countries.

After the War the Society went ahead again. Its

numbers grew year by year, helped greatly by the Vacation

Schools held two or three times a year at some likely

centre. At these Sharp was a kind of self-effacing tyrant.

He got his way without ever seeming to lay down the law:
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every one knew he knew, and there was no more to be said.

Besides, dancing is so amazingly good for body and so'jil

that querulousness cannot exist with it.

A man of such distinct flavour could not fail to make
some enemies. If we look for a moment with their eyes,

wc find that they saw in him one who claimed more

limelight than they liked to concede to him, and who
maintained his artistic principles, which were not theirs,

with a tiresome obstinacy- The limelight he secured was

not for himself but for his subject. He never disparaged

the work of others in the same field
;
he helped them where

he could. But obstinate: yes. It was annoying; but

obstinacy can usually be forgiven in people who do in the

end get their own way. In fact, if they believe in what they

profess, it is a little difficult to sec what they arc to do in

an imperfect world but fight for it. The obstinacy which

is difficult to forgive is that which makes a fuss without

making its point, and no one accused him of that. With
this obstinacy went something of irritability, bless him.

One has seen him rate a porter when the train had missed

its connexion as if the poor man bore through the wilder-

ness of that particular junction the sins of the whole

railway company. A man must have some safety valve.

Others again thought him arrogant in the way he mono-
polized the conversation; and even his best friend called

him ‘confoundedly dogmatic
1
.

Of these objections the only one that matters is the

question of artistic ideal. Were they right in holding that

the dance was a social amenity, to be pursued only for the

pleasure of doing it, and not to be made into a task or a

toil ? Or was he right in holding that the standard set by

tradition must be upheld and that the pleasure is only to

be got by a dancing which combines, in a single sweep,

both accuracy and imagination. This question is vital : it

is still the question for the Society he left behind. Each
must settle it for himself. All that this book has tried to
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do is to detail the history of the question as impartially as

might be.

This was the rough and tumble of life. But a man is to

bC judged less by his average performance than by the

heights he can reach. Mis love for folk-art, whether it

was 'told' or sung or danced, has been spoken of; it pro-

ceeded from a love of themselves and a respect for their

attitude towards life. But it was always a real enjoyment of

utterances that are in themselves beautiful, and what was

rare about it was his power of finding uncommon beauty in

common things. To find that is to be in spirit an artist

—

to know that it is on beauty that 'the whole Creation

wanes and waxes and rocks’. With that knowledge in his

heart, the troubles he was called upon to endure seemed

light.

He approached this task of getting to understand

simple human nature, which turned out to be his life

work, through music; he was indeed, primarily, a musi-

cian. Although the editor of 'Grove' was not alert enough

to recognize him as one in 1911, his University con-

ferred on him a year before his death the degree of

Master of Music. It is possible that the music of this

country owes him more than it yet knows. It is nor a

small thing to have set the elementary schools and the

factories singing songs that no one doubts to be true

music, that arc their own songs, and that the)’ take kindly

to; and to have made from twenty to thirty thousand

people happy and contented with dances that arc their

own, and that combine two virtues by which they set much
store—an absence of swagger, and the skill of playing not

for themselves but for the side. The song is melody; the

dance is rhythm; all that there is else in music is, however

desirable, an adjunct. If then some future historian writes

of our period as a time when music took a step forward,

he will have to put in a high place the name of Cecil

Sharp, who, more than any one, prepared the soil in which
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the seed should grow. This is not in the least to helittic

the labours of others, but it is indisputable that he alone,

without any lowering of the standard—a thing which the

Folk-Song Society feared and the Guild of Morris Danccfs

desired—made folk-song and folk-dance available to all.

He did all this as looking beyond the present to the

future. He was convinced, not, as has sometimes been
supposed, that a native music would eventually be made
out of folk-song, but that if a large part of England,

especially the young, had the songs and sang them, it

would not be long before the true composer would come
from among them. He believed that all men have some-

thing of the artist in them, and that to ‘lead that out' is an

‘education’ worthy the name. He believed that when we
say all souls are equal in the sight of God, it is not a mere
theory for Sundays but a truth to be lived; and he held

therefore that this song and dance whose beauty goes

straight to the soul, short-circuiting, as it were, the mind,

would be the simplest and best means of bringing about

that equality. He was more, then, than a musician. He
was an artist in humanity and a patriot. Just as the great

doctor used his medical experience to reclaim poor little

waifs and start them in life with a new hope, or the great

soldier seized upon the imagination of boys and girls

with his ‘to-day’s good deed’ to remind them that unsel-

fishness, too, is a power, so Cecil Sharp, the musician,

found and used with the young the w-ords and melodies
and rhythms which all can grasp, to help them to simple
sincerity. What can we call these three men but artists in

English humanity:
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APPENDIX A
The Place of Folk-song in Music

The collection of folk-songs h a pursuit which has many and highly

varied attractions. No man would expend his skill, patience, and

persistence in tracking down and identifying what may be no more

thin the uncertain vestige ofa half-forgotten art, unless his apprecia-

tion of even a small success amounted to a passion. What fires tliis

ardour may be a strong local or national devotion, and this may be

chiefly antiquarian or social, rather than musical or aesthetic. Relies

of past customs, of names and places, of dialects and stories, tan

illumine many an obscure tract of social history, and these gains

alone might well suffice to urge the collector. Folk-song is some-

thing very much more than music, and a man for whom the music

is to some extent a by-product might yet give generous time and

labour to the task of collection. Indeed it is doubtful if any of the

great collectors, and of these Sharp was certainly one, would have

pursued their culling, often at great personal sacrifice, for the sake

ofa purely musical result. Most collectors of folk-music have been

equally interested in local speech, local verse, local dances, and habits

of life, and the nines they rescued from oblivion were but one more

evidence ofa vivid social past which they had learnt to recreate with

affectionate enthusiasm. This is not to belittle the musical product.

The music is itself a part of the social order. It cannot lightly be

divorced from its own natural environment.

Similarly, when the collectors present us with their discoveries,

we may approach them with a judgement essentiallycomplex. Folk-

tunes and folk-verses, like all oilier tunes and verses, vary greatly

in merit. The tunc may save the verse, the verse the tune. Both

nuy be aesthetically jxx>r in themselves, yet be quaint enough or

crude enough to give us a true and pleasant glimpse of nx>re

primitive tastes. The sheer contrast with sophisticated arts may be

in itself a main attraction. Ixxul affections, phrases, and customs

nuy capture our hearts. We may admire folk-songs for any number

of rcasot is other than the normal musical or poetical values by which

we appraise music or poetry in general. And it is very difficult

to extract the purely artistic appeal from wort » composite in

association.
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Theoretically, folk-songs ought to have for us a measure of

inherited response. These echoes of our own past should late

a special significance. We ought at least to have traces of th'c

ante artistic predispositions which our forefather* expressed in qjd

songs. Yet the fact is that our present folk-music, the songs and
runes which our populace accepts and hums in its work and play

to-day, are far more frequently derived from alien lands and races

than from our own native past. Popular ditties may be nearer to the

American negro titan to the English country-side. Old folk-songs,

as preserved and revived by the collectors, are the food of a com-
parative handful of people, and most of these are in one way or

another musical specialists. There is a great deal of indirect pro-

paganda and practice in schools, but we have yet to sec how far the

general taste will be changed.

Put thus into its true perspective, folk-song becomes a matter for

the musician as such to handle. If it is ever to become the prevailing

standard of popular Kite, it will have to be disseminated in the first

place by musicians. What should be their reactions to this wealth

of native material 1

A glance at our neighbours may be helpful. No one would deny

that there are melodic inflexions characteristic of Russia, and that

Russian music is full of them. There is equally a local flavour in

Italian and Spanish melody, both specialized, and both permeating

their respective musical literatures. The Hungarian, the Czech,
indeed every country which has made homogeneous contribution;

to the art of music, has fostered and developed a melodic dialect

which it also spontaneously created. Cisniopolitanism in music is

generally the overwhelming prestige for the time being ofa particu-

lar national brand. In the eighteenth century it was mainly Italian,

in the nineteenth mainly German.
History is equally illuminating. The flavour of Bach is the

flavour of the Lutheran Chorales, of the older German songs and
dances. His most characteristic phrases and inflictions are thus

derived, and only our ignorance of hrs most formative influenca

obscures for us these constant reminiscences. Haydn was simply

a Croatian peasant of musical genius, and what we call the Haydn
melodic idioms are literally the idioms of Croatian folk-music.

Mozart and Beethoven, in their most intimate melodies, speak the

muse of German song. Schubert and Brahms carried the use of
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their natural Austro-German vocal inflexions to such a degree of

aAimiladon that they almost convinced the world that tJvesc local

phrases were uniquely expressive. Music almost became, and for

some people completely became, music of this German species.

Technical skill, power of development, and mastery of design

may come in many ways. Melodic style is often the germ of them.

What concerns us chiefly for the moment is the fact that when

Schubert and Brahms wrote melodies they were not English or

French or Italian, least of all were they cosmopolitan melodies;

they were German melodies, through and through, and the more

intimate and spontaneous they are the more they reflect the strength

and depth of this native source. Their work is nvc«t convincing just

when these fundamental dements colour both the subject-matter

and the design.

The body of English folk-song given u$ by Cecil Sharp, and by

his predecessors and followers, is tlm* not merely a present contri-

bution to our repertory, not merely a collection of new and quaint

flavours, above all not a mere museum of the past, however inter-

esting. If musical history meantanything, ifthe study ofantecedents

explains the nature and provenance of masterpieces, then English

folk-song is intimately related to all permanently and specifically

English music. An English Bach would have used these idioms

just as his predecessors the Tudors had done. Furcdl knew of

them, and his best melodies arc English in precisely this sense. Even

Handel, in some suites and dances, caught a touch of our musical

climate. There have been a few echoes in subsequent times, but the

decline of our music and the virtual loss of our folk-songs were

probably but two aspects of the same process. With our present

reraissance our folk-songs have come buck.

But there should be no self-conscious artifice in their use, no

strings of disconnected quotations, no incongruous technique. An
Irish rhapsody written in a German technique will not do. A Scotch

symphony in which the tunes are mere interludes will not do.

English opera setting English words to French or Russian music

will not do. The relation between melody and words is vital. True
English opera will defy the translator just as the best foreign operas

do. We make ingenious transliterations, but meet of the original

intimacy of words and tune; is gone. English speech has its own
unique cadences. They will not properly fit German or Italian
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tunes. They will fit English tunes. Folk-song show us the way.
The latural accents of communal poetry are paralleled by fpc
applied cadejxres ofnative melody. Indeed to the musician genuinely

inspired and technically mature the two things arc one. The t\*oe

is the word*. Greek drama knew this, and Italian recitative, and
Wagnerian declamation. The best of our vocal English music
knows it too. When we arc instinctive masters of all the native

idioms which Sharp discovered and revived, wr shall have the

proper background for music of all kinds, pure in source, inexhaus-
tible in fertility, original in thought, yet characteristic of nur own
natural reactions and spontaneously consistent in tliat style. On
thrw terms we can add to English songs English operas and sym-
phonies. Our music nerd be no more externally derived than is our
poetry or our drama. We can learn from the thoughts ofotheis, yet
steadily express our own. Our masterpiece will rank with the

greatest, not because they borrow a foreign method, but became
they are both native and sincere. That ij die possibility before irv

That is the horizon which Slurp's work has to finely opened for u*. 1

Juguit 1931

G. DYSON.

’ This esuy and the aext were etpeciillv wriiten for tliii book.



APPENDIX B

Cecil Sharp's Acccompaninunts

It has sometimes been questioned whether Sharp had die creative

impute in music, but his accompaniment* to my mind clearly show

that he had His creative impulse came from the tunc he was setting.

That is why his settings arc often better than those of more techni-

cally gifted arrangers, because they come to the task as composers

and let the suggestions started by die tune run away with them, and

so forget the tune itself. This is especially had when the arranger

deliberately sets out ‘to make something of* the tunc. In ail the best

ofSharp's accompanimeats it is die tunc that counts and the arrange-

ment lalH into its proper background In some eases his accompani-

ments look wrong, and ttmetime* evrn when played by themsdre

seem awkward, but die)* stand the important test, that die)* nuke

the tunc sound right. It is true that Sharp had little of the con-

ventional technique of pianoforte accompaniment, as taught by

professors of composition, but he developed a technique of his own
whose complete success was only hindered, 1 think, by his fear ofthe

harmony professor. He was so anxious for the songs to get known

tlut lie sometimes did not venture to produce an accompaniment

which would be considered ‘not correct*. And as he was not able en-

tirely to assimilate this ‘correct* style his accompaniments sometimes

seem to halt between two opinions. If he had let himselfgu regard-

less ofthis more of his work might have been up to his best standard,

but it might not have been so acceptable to the education authorities.

Occasionally, and only occasionally, his accompaniments seem to

be bod. When this is so I put it down to the fact that he was so

anxious for people to sing the songs, that he feared to provide an

accompaniment which was beyond their mental, emotional, and

technical equipment. As examples of first-rate accompaniments

I suggest The Cuckoo’, ‘The Drowned Lover’, The Water is

Wide’, the morris tunc, ‘Leap Frog’ (Field Town), and ‘Jenny

Pluck Pears’. Of thesecond class, not entirely satisfactory for reasons

I have given, ‘Searching for Lambs’ and ‘A Rosebud in June’.

Among those I presume to condemn arc The Trees they do grow

high’ and *Scllcngcr*8 Round’. But in nine cases out of ten the total

result is satisfying and beautiful,and this after all is thconlyvalid test.

R. VAUGHAN WILLIAMS.
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APPENDIX C

Folk-dance in ike Elementary School1

Ik connexion with Sharp's appointment in 1919 u Occuicael Inspector

to the Board of Edoauxm (p. 1H1) »ome extracts from the opinions ex-

pressed in 1928 and 1933 by the Board xhcrasclvcs ofthe valueoffolk-dance

in the fchcoli and ofthe diScultics yet to he surmounted will be of interest.

No. 55, 1928. Report or, musk^ arts and crafts and drama in Train-

ing-ColIeges.

'Uve dances arc almost invariably taught by the lecturer respon-

sible for physical instruction and for games, usually in the last ten

minutes of the periods allocated to physical education. Music is

supplied either by gramophone or a piano or fiddle. Where the

dancing is mainly or entirely recreative the lecturer may be present

as a sort of master of ceremonies.

For folic-dancing to be of any value . .

.

(r) the teacher must not only know the technical details of the

(knees, but must also be able to appreciate the music.

(2) The accompanist must be a musician with a knowledge of

the dances.

(3) The piano, if a piano is used, mu« be reasonably good.

(4) The floor must not be so slippery that the dancers caw>ot

move without fear of falling,

(The last two arc more easy, tlie first two more difficult to

secure.). .

.

Folk-dancing is not a substitute for a regular system of physical

education. It does not set out deliberately to cultivate every muscle

of the body and every physical activity. It originates from the

natural instinct for, and enjoyment of, rhythmic movement, and

while satisfying that instinct very fully, adds the stimulus and disci-

plincofmusic. The teacher offolk-dancing, therefore,'while knowing

something ofthe physical basis ofmovement, requires in addition not

only a thorough knowledge of the principles of folk-dancing, but

enough equipment on the musical side to be able to analyse a tune,

1 Quotation is here made by pcrairfcion of the Controller of H.M.
Stationery Ofice from Pamphlets No. 55 arvd No. 95 of the Beard of

Education.
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m recognize its pain in relation to the step* and figure*, and to

judge the speed and character of the danceU indicated by the tunc

—

in a word to feel the tunc, and in feeling it to appreciate that tunc

and dance arc only different aspects of the amt artistic conception.

The problem of the accompanist is even more difficult. ... '1 o

pfay folk-dance tun« really well is no mean accomplishment. . .

.

Their execution requires rhythm, the absence or presence of which

makes the whole difference between merely laborious plodding and

the living movement. The accompanist must he able to phrase his

playing and to express by appropriate turns the alternate lightness

and validity ofa tunc. It is a great help if lie has actually danced the

dances which he is to accompany. . .

.

There is folk-dancing in more than two-thirds of the Training-

Colleges, and at several of them it is well done In a College

containing men-students Morris and Sword arc ofreal value. ... It

may be felt by some that the inclusion of folk-dancing among the

activities* of a Training-College needsjustification . .
.
yet the num-

ber of Local Education Authorities . . . who require folk-dances to

be taught in their schools is large and annually increasing. . .

.

Folk-dancing . . . exercises the brain and develops memory and

quickness of thought, ... it develop, the body by free and yet con-

trolled movement, . . . and it stimulates die mind and trains the

emotions.

No. 95, 1933. Rtitxt devthfmtnti in uht! mutic.

Country-dancing can scarcely be termed a recent development.

It is now some years since it took rcot in sclioob, and it has nourished

and become widespread It is now generally accepted that the

dance is an an springing direct from die muse of its tune. . .

.

Unfortunately the dances aie rather beyond the powers of the

ordinary pianist. It is unreasonable to expect that all teachers shall

be good pianists, but it is not unreasonable to expect that all who
teach country-dancing shall discountenance bad pianoforte playing.

. . . One mediod is dat of playing only the melody of the dance-, . .

.

and as the strength of these matchless tunes is truly melodic, no

wrong is done them by this. Gramophone records . . . have proved

most usefuL At several schools some children hum the tunc while

others dance.

It must be said that this indigenous an is so suitable for school use
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Appendix C
that it is not surprising it has so strongly taken root. The tune* alone

are a priceless national heritage! allied to the grace and ritura!

beauty of the appropriate movements and gestures they must surely

be a lasting pleasure and benefit to the children who have learned

the dances.
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CECIL SHARP'S PUBLICATIONS'

FOLK-SONG COLLECTIONS

With pianoforte accompaniment:

Folk Songs from Somerset, 5 pts. (Pis. 1-3 with 1904-19

C L. MarsonJ (ff'airx Prat, Simptin, Sffatt)

Parti I, 2, 3, ond 5 out »/print

Songs ofthe West (with S. Baring Gould) [Methurn) 1905

English Folk Songs for Schools (with S. Baring 1906

Gould) (Curtven)

English Folk Songs: Imrd Rcndal, O No John, The 1908

Kevs of Canterbury, My Bonny Bonny Boy

(Srk'Z)

The Sheep Shearing, arr. for S.A.T.B. 1908

Folk-Songs from Dorset (mil. by H. E. D. Hammond,
1
90S

arr by C. Sharp)

Folk-Song Airs, coll, and arr. for pianoforte, 3 pts. 1908-1

1

Novello’t School Songs, 1
1
pit (including Folk-Song* 1908-12

from Dorset, coll. H. Hammond, arr. C. Sharp)

Children*! Singing Games, 5 pts. (with I-ady Gomme) 1909—1

2

Four Folk-Airs, arr. for violin and pianoforte 191

1

English Folk Carols (if'tiux Prut, Simptin, NevtUe) 1911

Folk-Song* from Various Counties 1912

Englith FoIk-Chantcys(tf'rwwPwr, Simptin,Sibit) 1914

One Hundred English Folk-Songs (
Olivir Dition, 1916

Butin)

Folk-Songs of English Origin, collected in the Appa- 1919, 1921

lachian Mountains, 2 pts. (pt. 1 chi published

at American-English Falt-Sengi, Sihirmtr, New
Ycrk, 1918)

English Folk-Songs, Selected Edition, 2 pts. 1921, 1923

Nursery Songs from the Appalachian Mountains 1921, 1923

(illustrated by Esther B. Mackiruion)

Without pianoforte accompaniment:

Journal of the Folk-Song Society (Th/ Fclt-Scng

Snitty)’.

VoL 2, No. 6 1905

1 Published by Novell: & Co. unl«i otherwire it* ted.



Publications

Vol. 5, No. 18

VoL 5 ,
No. 20

English Folk-Songs from the Southern Appalachian

Mountains (with Olive Dame Campbell) (Put*

nam, NfW York). Out of print, but marly all

indudid in tht idition (1932} not/d btlsuI

and p:*thumou*!y,

Journal of the Folk-Song Society, Vol. 8, No. 31

English Folk-Songs from the Southern ApjxiUchiar.

Mountains, 2 pta. (edited by Maud Karpclet)

(Oxford University Preis)

FOLK-DANCE COLLECTIONS
Dance notations:

The Morris Book, 5 pts. (Pts. 1-3 \rith H. C.

Macllwainc, Pl 5 with G. S. K. Buttcrvroith)

Pt 1 revised and rc-writtcn

Pt 2 » »
P f

* 3 w »
The Country Dance Book, 6 pts. {Pts. 3 and 4 with

G. S. K. Butterwertb, Pt- 5 with Maud
Karpeies)

The Sword Dances of Northern England, 3 pts.

An Introduction to die English Country Dance, con-

taining the description together with the tunes

of twelve dances

Music with pianoforte accompaniment:
Morris Dance Tunes, 10 pts. {Pts. 9 and 10 with

G. S. K. Butterworth)

Pts. 1-6, revised edition

Folk- Dance Airs

Country Dance Tunes

The Sword Dances of Northern England. Song and

Dance Airs, 3 pts.

ON FOLK-SONG AND FOLK-DANCE
Book:

English Folk-Song: Some Conclusions(IVtsst* Pren

,

Simptin,' NavtlU)

*9*4
1916

1917

1927

193a

19C7-13

1912

1919

1924

1909-22

1919

1907-13

1912-24

9C9
1909-22

1907
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Publications

Folk-Dancing in Schools (E.F.D.S.), Out ofprint 1912

Folk-Singing in Schools (E.F.D.S.) 1912

VARIOUS

The Dance. An historical survey of dancing in 1924

Europe (with A. P- Oppd} {Halm if Traiestt

Smith). Oat ofprint

A Book of British Song for Home and School (John

Murray)

Toe Songs and Incidental Music arranged and com-

posed for Granville Barker's production of

A Midsummer Night's Dream (IVru/x Prtst,

Simprin, AWHo)

Reprinted with dance notations: A Midsummer

Night’s Dream,—Songs, Incidental Music,

Dances (Oxford Umvertity Pros)

ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS

Nutvtrv Ditties ... for + voices, 3 pts, (Mitzler

[Cranur]). Pt. 3 out of print

Menuct . . • pour piano (Laudy

)

I.a Fileu9e . .
.
pour piano (Laudy)

Two Songs: Cradle Sung. The Banks of Doon

(Laudy)

1902

I9H

1930

• 891 -3

1895

1896

1898

ARTICLES IN PERIODICALS, ETC
English Review. July 1912. 'The Folk Song Fallacy.’ A Reply.

(Sit also May 1912 and August 1912.)

E.F.D.S. Journal, 1914. ‘Some Notes on the Morris Dance.’

Musical Times. November 1915. 'English Folk Dar.cc; the

country dance.’ (See aht correspondence, December 1915,

January 1916.)

The Vineyard. Easter, 1919. ‘Folk Song Collecting in America.’

Music Student. August 1919. 'The English Folk Dance Revival.'

The Dancing Times. October 1919. ‘Folk Dancing and the

Ballet.*
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Publications

Harmsworth’s Universal Encyclopedia. ‘Folk Song.’ Amalgamated

Prtu, 1900-1.

Encyclopaedia and Dictionary of Education. ‘Dances, Sword,
Mona and Country.' Pitman

, 1901, 1900.

E.F.D.&. News, November 1923. ‘The Development of Folk
Dancing.’ (A fr/tis of two lecture* given by Cecil Sharp at the

Summer School, Aldeburgh, 1923.)
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GfaVCf, C. L.: Lift ifParty died, 17.

Grave*, Perceval, 49.

Greer*. Plunxec. 182; quote*!, ic?.

Greig, Gaua, quoted, 66-7.

Greno«de dance, 101.

Grimm cited. 64.

Gcote'a Dictionary of Mmic cited, 86

Wau, an.

tVond/i E. B., 1 1.

Gvauo, Steven, quoted, 184-5.

G*ll of Morrii Dtncttt, an.

GmuMit, Prof. F. B., quoted, 66,

Hodow, Sir Henry, i8x.

H.mho^rr, Michael, 14.

Hambridge, 28-9, Ji.

HitniMtimUS, week! Fcttical ai, iSj.

Hampaiead: M ire nisi! Garden*, t,

178; Gscoervaiaire, 24; Sharpl first

lecture at, 47.

ilaadrrati, 95.

Harrogate. Tenn., 161.

Haibv, 95.

Haydn! rouical background. 2(41 bik
kl 10 hil quartet in G, 19J.

Hmrd, 168-9

HradintlOT: Sharp! -i.ir to, 26; folk

Jintre. of, 25
, 71, 95; Min Neill

•ikt lo (1910), *3 ; la* »"g collected

•«. iB.
Hcinicir, Here, 11.

Hisaicy, Emma, 156-7.

Hoaoa, Medori, 24, 26.

Hcppel, George, 4-5.

Herd'i Collection. 56.

Hindman ScbcoJ (Knott Co ), 168.

Hobbs Mr#- Mar ECsot, qvoted, 13 n.

Hodgton, Rev. Francis 9c.

Holland, Betsj, 41-a.

Holland. Reb<ca, 4 *-

Holme., B. A. C., ??.

Henryhone, Ralph, c«4-

Hcoper, Mrs l.o*-*: »ongs collected

from, 34, 40; her letter quoted, 45.

Ifootman, Laurence, 70.

Howards The. 11.

Howells W. D., quoted, 87 *.
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Hudwo, W. H., 1S5.

Hughes Robert, 119 it.

Hyden, 169.

Ilmington, q*.

Indian mu«c, 43 n.

International Commiwioa ot Folk Arts
J 97-

I*cr&iMCitoK A} tbt Skill c) Mmic, Ax
y

97*-1

Irish, Shirp's citimate of the, 13.

Irwia, Lord, quoted. x&3 .

amtcwn’i Collection, 56.

crvii, Xonh, 129.

ohnwa’i Scon Mvucal Afustv\t, 56.

one#, Robert E., 133.

M., 139.

K-rpcle., Helm, ue K«mi»dy, Mn
Douglai.

Kmpdre, Maud: fa., inaere,, in foU-
dancing, 87; on Eogliih Polk Dance
Coeimiirec,88 t; aiiiiu Slurp, 121,

178, 1*4. 1*7. 18966k <94-51
America (1916-18). 133, 137-8; ai

Eliot Summer Sifaool, 129; on
E.F.D.S. Bond, 197; Sharp! liter-

ary- ewcutor, 196; edita Appalachian

•on*., 196 «<J «!; lire -i’iu 10 New-
foundland, >96 oad quoted, 98

;

nlrt by, I42 .-.B.

attic (Mn. Algernon Li.-ido).

*7, .83, 208; tinging for Sharp, 26.

33 - 47, 7^i 88
i
join. Sharp in New

Vcri. 123-4. 126
Keith, Alennder, 66.

Kennedy, DonglMi a dancer at Savoy

ejhibetion, 112; dancing with Sharp,

84
;

hi. halUl 10 Haydn*, quartet,

193; Director of English Folk Dante

Society, 113, 197.

Kennedy, Mn. Dough.. (Helen Kar-

P'ln), 87, 88 -.,181,184.

Kentucky, 138, 159, 171, 177-

Ken. Father, 86.

Kettlewell, Capt., 89 «.

Kett>well, Mn. (Min Walsh), * 7, 88,

89 ».

Kettkwr'l, WsHiam, 34.

Kidroa ,
Fnmk, 49.

Kirobrr, William (senr.), quoted, ?<-<



Index

Kimbtr, Williun (junr.), 7®-*i **>

«ag, Sharp’*discorr ry oi, !?, quoted,

iqgi hi Idler to Sharp quoted,

71 (I.

Kipgrwn, C C., 9-

Kialech Coflrenon of folk-tongi, 57.

Kinter, Url ol, 10

KiettT Mibcarf, 9Si 131 •

Knoxnllc, 164-

La-nwee, Mr- Pothick. 74 «-

Lfodojb^h Agetoon, v« Kay.i— Tim, •*«**-

Longborough, 94.

UBI.B.V, 108; quoted, *03.

Laacu. Pmoal, «*-, "'“'3k hJnl,

I??. , 4°-

Lodgro-e School, 17-1S, !i, Ha

Lvtton, Lady Coimiocc, 74 ..

lytton, Neville, 74, 7*1 quoted, 16.

McCall, Mo. Malcolm{EthelSharp),!.

McCarthy, LilUh. lit.

MacDoancll, Fred T., 6.

Marllwaine, Herbert o., 7°.

75-6.

Mclaon, Cuupbtl, 47 «•'

Mackiyr, Percy, ««<*./ 0/ C«Mu.,

133, 134 «L

Mancht.trr (Clay Co.). 164-

Manning, Percy, 71.

Margtwon, Lady. 89.

Mama, Rev. Chirk. Latimtri

method t, 19
1

hitwritingi,
.
Sharp’.

fricmWiip with, n, 3'i

pm Sonoar. 50, >051 hi. modiHc-

rion. of foll-aong word., «, h->

geoerouly, ;o?] hi« death, 3a-,

quoted, 1 a, ac.

Mary, Pancm., fcM-eonpi book dedi-

cated to, 5*! letter from, quoted. (!•

Mathew*, Wm. Ltc, 84.

Meadow, of Dan, 173-4.

.VttMOMr-A’rgtfi Drtn", ill, ill,

114.

Miupma, 9*.

Montagu, Lady MaryWeetky, quoted,

’***
-

Montreal, 189-90.

Mnrii «»*, 7i*! Pt. i, yOj Pt- a, 7 >.

iBj Pt. 3, 96, i88j Pt' 4 and S, 9^

Moerh-<i.r«.T, Wtic* from mn of,

quoted, 45.

Morn. daiKni 'Laudnuin Bunchet',

171 the Eiperanc* Club, 68 ELj

oirmi manner •(, 76-, Chebea

School of, 771 eollerting {1911), 187)

women’i, 1104 example: 'Bean Set-

ting’, 'Blue-evcd Stranger','Conaant

mily’, Rig. o’ Marlow’, 17; ‘Leap

Frog1

,
117.

Motherwell Collettiotiof folksong., 57.

Morart, 114.

MQUer, Mbs Maggie, 33.

Miatnaf Flsyi, 114

Muir and Leilen cited, iSjawf ».

Mtait in See*»U>y Srbo.U, 60.

Mahal inrtruinait. played by Sharp,

6<sxJr.‘, lot.

Neal, Mary : hre girV dancing, 69, 10S

;

Coupil Gallery Conferenir, 74; tie

fn«)ur Hums 5o.«, 3ij differ-

men with Sharp, 76-7, 81-3; riin

I leading too, 8 3 t
ConUrcnee on Ran

•

dard of Mania teaching (1911), 89-

90; quoted, 71. 751 " Uw“
qcored, 6g.

Nevinrou, H. W, qnoted, 103.

.Vevinnn, Mr*. H W. (Evelyn Slurp),

a- 3, UnfiniM Muntm died,

1 u. J

New York, Sharp’, vi«t to { 19 1 5), 1 n ff •

Newfoiamlland, l59,i94iMi«Kirp«lt»

collection of »ong< from, ir/6*'d

Newman, Cardinal, 13-4-

Ntwmnn, Eratt, quoted, 65. 183.

Newnkana College, ta-

North, Mu. Kennedy, 78.

North Carolina, roiketing in, t-6.

Northanti, d.ncw from, 1I7.

Northumberland, word dance, from.

95, 10*.

OU Ki*t Coe. 19?.

One Handled Exffub Fdk-Stnp, 1 Ji.

Oppd, Paul, 131, t*5, 19', <931

borace. with Sharp, 191.

Overd, Mr?., %(>.

O. foed.hirc, da r.cct from, 16, ?», 7b.

9*- ,g7-

P. Mrr. T.litlu, >>>

Padtard, Dr., 14*, 161.
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Index
Packard. Mr., I,g.

I'.n.V, — 41.

Pin/, Sir Huber;, 17.

Piunon,
J., nj.

Pc&iiu. and their art, 184-51 Sharp’i

relation* with, 187.

Pepya, cited. 9*1 til folt-«ong Collec-

lion, 56.

Percy, Op.:b*M,f*« lf6,66.

Philander,— (1 ringer), (7).

Pine Mountain Settlement School,

166-8, i?a

Piucrule, 162.

Pb^ford, John, 97 *td **.-100, 131,

1S7.

rfukr Baited, 66.

Pudcridfc, Oliver, 6.

Purcell, JI5.

Rabold, Cbaric, 129, lj5.

Rapper d.ncc, 95.
Rawhnaon'i Collection, 56.

Keiding Pol* Din (in/ fcttiril, 107.

Reid, Adrian, jci

Reimans, Immanuel Gottfried. ic\ 11.

Rendal4 Id.ord D.. 8.

RendalL Montagu, 11 a.

Ripan Mallmary Pageant, tot.

Ration'* Collietioo, 56.

Roberta, Lily, 119.

Robinra, Sir W. C. K, ta
Run cinun, John F., 73.

R jr.tim mute. 114.

Staler, Sir ^chari, quoted, 184.

St. Deni 1, Ruth, 6S.

St. Paul, ih.mry tinmen on, 131.

Sudmon, Rev. J. T., 5.

Scbcrah, tlnnanary, foft-dancing in.

ai8-ia
ScW^ cited, 15.

Schubert, 114
Soxfund, (nU-inng collection, in, 56.

Scott, Sir Walter, cited, 64; hil Col-
lection, 56.

ScoiiD, Peggy, i6S.

Seaman, Sir Owen, S.

Selden’i JMt Talk quoted. 98 0.'

Shakerprarc Memorial Theatre, ut
Stratford.

Shaknpmrc Tricentenary cdebeaDonj
io America, SJ3.
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Sharp, Cedi i

Appearance, 7. • J end «.

Career, cbroookigic.il xquence oti

birtl., 1; kNmI, !-«; college, 5-7,
sm

;
workin Adelaide. 9 ;

Amityte
to Cliief Junite, 9; truncal work,

13, 2»-l;vMt to England (tSS6).

I0i (1891), it; -V™, 11 o»f
with Lixrcn Sharp is Loodon, 13;
Lanjhun Street 13; compering,

'4( teaching and condoning, 15-

164 the Finibuiy Choral Axocia-
lion. 16-17; tt"-u‘c njiur at Lud*
prove, 17, soi; engagement, 18-

23; marriage, so, set
;
Ptiaiipo]

of Hampetrad Cotwrvatoire, 24;
traini Mattie Kay, 16; diiciven
foU-enuaic at Headington, 27;
Hum bridge, }l; publication of

collected folk-«ig<, 31 ;
00 J.S.S.

Committee, jo; tutor to Royal
children, 52-3; mi> to Addiide
Rood,

5J; Flff/ilb Fdl-Smg; Sent
Ctmclmian, 648.; Tie iWa-nr
Beni, 70, toj- 4; relation, with the
Esprrance Club, 73, ~(>\ ».lh the
Allocation for the Reiitnl and
Practice of Folk Make, 76-7;

Director of Cbeliea School of

MorrisDancing, 78 ;
reagraatioa of

Lodgrovr port, 8:; coniiovc/iy

with Mix Neal. 81 ff; more to

Uibrvd**, 851 Cnil latt pennon,

85; Director ofStritfnrd Summer
School, 86 B-, 07 1 fouedira of
Engli.li Polk Dance Society, 83;
conference on llaodard of Morri.
teaching, 89 ll.

;
fnlk-di nee collect

-

ing, 54 0. ;
Tie Atarri, W, fa.

3.4and5,96 ;
Singing Carnes96-7;

Tbt Camay [Un/t Beak, 97, 99-
ico trJ n.; Eagtiik F>H Cba.Ua,
116; MiJmvnf-Nigki't Often at

Savoy, tat, 193; in New York,

Ijaff.; again in U5A (Jnne,

'9'5)« B-;to Englrad for Sum-
mer School, 131; move to Hamp-
atmd, 131; third vine to America,

|J2 fl.; in the Appal»d*in«, l«3

H- . remit* of thii colieetiag, 176;

returni hcoie, 137; but vidt to

America, 138; Ifcffui Fdk-Senp



Index

frtn afu iauilf’H Appalachian,

„ijS mf «-, '39, > 77* tome (Dec.

1918), 140. 17*; Sindord Vaca-

tion School, 17s ;
Occiiional In-

spector or" Training Ccclegci, 1B1

;

lUmmcraniilt Fcxivil, iBjj in-

creicing ill-hoiUh, 1S6; Cw.crj

Dana flit*. Pi. <>. 1*7; further

collecting, i*7> Minor of Mtaic,

Cimb, 1*8,211; Montrcux, 189

go; truuhtioo of Aebeau'i 0>-

dkagnfbu, 190-, collaboration

with Opr*, i<)ti Cndiei Vacation

School (igJj), 193; Htbcly at

»ock (ApnUMay, 1914), '94, In'

doth, 195-6; lumnury of hii life,

ico 6.

ChirxctcrifcKt:

Artistry, an; EfigUihaeu, no
?

'34- MO, 14S. 1031 ciithuiium, 7,

47, in, 117, 135, l&>; gaiety and

aeilfubtu, 7, sen
,

gcneiaiiy,

202; moodinoa 2nd irritability,

25. 201, 210; nervoioneu, 138,

145; obstinacy, no; julienne, 38,

401 eenvtivree-itonouc, «; «ince»-

ity, *7, k3; wiglemUdcdeeii,

6S. 107. 1 So; oxiabihty, 7, 14,

107, 176, 1871 rympathy, 107-8,

in; tact, 18, 108; tbsroughneia,

10S; tolerance, 91
;
vehemence, 7,

128; vcrtatilitr, joi| wit and

humour, 39.

Estimate* of, 107, no, aoi SI.; 11 1

boy, 4, 202; by Appalachian*nger,

1 75 ;
by Arthur Batchelor, io8; hy

Brockingtoti, 441 by l'0'd
i 7i by

Cilmour, 47; by Plunlct Greene,

107; emmatc of hi" work, 211.

Ill-health, 5, 10, 186, 1 S9, 201;

aithma, 25, 164, 16S, 186, 201,

209; gout in iryei, 25, 39, <«4i

fever and delirium attack., 25, 161,

162, 169, 1 86, 1891 neuritis 120;

lumbago, 129, 183; fceoac&tia,

1B3, 1S6; hit tail illne**, 195-t-

Lecturo, 123-4, 126, 144. >94, los-

LrCten of, quoted. 91, 9‘. 'J6, Mi.

183; to Batchelor, mi to Can-

itacce Birch, irt Mia- 10 Coo-

itar.ee Sharp; to John Campbell,

166
1
to Mr*. Campbell, t44, '*6.

to Min Diking, 1 so; to II. Den-
man, 1 10-11; to Mill Wyatt-Ed-
gel, 187; to Rev. F. M. Ithering-

ton. 42, 1 29; 10 Mil. Gilchriu, 66;

to T. L. Ciimour, 128; 10 John

Glenn, 164-3; to Mil W. How-
ard, 14, t{; to Maud Karpeles

123-7; ,0 W. Kimber, 73; to M.

Ly teoe, 76; to P. Maciiye, 1 34 :

to P. Oppf, IJ2, 185. 1931 to C.

Rabold, 135; to Peggy Stovill,

iM; to Chirk 1 Sharp (»»), 5-4.

ij3; 10 Coniticce Sharp (vife),

16, 18, 19, 22, 41, 137, 145. 147)

149, * 57* t6i; to Ethel S&arp (si*-

tCT
)» 3i ro sllirP (mother^ ji

to Jean Sharp (daughter). if,U7»

>3*8 *37. *55? *63; t0 ,>n* Al*

Srr.itlu 15^ 171; to Mrs
Stanton, 43; to Mrr* Scccrow, 13a,

13*, 140, 158. 163. 164. 173. *75*

Letters to-ftora Princm Mary,

Prince Albert, and Prince Henry,

53; Prof. Gummcrr* 66; W'.

Kiir.bfT, 71 ff.j Mr*. Stanton. 84;

G. B. Shaw, iacj a Mancbsswr

ringn, 16S.

MS* collection of tong*, Ac., bequest

of, 196.

Memorial to, 1137 ff

Monomark, 1090.

Musical cocpo*mon*, to, 11

14, 15; accompaniments, 119,207,

2175 rlayiog, 201; quality of h»

playing, lao,

Political vim*«, 7, <*, J!~3. ;oJ-

Publ, cation., bibliography of, 221-4..

Religion, 19-Jc.

Sharp, Mr.. Cecil (Cooaance Birch)

(“*fe): her appniaoce, 5; engage-

ment, 18-20; marriage, 20; regretful

at all-rngrouing claim. of foll-

muiic, 21, 9 a; an invalid after tori'!

ftrer, 131- (dad ut or.ii’ Sharp,

Cecil 1 Utter, of, quoted.)

Sharp, CLirle. Trimn (ton), a 1, 13*5

join, up, 122; wounded, 157-8.

Sharp, Dorothea Margaret I.eull

(dauglvtcr), 21, 85.

Sharp, Ethel, ice McCall.

Sharp, F.iclyn, ut Nevinmn.

Sharp, Jama (father), 1.
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Index

Shirp, Mn Junes (Jane Kojd)
(mocker), i-J.

Sharp, Jean Audrey (diughter), ji.

(f«f vt ni&r Shitp, Cecil i Letten

of, quoted-}

Sharp, Lancelot (brother}, zz.

Slurp, Lmrilyn (Lewes) (brothrr}, z,

Slurp, Mabel (niter), z.

Sharp, Sumnnah Anpel Birch (daiifh-

ttr), 11.

Shaw, Mn. Winfred Shuldhim, tSt,

i*7,
I alt let wor< for the Sharp

Memonnl, 198; her death, Ia8.

Si«iuindo>h Valley, i-;.

Sherborne, 9|.

Shift, S.-a-Smn end Sbmtin, 1 16.

Shed, John, 4 », .17*

Sickert, Leeahud, 47.

Sidgnick, Mr* Arthur, 88 u., tie.

Sincliir, Mis, 78.

Singing gan.o, 96-7.

’Sir Patrick Spen»‘, 59.

Smith, Prof. Akpbmuo, 159, 171.

Smolittt'l llnmfb’y Clinif quoted,

99"-'

Somerset! collecting songs in, 31-4;

dined from. 97. (See 1U0 Fali-Sae/i
Jnm Swi/rsif.)

Soraervcli, Scr Arthur, 89, 181.

Soxpfrm tbt HSU of Vcrn*nt cited,

II9 ni a.

Scxgt ofSm Labour^ 1 iC.

Spirituslvm, 2 2
f
102.

Stanford, Sir Charlee, 59, 1 17.

Stanton, Mrr., ij.
Storrow, Mrs. Jxmw, 127. 129. 139.

(Wnrf irr xxdrr Sharp, Cedi: Letters

of, quoted.)

Stow-ln-the-WoVd, 94
Stratfard-or.-Vron Shakei?rare Feeu-

ral (1910), 83.

ScrAtlortl~oc-Avon Summer Schools

:

(1911X86-7^(1912), *9; (1914), 97*
122.

Sturgit, Edith 8, 119 «.

Suggcuuo fir lie Cmilderaitov 1/

Taicivn, ;8, 61.

Snrrtj, don tea from, 97.
SwuxStip, S7.

Swanwick, Mn. Bruce, it;.

Sword dances 95 fl.j ebuactet of, too.

SawJ ViiBUt a/Ntr&m AngJanf, 102.

Sylvia, 11 and t

THdy, K. J. E-, u*-.4i killed, , }7,

>¥>I» Lit S«p., cited, 67.

Tom Bowling’, 59, 63.

Toje, G., 83.

Trafford, Joe, 72.

Training College!, tolk-mngi and
Since* in, 18c.

Trefoils Lidj Mar)’, it;, 1S2, 197.
Trevelyan, Sir Chailca, quoted, iSa.

7r.«nr< Annuity A/omoi* Sat/t,

Tyc Rim Valley, 172.

Vacation Sehooli, 183, 209. {And let

Stiatford.)

Virginia, collecting in, 171 If.

VoUmar, Herr, 11.

Wagner, 6, ii, 18.

Walih, Min. lie Kcttlewcll.

War, 19:4-18tcsualUei among Sharp's

•ingen, 137, 140, 186, zcq) teaching

fc-k-dancina to the troopi, 179.

Wardalc, T. R.. 6.

Wane, Ur., 29.

Warren, Floerie, 74.

Warren, Rer. W
,
68; quoted, )S

Warwickihire, dancei from, 94, 97, 187.

Wi 1Kington, 139.

Watchct, 117,

Way, Sir Samuel Jarrxi, 9.

Wayne irlile, 163.

Welli, Min Evelyn- reminiteeiwe*

quoted, 167-S.

Welli, Walter, 95.

Weilon Turrille, 10
,
14-

Whan, W. R, 116-17.

While, Henry, 139.
While, Mr., Lucy, 34, 40, 4;.

Whit. Rock, 14*.

irtofr A»l ./ftafw, Tic, 97 o.«

Wilhelm], Augtuie, 24.

Wilkie, Dorettr, 77-8, 89 a.

Witkiman, George J, 88 uj- 13 .

WilW, Dr. R. Vaughan- h* annul-
ment on Bd. of Ed. droabr rc»!u-

tioo, 62, on E.F.D.S. Committee,
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1$ I.; ai Conference on Kondard in

Morn* Michiog, *9
-
9°i fo;

nte SecJi of Low', nS; far Old

Kite Cd*, 19J; for Nrwloundland

foS-wn*-, on E.F.D.S.

Board, 197; Apptodix br. &-W»
inomjMnmenu, 117; to,

lid, 110, iaj-8 .

Winihcttc* College, ..vord-dince

nufhl * 1
,
n*.

ttmi, w. H., d, s.

W.oliton, 95.

Worain Suffrage movement, ij, jos.

Wood’* Fob-Song Collection,’^.

Wore tiler, E.»l of (idol), tjiioicl,
<fl.

Wright, Cli-de, iij.

Wright, Ceorge, to*.

WyOtl-EJgcB, MmPriwin*, 1*7.

Wjman, Mi*i Loeaine, t yy
WYrcJ.le du.ee, in.

Yorl Van 1 inn School, |»$.

Vochihire, -word-dmer* from, 95,
ICO-*.
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PLATE 1

CECIL SHARP AS A 80V

Fr*t a fy li- t‘>" 7-'" Oair.1,

B,
7>A> ft«*l £**•



PLATE II

CECIL SHARP IN MIDDLE AGE
•
rw Ar Lata CaixtU



(T.CII.

SHARP

IN

IMS

MRRARY

AT

ADF.l.ATOE

ROAD



« CECIL SHARP l*L AVI KG THE PIANO



PI. ATP V

CECIL SHARI’ IN Uf22

/>uv « phm-rafi >1 Dt/vaAami, l.,ae*J» S' C».

0.>Wa»



FACSIMILE

OF

TIIE

FIRST

FOLK

SONG

NOTED

BY

CECIL

SHARI’



PLATE VII

M JOHN ENGLAND
(** f Jl>

(.,) MRS. l.l'CY WHITE
(>.« (ip. JO «iil J5>

(I) MRS. OVEKD
P- 3‘J

FOLK-SINGERS



w MRS. Ll'CV CARTER
("*PP- 37 .ni 5 *i

FOLK-SINGERS









to HENRY CAVE

CU»UiHr^«MUr
(A) Amthrr Chumu'nkbtfdfitr

(i) HENRY TAYLOR, U LoniHamofh

j
\hrnt dmcrr



PLATE XIII

CHARLES KF.NFIKI.D, «.f Uitiury. 0«f*u<i*hire

A fwtnvt t/'irw# I* a.v«n amuov. «-i.,/e* "The CftvwjmM'

«> fubtiiM al IMaij

("* >P- ,
»
B ** 1 '9*!





LEAP-FROG, MORRIS OANCF. BY E.F D S. TEAM
in the ShaknfaiK Mrmutul Thnlfc Garden

fnm o ftonpip* h F. J. Siraft'^t.-^iw *» k'rf/»r»urrt.



KIRKBV MALZEARP SWORD DANCE
hr Wincbciter ran

Frot* a 'jAm ,e Wl» 1/ A/. Jtai£tA'



PLA I V XVII
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^
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PLATE XIX

M MRS IRO^CHTOX
wild v > (it U-r tin >£fcfatcrf|*ri| WtCj 10 Cutl Stuff

;
fc
)
MRS*. WHEELFR ANlJ HER

FAMILY
Mho 7k C’«" fifj

175)

(Aj M1LLIR COFFEY
fl»t lifter of Ante. Amt

VPPALACHIAN SINGERS




